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Editor's Preface.

Rimsky-Korsakov had long been engrossed in his treatise on orchestration. We have in our possession a thick note book of some 200 pages in fine hand writing, dating from the years 1873—1874, containing a monograph on the question of acoustics, a classification of wind instruments and a detailed description of the construction and fingering of the different kinds of flute, the oboe, clarinet and horn. (1)

In his "Memoirs of my musical life" (1st edition, p. 120) the following passage occurs: "I had planned to devote all my energies to the compilation of a full treatise on orchestration. To this end I made several rough copies, jotting down explanatory notes detailing the technique of different instruments. What I intended to present to the world on this subject, was to include everything. The writing of this treatise, or, to be more exact, the sketch for it took up most of my time in the years 1873 and 1874. After reading the works of Tyndall and Helmholtz, I framed an introduction to my work, in which I endeavoured to expound the laws of acoustics as applied to the principles governing the construction of musical instruments. My manual was to begin with a detailed list of instruments, classified in groups and tabulated, including a description of the various systems in use at the present day. I had not yet thought of the second part of the book which was to be devoted to instruments in combination. But I soon realised that I had gone too far. With wind instruments in particular, the different systems were innumerable, and each manufacturer favoured his own pet theory. By the addition of a certain key the maker endowed his instrument with the possibility of a new trill, and

(1) This manuscript was given to me by Alexander Glazounov; if a Rimsky-Korsakov museum is ever founded it will be placed there.
made some difficult passages more playable than on an instrument of another kind.

There was no end to such complications. In the brass, I found instruments with three, four, and five valves, the mechanism varying according to the make. Obviously, I could not hope to cover so large a field; besides, of what value would such a treatise be to the student? Such a mass of detailed description of the various systems, their advantages and drawbacks, could not but fail to confuse the reader only too eager to learn. Naturally he would wish to know what instrument to employ, the extent of its capabilities etc., and getting no satisfactory information he would throw my massive work aside. For these reasons my interest in the book gradually waned, and finally I gave up the task."

In 1891 Rimsky-Korsakov, now an artist of standing, the composer of Snegourotchka, Mlada, and Shéhérazade, a master of the orchestral technique he had been teaching for twenty years, returned to his handbook on instrumentation. He would seem to have made notes at different times from 1891 to 1893, during which period, after the first performance of Mlada, he gave up composition for a while. These notes, occasionally referred to in his Memoirs, are in three volumes of manuscript-paper. They contain the unfinished preface of 1891, a paragraph full of clear, thoughtful writing, and reprinted in this book. (1)

As the author tells us in his Memoirs (p. 297), the progress of his work was hampered by certain troublesome events which were happening at the time. Dissatisfied with his rough draft, he destroyed the greater part of it, and once more abandoned his task.

In 1894 he composed The Christmas Night; this was the beginning of his most fertile period. He became entirely engrossed in composition, making plans for a fresh opera as soon as the one in hand was completed. It was not until 1905 that his thoughts returned to the treatise on orchestration, his musical output remaining in abeyance through no fault of his own. Since 1891 the plan of the work had been entirely remodelled, as proved by the rough drafts still extant. The author had given up the idea of describing different instruments from their technical

(1) This preface had already been published in his Notes and Articles on Music (St. Petersburgh, 1911).
standpoint, and was more anxious to dwell upon the value of tone qualities and their various combinations.

Among the author's papers several forms of the book have been found, each widely differing in detail from the other. At last, in the summer of 1905 Rimsky-Korsakov brought his plans to a head, and outlined the six chapters which form the foundation of the present volume. But the work suffered a further interruption, and the sketches were once more laid aside. In his Memoirs, Rimsky-Korsakov explains the fact by lack of interest in the work and a general feeling of weariness: "The treatise remained in abeyance. To start with, the form of the book was not a success, and I awaited the production of Kitesh, in order to give some examples from that work" (p. 360).

Then came the autumn of 1906. The composer experienced another rush of creative energy; his opera, The Golden Cockerel made rapid strides, and kept him busy all that winter and the following summer. When it was finished, in the autumn of 1907, his thoughts reverted to the treatise on orchestration. But the work made little progress. The author had his doubts as to the adequacy of the plan he had adopted, and, in spite of the entreaties of his pupils and friends, he could not bring himself to broach the latter part of the book. Towards the end of 1907 Rimsky-Korsakov was constantly ailing in health, and this materially affected his energy. He spent the greater part of his time reading old notes and classifying examples. About the 20th of May he set out for his summer residence in Lioubensk, and having just recovered from a third severe attack of inflammation of the lungs, began to work on the first chapter of the treatise in its present, final form. This chapter was finished on June 7/20, about 4 o'clock in the afternoon; the same night, the composer was seized with a fourth attack which proved fatal.

The honour fell on me to prepare this last work of Rimsky-Korsakov for publication. Now that Principles of Orchestration has appeared in print I think it necessary to devote a few words to the essential features of the book, and to the labour imposed upon me in my capacity as editor.

On the first point I will say but little. The reader will observe from the Contents that the work differs from others, not merely by
reason of its musical examples, but more especially in the systematic arrangement of material, not according to orchestral division in groups (the method adopted by Gevaert for instance), but according to each constituent of the musical whole, considered separately. The orchestration of melodic and harmonic elements (Chapters II and III) receives special attention, as does the question of orchestration in general (Chapter IV). The last two chapters are devoted to operatic music, and the sixth takes a supplementary form, having no direct bearing on the previous matter.

Rimsky-Korsakov altered the title of his book several times, and his final choice was never made. The title I have selected seems to me to be the one most suitable to the contents of the work, "principles" in the truest sense of the word. Some may expect to find the "secrets" of the great orchestrator disclosed; but, as he himself reminds us in his preface, "to orchestrate is to create, and this is something which cannot be taught."

Yet, as invention, in all art, is closely allied to technique, this book may reveal much to the student of instrumentation. Rimsky-Korsakov has often repeated the axiom that good orchestration means proper handling of parts. The simple use of tone-colours and their combinations may also be taught, but there the science of instruction ends. From these standpoints the present book will furnish the pupil with nearly everything he requires. The author's death prevented him from discussing a few questions, amongst which I would include full polyphonic orchestration and the scoring of melodic and harmonic designs. But these questions can be partly solved by the principles laid down in Chapters II and III, and I have no wish to overcrowd the first edition of this book with extra matter which can be added later, if it is found to be necessary. I had first of all to prepare and amplify the sketches made by Rimsky-Korsakov in 1905; these form a connected summary throughout the whole six chapters. Chapter I was completed by the author; it is published as it stands, save for a few unimportant alterations in style. As regards the other five chapters, I have tried to keep to the original drafts as far as possible, and have only made a few changes in the order, and one or two indispensable additions. The sketches made between 1891 and 1893 were too disconnected to be of much use, but, in point
of fact, they corresponded very closely to the final form of the work.

The musical examples are of greater importance. According to the original scheme, as noted on the 1891 M.S., they were to be drawn from the works of Glinka and Tschaikovsky; those of Borodin and Glazounov were to be added later. The idea of choosing examples solely from his own works only came to Rimsky-Korsakov by degrees. The reasons for this decision are partly explained in the unfinished preface of 1905, but other motives may be mentioned. If Rimsky-Korsakov had chosen his examples from the works of these four composers, he would have had to give some account of their individual, and often strongly marked peculiarities of style. This would have been a difficult undertaking, and then, how to justify the exclusion of West-European composers, Richard Wagner, for example, whose orchestration Rimsky-Korsakov so greatly admired? Besides, the latter could hardly fail to realise that his own compositions afforded sufficient material to illustrate every conceivable manner of scoring, examples emanating from one great general principle. This is not the place to criticise his method; Rimsky-Korsakov's "school" is here displayed, each may examine it for himself. The brilliant, highly-coloured orchestration of Russian composers, and the scoring of the younger French musicians are largely developments of the methods of Rimsky-Korsakov, who, in turn, looked upon Glinka as his spiritual father.

The table of examples found among the author's papers was far from complete; some portions were badly explained, others, not at all. The composer had not mentioned which musical quotations were to be printed in the second volume, and which examples were to indicate the study of the full score, further, no limit was fixed to the length of quotation. All this was therefore left to the editor's discretion. I selected the examples only after much doubt and hesitation, finding it difficult to keep to those stipulated by the composer, as every page of the master's works abounds in appropriate instances of this or that method of scoring.

I was guided by the following considerations which agreed with the opinions of the author himself: in the first place the examples should be as simple as possible, so as not to distract
the student's attention from the point under discussion; secondly, it was necessary that one example should serve to illustrate several sections of the book, and lastly, the majority of quotations should be those mentioned by the author. These amount to 214, in the second volume; the remaining 98 were added by me. They are drawn, as far as possible, from Rimsky-Korsakov's dramatic music, since operatic full-scores are less accessible than those of symphonic works.

At the end of Vol. II I have added three tables showing different ways of scoring full chords; all my additions to the text are marked with asterisks. I consider that the careful study of the examples contained in the second volume will be of the greatest use to the student without replacing the need for the study of other composers' scores. Broadly speaking, the present work should be studied together with the reading of full scores in general.

A few words remain to be said regarding Rimsky-Korsakov's intention to point out the faulty passages in his orchestral works, an intention expressed in his preface to the last edition. The composer often referred to the instructional value of such examinations. His purpose however was never achieved. It is not for me to select these examples, and I shall only mention two which were pointed out by the composer himself: 1. The Legend of Tsar Saltan [220], 7th bar—the theme in the brass is not sufficiently prominent the trombones being tacet (a mistake easily rectified); 2. The Golden Cockerel [233], bars 10—14, if the marks of expression are observed in the brass, the counter-melody on the violas and violoncellos doubled by the wood-wind will hardly be heard. Example 75 may also be mentioned, to which the note on page 63, in the text, refers. I will confine myself to these examples.

In conclusion I desire to express my deep gratitude to Madame Rimsky-Korsakov for having entrusted me with the task of editing this work, thereby providing me with the opportunity of performing a duty sacred to the memory of a master, held so deeply in reverence.

St. Petersburgh, December 1912.

MAXIMILIAN STEINBERG.
Extract from the Author's Preface (1891).

Our epoch, the post-Wagnerian age, is the age of brilliance and imaginative quality in orchestral tone colouring. Berlioz, Glinka, Liszt, Wagner, modern french composers—Delibes, Bizet and others; those of the new russian school—Borodin, Balakirev, Glazounov and Tschaikovsky—have brought this side of musical art to its zenith; they have eclipsed, as colourists, their predecessors, Weber, Meyerbeer and Mendelssohn, to whose genius, nevertheless, they are indebted for their own progress. In writing this book my chief aim has been to provide the well-informed reader with the fundamental principles of modern orchestration from the standpoint of brilliance and imagination, and I have devoted considerable space to the study of tonal resonance and orchestral combination.

I have tried to show the student how to obtain a certain quality of tone, how to acquire uniformity of structure and requisite power. I have specified the character of certain melodic figures and designs peculiar to each instrument or orchestral group, and reduced these questions briefly and clearly to general principles; in short I have endeavoured to furnish the pupil with matter and material as carefully and minutely studied as possible. Nevertheless I do not claim to instruct him as to how such information should be put to artistio use, nor to establish my examples in their rightful place in the poetic language of music. For, just as a handbook of harmony, counterpoint, or form presents the student with harmonic or polyphonic matter, principles of construction, formal arrangement, and sound technical methods, but will never endow him with the talent for composition, so a treatise on orchestration can demonstrate how to produce a well-sounding chord
of certain tone-quality, uniformly distributed, how to detach a melody from its harmonic setting, correct progression of parts, and solve all such problems, but will never be able to teach the art of poetic orchestration. To orchestrate is to create, and this is something which cannot be taught.

It is a great mistake to say: this composer scores well, or, that composition is well orchestrated, for orchestration is part of the very soul of the work. A work is thought out in terms of the orchestra, certain tone-colours being inseparable from it in the mind of its creator and native to it from the hour of its birth. Could the essence of Wagner's music be divorced from its orchestration? One might as well say that a picture is well drawn in colours.

More than one classical and modern composer has lacked the capacity to orchestrate with imagination and power; the secret of colour has remained outside the range of his creative faculty. Does it follow that these composers do not know how to orchestrate? Many among them have had greater knowledge of the subject than the mere colourist. Was Brahms ignorant of orchestration? And yet, nowhere in his works do we find evidence of brilliant tone or picturesque fancy. The truth is that his thoughts did not turn towards colour; his mind did not exact it.

The power of subtle orchestration is a secret impossible to transmit, and the composer who possesses this secret should value it highly, and never debase it to the level of a mere collection of formulæ learned by heart.

Here I may mention the case of works scored by others from the composer's rough directions. He who undertakes such work should enter as deeply as he may into the spirit of the composer, try to realise his intentions, and develop them in all their essential features.

Though one's own personality be subordinate to that of another, such orchestration is nevertheless creative work. But on the other hand, to score a composition never intended for the orchestra, is an undesirable practice. Many musicians have made this mistake and persist in it. (1) In any case this is the lowest form of in-

---

(1) In the margin of the MS. a question mark is added here. (Editor's note.)
strumentation, akin to colour photography, though of course the process may be well or badly done.

As regards orchestration it has been my good fortune to belong to a first-rate school, and I have acquired the most varied experience. In the first place I have had the opportunity of hearing all my works performed by the excellent orchestra of the St. Petersburg Opera. Secondly, having experienced leanings towards different directions, I have scored for orchestras of different sizes, beginning with simple combinations (my opera *The May Night* is written for natural horns and trumpets), and ending with the most advanced. In the third place, I conducted the choir of the Military Marine for several years and was therefore able to study wind-instruments. Finally I formed an orchestra of very young pupils, and succeeded in teaching them to play, quite competently, the works of Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Glinka, etc. All this has enabled me to present this work to the public as the result of long experience.

As a starting-point I lay down the following fundamental axioms:

I. *In the orchestra there is no such thing as ugly quality of tone.*

II. *Orchestral writing should be easy to play; a composer's work stands the best chance when the parts are well written.* (1)

III. *A work should be written for the size of orchestra that is to perform it,* not for some imaginary body, as many composers persist in doing, introducing brass instruments in unusual keys upon which the music is impracticable because it is not played in the key the composer intends.

It is difficult to devise any method of learning orchestration without a master. As a general rule it is best to advance by degrees from the simplest scoring to the most complicated.

The student will probably pass through the following phases: 1. the phase during which he puts his entire faith in percussion instru-

(1) A. Glazounov has well expressed the various degrees of excellence in scoring, which he divides into three classes: 1. When the orchestra sounds well, playing from sight; magnificent, after a few rehearsals. 2. When effects cannot be brought off except with the greatest care and attention on the part of conductor and players. 3. When the orchestra never sounds well. Evidently the chief aim in orchestration is to obtain the first of these results.

(Author's note.)
ments, believing that beauty of sound emanates entirely from this branch of the orchestra—this is the earliest stage; 2. the period when he acquires a passion for the harp, using it in every possible chord; 3. the stage during which he adores the wood-wind and horns, using stopped notes in conjunction with strings, muted or *pizzicato*; 4. the more advanced period, when he has come to recognise that the string group is the richest and most expressive of all. When the student works alone he must try to avoid the pitfalls of the first three phases. The best plan is to study full-scores, and listen to an orchestra, score in hand. But it is difficult to decide what music should be studied and heard. Music of all ages, certainly, but, principally, that which is fairly modern. Fairly modern music will teach the student how to score—classical music will prove of negative value to him. Weber, Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer (*The Prophet*), Berlioz, Glinka, Wagner, Liszt, and modern French and Russian composers—these will prove his best guides. It is useless for a Berlioz or a Gevaert to quote examples from the works of Gluck. The musical idiom is too old-fashioned and strange to modern ears; such examples are of no further use today. The same may be said of Mozart and of Haydn (the father of modern orchestration).

The gigantic figure of Beethoven stands apart. His music abounds in countless leonine leaps of orchestral imagination, but his technique, viewed in detail, remains much inferior to his titanic conception. His use of the trumpets, standing out above the rest of the orchestra, the difficult and unhappy intervals he gives to the horns, the distinctive features of the string parts and his often highly-coloured employment of the wood-wind,—these features will combine causing the student of Beethoven to stumble upon a thousand and one points in contradiction.

It is a mistake to think that the beginner will light upon no simple and instructive examples in modern music, in that of Wagner and others. On the contrary, clearer, and better examples are to be found amongst modern composers than in what is called the range of classical music.
Extract from the Preface to the last edition.

My aim in undertaking this work is to reveal the principles of modern orchestration in a somewhat different light than that usually brought to bear upon the subject. I have followed these principles in orchestrating my own works, and, wishing to impart some of my ideas to young composers, I have quoted examples from my own compositions, or given references to them, endeavouring to show, in all sincerity, what is successful and what is not. No one can know except the author himself the purpose and motives which governed him during the composition of a certain work, and the practice of explaining the intentions of a composer, so prevalent amongst annotators, however reverent and discreet, appears to me far from satisfactory. They will attribute a too closely philosophic, or excessively poetic meaning to a plain and simple fact. Sometimes the respect which great composers' names command will cause inferior examples to be quoted as good; cases of carelessness or ignorance, easily explained by the imperfections of current technique, give rise to whole pages of laborious exposition, in defence, or even in admiration of a faulty passage.

This book is written for those who have already studied instrumentation from Gevaert's excellent treatise, or any other well-known manual, and who have some knowledge of a number of orchestral scores.

I shall therefore only just touch on such technical questions as fingering, range, emission of sound etc. (1)

The present work deals with the combination of instruments in separate groups and in the entire orchestral scheme; the different means of producing strength of tone and unity of structure; the sub-division of parts; variety of colour and expression in scoring, —the whole, principally from the standpoint of dramatic music.

(1) A short review of these various questions forms the first chapter of the book. (Editor's note.)
Chapter I.
GENERAL REVIEW OF ORCHESTRAL GROUPS.

A. Stringed Instruments.

The following is the formation of the string quartet and the number of players required in present day orchestras, either in the theatre or concert-room.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Full orchestra</th>
<th>Medium orchestra</th>
<th>Small orchestra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violins I</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Ill</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violas</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violoncellos</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double basses</td>
<td>8—10</td>
<td>4—6</td>
<td>2—3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In larger orchestras, the number of first violins may amount to 20 and even 24, the other strings being increased proportionately. But such a great quantity of strings over-powers the customary wood-wind section, and entails re-inforcing the latter. Sometimes orchestras contain less than 8 first violins; this is a mistake, as the balance between strings and wind is completely destroyed. In writing for the orchestra it is advisable to rely on a medium-sized body of strings. Played by a larger orchestra a work will be heard to greater advantage; played by a smaller one, the harm done will be minimised.
Whenever a group of strings is written for more than five parts—without taking double notes or chords into consideration—these parts may be increased by dividing each one into two, three and four sections, or even more (divisi). Generally, one or more of the principal parts is split up, the first or second violins, violas or violoncellos. The players are then divided by desks, numbers 1, 3, 5 etc. playing the upper part, and 2, 4, 6 etc., the lower; or else the musician on the right-hand of each desk plays the top line, the one on the left the bottom line. Dividing by threes is less easy, as the number of players in one group is not always divisible by three, and hence the difficulty of obtaining proper balance. Nevertheless there are cases where the composer should not hesitate to employ this method of dividing the strings, leaving it to the conductor to ensure equality of tone. It is always as well to mark how the passage is to be divided in the score; Vn² I, 1, 2, 3 desks, 6 'Cellos div. à 3, and so on. Division into four and more parts is rare, but may be used in piano passages, as it greatly reduces volume of tone in the group of strings.

Note. In small orchestras passages sub-divided into many parts are very hard to realise, and the effect obtained is never the one required.

String parts may be divided thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{a} \{ \text{Vn}^2 \text{ I div.} \} \quad \text{b} \{ \text{Vn}^2 \text{ II div.} \} \quad \text{c} \{ \text{Violas div.} \} \quad \text{d} \{ \text{'Cellos div.} \} \\
&\text{e} \{ \text{Violas div.} \} \quad \text{f} \{ \text{'Cellos div.} \} \quad \text{g} \{ \text{D. basses div.} \} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Possible combinations less frequently used are:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{e} \{ \text{Vn}^2 \text{ I div.} \} \quad \text{f} \{ \text{Vn}^2 \text{ II div.} \} \quad \text{g} \{ \text{Violas div.} \} \quad \text{etc.} \\
&\text{b} \{ \text{Troubles div.} \} \quad \text{f} \{ \text{'Cellos div.} \} \quad \text{g} \{ \text{D. basses div.} \} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Note. It is evident that the tone quality in b and e will be similar. Still b is preferable since the number of Vn² II (14 — 10 — 6) and Violas (12 — 8 — 4) is practically the same, the respective roles of the two groups are more closely allied, and from the fact that second violins generally sit nearer to the violas than the first, thereby guaranteeing greater unity in power and execution.

The reader will find all manner of divisions in the musical examples given in Vol. II. Where necessary, some explanation as to the method of dividing strings will follow in due course. I dwell on the subject here in order to show how the usual composition of the string quartet may be altered.
Stringed instruments possess more ways of producing sound than any other orchestral group. They can pass, better than other instruments from one shade of expression to another, the varieties being of an infinite number. Species of bowing such as legato, detached, staccato, spiccatò, portamento, martellato, light staccato, saltando, attack at the nut and at the point, VV and VV (down bow and up bow), in every degree of tone, fortissimo, pianissimo, crescendo, diminuendo, sforzando, morendo—all this belongs to the natural realm of the string quartet.

The fact that these instruments are capable of playing double notes and full chords across three and four strings—to say nothing of sub-division of parts—renders them not only melodic but also harmonic in character (1).

From the point of view of activity and flexibility the violin takes pride of place among stringed instruments, then, in order, come the viola, 'cello and double bass. In practice the notes of extreme limit in the string quartet should be fixed as follows:

for violins: \( \text{\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{note}} \)
for violas: \( \text{\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{note}} \)
for 'cellos: \( \text{\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{note}} \)
for double basses: \( \text{\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{note}} \)

Higher notes given in Table A, should only be used with caution, that is to say when they are of long value, in tremolando, slow, flowing melodies, in not too rapid sequence of scales, and in passages of repeated notes. Skips should always be avoided.

Note. In quick passages for stringed instruments long chromatic figures are never suitable; they are difficult to play and sound indistinct and muddled. Such passages are better allotted to the wood-wind.

A limit should be set to the use of a high note on any one of the three lower strings on violins, violas and 'cellos. This note should be the one in the fourth position, either the octave note or the ninth of the open string.

(1) To give a list of easy three and four-note chords, or to explain the different methods of bowing does not come within the scope of the present book.
Nobility, warmth, and equality of tone from one end of the scale to the other are qualities common to all stringed instruments, and render them essentially superior to instruments of other groups. Further, each string has a distinctive character of its own, difficult to define in words. The top string on the violin (E) is brilliant in character, that of the viola (A) is more biting in quality and slightly nasal; the highest string on the 'cello (A) is bright and possesses a "chest-voice" timbre. The A and D strings on the violin and the D string on the violas and 'cellos are somewhat sweeter and weaker in tone than the others. Covered strings (G), on the violin (G and C), on the viola and 'cello are rather harsh. Speaking generally, the double bass is equally resonant throughout, slightly duller on the two lower strings (E and A), and more penetrating on the upper ones (D and G).

Note. Except in the case of pedal notes, the double bass rarely plays an independent part, usually moving in octaves or in unison with the 'cellos, or else doubling the bassoons. The quality of the double bass tone is therefore seldom heard by itself and the character of its different strings is not so noticeable.

The rare ability to connect sounds, or a series of sounds, the vibration of stopped strings combined with their above-named qualities—warmth and nobility of tone—renders this group of instruments far and away the best orchestral medium of melodic expression. At the same time, that portion of their range situated beyond the "limits of the human voice, e. g. notes on the violin higher than the extreme top note of the soprano voice, from

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textbullet} &
\end{align*}
\]

upwards, and notes on the double bass below the range of the bass voice, descending from

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textbullet} &
\end{align*}
\]

(written sound)

lose in expression and warmth of tone. Open strings are clearer and more powerful but less expressive than stopped strings.

Comparing the range of each stringed instrument with that of the human voice, we may assign: to the violin, the soprano and
contralto voice plus a much higher range; to the viola, the contralto and tenor voice plus a much higher register; to the 'cello, the tenor and bass voices plus a higher register; to the double bass, the bass voice plus a lower range.

The use of harmonics, the mute, and some special devices in bowing produce great difference in the resonance and tone quality of all these instruments.

Harmonics, frequently used to day, alter the timbre of a stringed instrument to a very appreciable extent. Cold and transparent in soft passages, cold and brilliant in loud ones, and offering but little chance for expression, they form no fundamental part of orchestral writing, and are used simply for ornament. Owing to their lack of resonant power they should be used sparingly, and, when employed, should never be overpowered by other instruments. As a rule harmonics are employed on sustained notes, *tremolando*, or here and there for brilliant effects; they are rarely used in extremely simple melodies. Owing to a certain tonal affinity with the flute they may be said to form a kind of link between string and wood-wind instruments.

Another radical change is effected by the use of mutes. When muted, the clear, singing tone of the strings becomes dull in soft passages, turns to a slight hiss or whistle in loud ones, and the volume of tone is always greatly reduced.

The position of the bow on the string will affect the resonance of an instrument. Playing with the bow close to the bridge (*sul ponticello*), chiefly used *tremolando*, produces a metallic sound; playing on the finger-board (*sul tasto, flautando*) creates a dull, veiled effect.

*Note*. Another absolutely different sound results from playing with the back or wood of the bow (*col legno*). This produces a sound like a xylophone or a hollow *pizzicato*. It is discussed under the heading of instruments of little sustaining power.

The five sets of strings with number of players given above produce a fairly even balance of tone. If there is any surplus of strength it must be on the side of the first violins, as they must be heard distinctly on account of the important part they play in the harmonic scheme. Besides this, an extra desk of first violins is usual in all orchestras, and as a general
Table A. String group.

(These instruments give all chromatic intervals.)

Violin.
(l. II.)

Viola.

Violoncello.

Double bass.

Black lines on each string denote the general range in orchestral writing, the dotted lines give the registers, low, medium, high, very high.
rule they possess a more powerful tone than second violins. The latter, with the violas, play a secondary part, and do not stand out so prominently. The 'cellos and double basses are heard more distinctly, and in the majority of cases form the bass in octaves.

In conclusion it may be said that the group of strings, as a melodic element, is able to perform all manner of passages, rapid and interrupted phrases of every description, diatonic or chromatic in character. Capable of sustaining notes without difficulty, of playing chords of three and four notes; adapted to the infinite variety of shades of expression, and easily divisible into numerous sundry parts, the string group in an orchestra may be considered as an harmonic element particularly rich in resource.

B. Wind instruments.

- Wood-wind.

Apart from the varying number of players, the formation of the string group, with its five constituent parts remains constant, satisfying the demands of any orchestral full score. On the other hand the group of wood-wind instruments varies both as regards number of parts and the volume of tone at its command, and here the composer may choose at will. The group may be divided into three general classes: wood-wind instruments in pair's, in three's and in four's, (see table on page 13).

Arabic numerals denote the number of players on each instrument; roman figures, the parts (1st, 2nd etc.). Instruments which do not require additional players, but are taken over by one or the other executant in place of his usual instrument, are enclosed in brackets. As a rule the first flute, first oboe, first clarinet and first bassoon never change instruments; considering the importance of their parts it is not advisable for them to turn from one mouthpiece to another. The parts written for piccolo, bass flute, English horn, small clarinet, bass clarinet and double bassoon are taken by the second and third players in each group, who are more accustomed to using these instruments of a special nature.
The formation of the first class may be altered by the permanent addition of a piccolo part. Sometimes a composer writes for two piccolos or two Eng. horns etc. without increasing the original number of players required (in three’s or four’s).

**Note I.** Composers using the first class in the course of a big work (oratorio, opera, symphony, etc.) may introduce special instruments, called *extras*, for a long or short period of time; each of these instruments involves an extra player not required throughout the entire work. Meyerbeer was fond of doing this, but other composers, Glinka for example, refrain from increasing the number of performers by employing *extras* (Eng. horn part in *Roussilan*). Wagner uses all three classes in the above table (in pair’s: *Tannhäuser*—in three’s: *Tristan*—in four’s: *The Ring*).

**Note II.** *Mlada* is the only work of mine involving formation by four’s. *Ivan the Terrible*, *Sadko*, *The Legend of Tsar Saltan*, *The Legend of the Invisible City of Kitezh* and *The Golden Cockerel* all belong to the second class, and in my other works, wood-wind in pair’s is used with a varying number of *extras*. *The Christmas Night*, with its two oboes, and two bassoons, three flutes and three clarinets, forms an intermediate class.

Considering the instruments it comprises, the string group offers a fair variety of colour, and contrast in compass, but this diversity of range and timbre is subtle and not easily discerned. In the wood-wind department, however, the difference in register and quality of flutes, oboes, clarinets and bassoons is striking to a degree. As a rule, wood-wind instruments are less flexible than
strings; they lack the vitality and power, and are less capable of different shade of expression.

In each wind instrument I have defined the scope of greatest expression, that is to say the range in which the instrument is best qualified to achieve the various grades of tone, (forte, piano, cresc., dim., sforzando, morendo, etc.)—the register which admits of the most expressive playing, in the truest sense of the word. Outside this range, a wind instrument is more notable for richness of colour than for expression. I am probably the originator of the term "scope of greatest expression". It does not apply to the piccolo and double bassoon which represent the two extremes of the orchestral compass. They do not possess such a register and belong to the body of highly-coloured but non-expressive instruments.

The four kinds of wind instruments: flutes, oboes, clarinets and bassoons may be generally considered to be of equal power. The same cannot be said of instruments which fulfil a special purpose: piccolo, bass flute, Eng. horn, small clarinet, bass clarinet and double bassoon. Each of these instruments has four registers: low, middle, high and extremely high, each of which is characterised by certain differences of quality and power. It is difficult to define the exact limits of each register; adjacent registers almost blend together and the passage from one to another is scarcely noticeable. But when the instrument jumps from one register to another the difference in power and quality of tone is very striking.

The four families of wind instruments may be divided into two classes: a) instruments of nasal quality and dark resonance—oboes and bassoons (Eng. horn and double bassoon); and b) instruments of "chest-voice" quality and bright tone—flutes and clarinets (piccolo, bass flute, small clarinet, bass clarinet).

These characteristics of colour and resonance—expressed in too simple and rudimentary a form—are specially noticeable in the middle and upper registers. The lower register of the oboes and bassoons is thick and rough, yet still nasal in quality; the very high compass is shrill, hard and dry. The clear resonance of the flutes and clarinets acquires something nasal and dark in the lower compass; in the very high register it becomes somewhat piercing.
Note to Table B.

In the following Table B the top note in each register serves as the bottom note in the next, as the limits to each register are not defined absolutely. The note G fixes the register of flutes and oboes, C for the clarinets and bassoons. In the very high compass those notes are only given which can really be used; anything higher and not printed as actual notes are either too difficult to produce or of no artistic value. The number of sounds obtainable in the highest compass is indefinite, and depends, partly on the quality of the instrument itself, partly on the position and application of the lips. The signs \(-\) are not to be mistaken for crescendo and diminuendo; they indicate how the resonance of an instrument increases or diminishes in relation to the characteristic quality of its timbre. The scope of greatest expression for each typical instrument is marked thus, \[ \] under the notes; the range is the same in each instrument of the same type.
Table B. Wind group.

These instruments give all chromatic intervals.

Piccolo.

Flute.

Bass Flute

Oboe

English Horn

(Corn anglais, alto oboe F.)
Note. It is a difficult matter to define tone quality in words; we must encroach upon the domain of sight, feeling, and even taste. Though borrowed from these senses, I have no doubt as to the appropriateness of my comparisons, but, as a general rule definitions drawn from other sources are too elementary to be applied to music. No condemnatory meaning however should be attached to my descriptions, for in using the terms thick, piercing, shrill, dry, etc. my object is to express artistic fitness in words, rather than material exactitude. Instrumental sounds which have no musical meaning are classed by me in the category of useless sounds, and I refer to them as such, giving my reasons. With the exception of these, the reader is advised to consider all other orchestral timbres beautiful from an artistic point of view, although it is necessary, at times, to put them to other uses.

Further on, a table of wind instruments is appended, outlining the approximate limit of range, defining different qualities of tone and indicating the scope of greatest expression (the piccolo and double bassoon excepted).

Flutes and clarinets are the most flexible wood-wind instruments (the flutes in particular), but for expressive power and subtlety in nuances the clarinet supersedes them; this instrument can reduce volume of tone to a mere breath. The nasal instruments, oboe and bassoon, are less mobile and supple; this is accounted for by their double reed, but, having to effect all sorts of scales and rapid passages in common with the flutes and clarinets, oboes and bassoons may be considered melodic instruments in the real sense of the word, only of a more cantabile and peaceful character. In very quick passages they often double the flutes, clarinets or strings.

The four families are equally capable of legato and staccato playing and changing from one to the other in different ways, but distinct and penetrating staccato passages are better suited to the oboes and bassoons, while the flutes and clarinets excel in well-sustained legato phrases. Composite legato passages should be allotted to the first two instruments, composite staccato passages to the latter pair, but these general directions should not deter the orchestrator from adopting the opposite plan.

In comparing the technical individualities of the wood-wind the following fundamental differences should be noted:

a) The rapid repetition of a single note by single tonguing is common to all wind instruments; repetition of a single note by means of double tonguing is only possible on the flute, a reedless instrument.

b) On account of its construction the clarinet is not well adapted to sudden leaps from one octave to another; these skips are easier on flutes, oboes and bassoons.
c) Arpeggios and rapid alternation of two intervals legato sound well on flutes and clarinets, but not on oboes and bassoons.

Wood-wind players cannot manage extremely long sustained passages, as they are compelled to take breath; care must be taken therefore to give them a little rest from time to time. This is unnecessary in the case of string players.

In the endeavour to characterise the timbre of each instrument typical of the four families, from a psychological point of view, I do not hesitate to make the following general remarks which apply generally to the middle and upper registers of each instrument:

a) Flute. — Cold in quality, specially suitable, in the major key, to melodies of light and graceful character; in the minor key, to slight touches of transient sorrow.

b) Oboe. — Artless and gay in the major, pathetic and sad in the minor.

c) Clarinet. — Pliable and expressive, suitable, in the major, to melodies of a joyful or contemplative character, or to outbursts of mirth; in the minor, to sad and reflective melodies or impassioned and dramatic passages.

d) Bassoon. — In the major, an atmosphere of senile mockery; a sad, ailing quality in the minor.

In the extreme registers these instruments convey the following impressions to my mind:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low register</th>
<th>Very high register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Flute</td>
<td>Dull, cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Oboe</td>
<td>Wild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Clarinet</td>
<td>Ringing, threatening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Bassoon</td>
<td>Sinister</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. It is true that no mood or frame of mind, whether it be joyful or sad, meditative or lively, careless or reflective, mocking or distressed can be aroused by one single isolated timbre; it depends more upon the general melodic line, the harmony, rhythm, and dynamic shades of expression, upon the whole formation of a given piece of music. The choice of instruments and timbre to be adopted depends on the position which melody and harmony occupy in the seven-octave scale of the orchestra; for example, a melody of light character in the tenor register could not be given to the flutes, or a sad, plaintive phrase in the high soprano register confided to the bassoons. But the ease with which tone colour can be adapted to expression must not be forgotten, and in the first of these two cases it may be conceded that the mocking character of the bassoon could easily and quite naturally assume a light-hearted aspect, and
in the second case, that the slightly melancholy timbre of the flute is somewhat related to the feeling of sorrow and distress with which the passage is to be permeated. The case of a melody coinciding in character with the instrument on which it is played is of special importance, as the effect produced cannot fail to be successful. There are also moments when a composer's artistic feeling prompts him to employ instruments, the character of which is at variance with the written melody (for eccentric, grotesque effects, etc.).

The following remarks illustrate the characteristics, timbre, and employment of special instruments:

The duty of the piccolo and small clarinet is, principally, to extend the range of the ordinary flute and clarinet in the high register. The whistling, piercing quality of the piccolo in its highest compass is extraordinarily powerful, but does not lend itself to more moderate shades of expression. The small clarinet in its highest register is more penetrating than the ordinary clarinet. The low and middle range of the piccolo and small clarinet correspond to the same register in the normal flute and clarinet, but the tone is so much weaker that it is of little service in those regions. The double bassoon extends the range of the ordinary bassoon in the low register. The characteristics of the bassoon's low compass are still further accentuated in the corresponding range of the double bassoon, but the middle and upper registers of the latter are by no means so useful. The very deep notes of the double bassoon are remarkably thick and dense in quality, very powerful in piano passages.

Note. Nowadays, when the limits of the orchestral scale are considerably extended (up to the high C of the 7th octave, and down to the low C, 16 ft. contra octave), the piccolo forms an indispensable constituent of the wind-group; similarly, it is recognised that the double bassoon is capable of supplying valuable assistance. The small clarinet is rarely employed and only for colour effects.

The English horn, or alto oboe (oboe in F) is similar in tone to the ordinary oboe, the listless, dreamy quality of its timbre being sweet in the extreme. In the low register it is fairly penetrating. The bass clarinet, though strongly resembling the ordinary clarinet, is of darker colour in the low register and lacks the silvery quality in the upper notes; it is incapable of joyful expression. The bass flute is an instrument seldom used even today; it possesses the same features as the flute, but it is colder in
colour, and crystalline in the middle and high regions. These three particular instruments, apart from extending the low registers of the instruments to which they belong, have their own distinctive peculiarities of timbre, and are often used in the orchestra, as solo instruments, clearly exposed.

Note. Of the six special instruments referred to above, the piccolo and double bassoon were the first to be used in the orchestra; the latter, however, was neglected after Beethoven's death and did not reappear until towards the end of the 19th century. The Eng. horn and bass clarinet were employed initially during the first half of the same century by Berlioz, Meyerbeer, and others, and for some time retained their position as extras, to become, later on, permanent orchestral factors, first in the theatre, then in the concert room. Very few attempts have been made to introduce the small clarinet into the orchestra (Berlioz etc.); this instrument together with the bass flute is used in my opera-ballet Mlada (1892), and also in my most recent compositions, The Christmas Night, and Sadko; the bass flute will also be found in The Legend of the Invisible City of Kitesh, and in the revised version of "Ivan the Terrible".

Of late years the habit of muting the wood-wind has come into fashion. This is done by inserting a soft pad, or a piece of rolled-up cloth into the bell of the instrument. Mutes deaden the tone of oboes, Eng. horns, and bassoons to such an extent that it is possible for these instruments to attain the extreme limit of pianissimo playing. The muting of clarinets is unnecessary, as they can play quite softly enough without artificial means. It has not yet been discovered how to mute the flutes; such a discovery would render great service to the piccolo. The lowest note on the bassoon, $\text{b}_\text{G}$ and on the oboe and Eng. horn $\text{c}_\text{F}$ are impossible when the instruments are muted. Mutes have no effect in the highest register of wind instruments.

Brass.

The formation of the group of brass instruments, like that of the wood-wind is not absolutely uniform, and varies in different scores. The brass group may be divided into three general classes corresponding to those of the wood-wind (in pair's, in three's, and in four's).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group corresponding to the wood-wind in pair's</th>
<th>Group corresponding to the wood-wind in three's</th>
<th>Group corresponding to the wood-wind in four's</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Trumpets I, II.</td>
<td>3 Trumpets I, II, III.</td>
<td>(II—Small trumpet).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(III—Alto trumpet or:</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 Trumpets I, II, III.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Cornets I, II.</td>
<td></td>
<td>(III—Alto trumpet or Bass trumpet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Trumpets I, II.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Horns I, II, III, IV.</td>
<td>4 Horns I, II, III, IV.</td>
<td>6 or 8 Horns I, II, III.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Trombones.</td>
<td>3 Trombones I, II, III.</td>
<td>IV, V, VI, VII, VIII.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Tuba.</td>
<td>1 Tuba (1).</td>
<td>3 Trombones I, II, III.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The directions are the same as in the preceding table for wood-wind. It is evident that in all three classes the formation may vary as the composer wishes. In music for the theatre or concert room page after page may be written without the use of trumpets, trombones and tuba, or some instrument may be introduced, temporarily as an extra. In the above table I have given the most typical formations, and those which are the most common at the present day.

Note I. Besides the instruments given above, Richard Wagner used some others in The Ring, notably the quartet of tenor and bass tubas, and a contrabass trombone. Sometimes these additions weigh too heavily on the other groups, and at other times they render the rest of the brass ineffective. For this reason composers have doubtless refrained from employing such instruments, and Wagner himself did not include them in the score of Parsifal. Some present-day composers (Richard Strauss, Scriabine) write for as many as five trumpets.

Note II. From the middle of the 19th century onward the natural brass disappeared from the orchestra, giving place to valve instruments. In my second opera, The May Night I used natural horns and trumpets, changing the keys, and writing the best notes “stopped”; this was purposely done for practise.

Though far less flexible than the wood-wind, brass instruments heighten the effect of other orchestral groups by their powerful resonance. Trumpets, trombones, and tubas are about equal in

(1) Of late years sometimes two tubas are employed, by Glazounov for instance in his Finnish Fantasia. (Editor’s note.)
strength; cornets have not quite the same force; horns, in *forte* passages, are about one half as strong, but *piano*, they have the same weight as other brass instruments played softly. To obtain an equal balance, therefore, the marks of expression in the horns should be one degree stronger than in the rest of the brass; if the trumpets and trombones play *pp*, the horns should be marked *p*. On the other hand, to obtain a proper balance in *forte* passages, two horns are needed to one trumpet or one trombone.

Brass instruments are so similar in range and timbre that the discussion of register is unnecessary. As a general rule quality becomes more brilliant as the higher register is approached, and *vice versa*, with a decrease in tone. Played *pp* the resonance is sweet; played *ff* the tone is hard and "crackling". Brass instruments possess a remarkable capacity for swelling from *pianissimo* to *fortissimo*, and reducing the tone inversely, the *sf* =—*p* effect being excellent.

The following remarks as to character and tone quality may be added:

a) 1. *Trumpets* (*B♭—A*). Clear and fairly penetrating in tone, stirring and rousing in *forte* passages; in *piano* phrases the high notes are full and silvery, the low notes troubled, as though threatening danger.

2. *Alto trumpet* (in *F*). An instrument of my own invention, first used by me in the opera—ballet *Mlada*. In the deep register (notes 2 to 3 in the trumpet scale) it possesses a fuller, clearer, and finer tone. Two ordinary trumpets with an alto trumpet produce greater smoothness and equality in resonance than three ordinary trumpets. Satisfied with the beauty and usefulness of the alto trumpet, I have consistently written for it in my later works, combined with wood-wind in three's.

*Note.* To obviate the difficulty of using the alto trumpet in ordinary theatres and some concert rooms, I have not brought into play the last four notes of its lowest register or their neighbouring chromatics; by this means the alto trumpet part may be played by an ordinary trumpet in *B♭* or *A*.

3. *Small trumpet* (in *E♭—D*). Invented by me and used for the first time in *Mlada* to realise the very high
trumpet notes without difficulty. In tonality and range the instrument is similar to the soprano cornet in a military band.

*Note.* The small trumpet, \((B\flat - A)\) sounding an octave higher than the ordinary trumpet has not yet appeared in musical literature.

b) *Cornets* (in \(B\flat - A\)). Possessing a quality of tone similar to the trumpet, but softer and weaker. It is a beautiful instrument though rarely employed today in theatre or concert room. Expert players can imitate the cornet tone on the trumpet, and *vice versa.*

c) *Horn* (in \(F\)). The tone of this instrument is soft, poetical, and full of beauty. In the lower register it is dark and brilliant; round and full in the upper. The middle notes resemble those of the bassoon and the two instruments blend well together. The horn, therefore, serves as a link between the brass and wood-wind. In spite of valves the horn has but little mobility and would seem to produce its tone in a languid and lazy manner.

d) *Trombone.* Dark and threatening in the deepest register, brilliant and triumphant in the high compass. The *piano* is full but somewhat heavy, the *forte* powerful and sonorous. Valve trombones are more mobile than slide trombones, but the latter are certainly to be preferred as regards nobility and equality of sound, the more so from the fact that these instruments are rarely required to perform quick passages, owing to the special character of their tone.

e) *Tuba.* Thick and rough in quality, less characteristic than the trombone, but valuable for the strength and beauty of its low notes. Like the double bass and double bassoon, the tuba is eminently useful for doubling, an octave lower, the bass of the group to which it belongs. Thanks to its valves, the tuba is fairly flexible.

The group of brass instruments, though uniform in resonance throughout its constituent parts, is not so well adapted to expressive playing (in the exact sense of the word) as the wood-wind group. Nevertheless, a scope of greatest expression may be distinguished
Table C. Brass group.

These instruments give all chromatic intervals.

- Trumpet, Cornet.
  (B♭) - A, also in F.
- Horn
  (F, B♭).
- Trombone
  (tenor-bass).
- Tuba
  (C-bass).

Natural sounds are given in white notes. The upper lines indicate the scope of greatest expression. The 7th natural harmonic is everywhere omitted as useless; the same in the horns, the notes 11, 13, 14 and 15.

- The 64 of the octave - 1 does not exist on the trombones.
in the middle registers. In company with the piccolo and double bassoon it is not given to the small trumpet \(E\sharp - D\) and tuba to play with any great amount of expression. The rapid and rhythmical repitition of a note by single tonguing is possible to all members of the brass, but double tonguing can only be done on instruments with a small mouth-piece, trumpets and cornets. These two instruments can execute rapid *tremolando* without difficulty. The remarks on breathing, in the section devoted to the wood-wind, apply with equal force to the brass.

The use of stopped notes and mutes alters the character of brass tone. Stopped notes can only be employed on trumpets, cornets and horns; the shape of trombones and tubas prevents the hand from being inserted into the bell. Though mutes are applied indiscriminately to all brass instruments in the orchestra, tubas rarely posses them. Stopped and muted notes are similar in quality. On the trumpet, muting a note produces a better tone than stopping it.

In the horn both methods are employed; single notes are stopped in short phrases, muted in longer ones. I do not propose to describe the difference between the two operations in detail, and will leave the reader to acquire the knowledge for himself, and to form an opinion as to its importance from his own personal observation. Sufficient to say that the tone is deadened by both methods, assuming a wild "crackling" character in *forte* passages, tender and dull in *piano*. Resonance is greatly reduced, the silvery tone of the instrument to lost and a timbre resembling that of the oboe and Eng. horn is approached. Stopped notes (*con sordino*) are marked \(\uparrow\) underneath the note, sometimes followed by \(\bigcirc\), denoting the resumption of open sounds, *senza sordini*. Brass instruments, when muted, produce an effect of distance.

**C. Instruments of little sustaining power.**

**Plucked strings.**

When the usual orchestral string quartet (Vn\(\text{I}\), Vn\(\text{II}\), Violas, 'Cellos, D. basses) does not make use of the bow, but plucks the strings with the finger, it becomes to my mind a new and inde-
ependent group with its own particular quality of tone. Associated with the harp, which produces sound in a similar manner, I consider it separately, under the heading of plucked strings.

Note. In this group may be classed the guitar, zither, balalaïka; instruments plucked with a quill, such as the domra, (1) the mandoline etc., all of which may be used in an orchestra, but have no place in the scope of the present book.

Pizzicato.

Although capable of every degree of power from ff to pp, pizzicato playing has but small range of expression, and is used chiefly as a colour effect. On open strings it is resonant and heavy, on stopped strings shorter and duller; in the high positions it is rather dry and hard.

Table D on page 31 indicates the range in which pizzicato may be used on each stringed instrument.

In the orchestra, pizzicato comes into operation in two distinct ways: a) on single notes, b) on double notes and chords. The fingers of the right hand playing pizz. are far less agile than the bow; pizz. passages therefore can never be performed as quickly as those played arco. Moreover, the speed of pizzicato playing depends upon the thickness of the strings; on the double basses, for instance, it must always be much slower than on the violins.

In pizzicato chords it is better to avoid open strings, which produce a more brilliant tone than of covered strings. Chords of four notes allow of greater freedom and vigour of attack, as there is no danger of accidentally touching a wrong note. Natural harmonics played pizz. create a charming effect; the tone is weak however, and they are chiefly successful on the violoncello.

Harp.

In the orchestra, the harp is almost entirely an harmonic or accompanying instrument. The majority of scores require only one harp part, but in recent times composers have written for two or even three harps, which are sometimes compressed into the one part.

(1) A Russian instrument which, like the balalaïka, is better known abroad. (Translator's note.)
Note. Full orchestras should include three or even four harps. My operas Sadko, The Legend of the Invisible City of Kitesh, and The Golden Cockerel are designed for two harps, Mlada for three.

The special function of the harp lies in the execution of chords, and the florid figures springing from them. As only four notes at the most can be played by each hand, the notes of a chord should be written close together, with not too great a space between one hand and the other. The chords must always be broken (arpeggiato); should the composer wish otherwise he should notify it (non arpeggiato). In the middle and lower octaves the resonance of the strings is slightly prolonged, and dies away gradually. In changes of harmony the player stops the vibration of the strings with his hands, but, in quick modulations, this method is not feasible, and the mixture of one chord with another produces a discordant effect. It follows that more or less rapid figures can only be realised clearly and neatly in the upper register of the harp, where the strings are shorter and harder in tone.

As a general rule, in the whole range of the harp:

only the notes of the first to the fourth octave are used; the extreme notes in both compasses may be employed in special circumstances, and for doubling in octaves.

The harp is essentially a diatonic instrument, since all chromatic passages depend on the manipulation of the pedals. For this reason the harp does not lend itself to rapid modulation, and the orchestrator is advised to bear this fact in mind. But the difficulty may be obviated by using two harps alternately. (1)

Note. I would remind the reader that the harp is not capable of double sharps or double flats. For this reason, certain modulations from one key to another one, adjacent to it can only be accomplished enharmonically. For instance, the transition from C flat, G flat or D flat, major to their minor subdominant chords or keys is not possible owing to double flats. It is therefore

(1) A chromatic harp without pedals has now been invented in France (Lyon's system), on which the most abrupt modulations are possible. (Translator's note.)
necessary to start enharmonically from the keys of B, F sharp or C sharp, major. Similarly, on account of double sharps, it is impossible to change from A sharp, D sharp or G sharp, minor to their respective dominant major chords or keys; B flat, E flat and A flat, minor must be the starting-points.

The technical operation known as *glissando* is peculiar to the harp alone. Taking for granted that the reader is conversant with the methods of acquiring different scales by means of double-notched pedals, it will be sufficient to remark that *glissando* scales produce a discordant medley of sound owing to the length of time the strings continue to vibrate, and therefore, as a *purely musical* effect, *glissando* can only be used in the upper octaves, quite *piano*, where the sound of the strings is sufficiently clear, yet not too prolonged. *Forte glissando* scales, entailing the use of the lower and middle strings are only permissible as embellishments. *Glissando* passages in chords of the seventh and ninth, enharmonically obtained, are much more common, and as the above reservations do not apply, every dynamic shade of tone is possible. Chords in harmonics can only consist of three notes written close together, two for the left hand and one for the right.

The tender poetic quality of the harp is adapted to every dynamic shade, but it is never a very powerful instrument, and the orchestrator should treat it with respect.

At least three, if not four harps in unison are necessary, if they are to be heard against a full orchestra playing *forte*. The more rapidly a *glissando* passage is played, the louder it will sound. Harmonic notes on the harp have great charm but little resonance, and are only possible played quite softly. Speaking generally, the harp, like the string quartet, *pizzicato*, is more an instrument of colour than expression.

**Percussion instruments producing determinate sounds, keyed instruments.**

**Kettle-drums.**

Kettle-drums, indispensable to every theatre and concert orchestra occupy the most important place in the group of percussion instruments. A pair of kettle-drums (*Timpani*), in the tonic and dominant keys, was the necessary attribute of an orchestra up to, and
including Beethoven's time, but, from, the middle of the 19th century onward, in western Europe and in Russia, an ever-increasing need was felt for the presence of three or even four kettle-drums, during the whole course or part of a work. If the expensive chromatic drum, permitting instant tuning is rarely met with, still, in the majority of good orchestras, three screw drums are generally to be found. The composer can therefore take it for granted that a good timpanist, having three kettle-drums at his command, will be able to tune at least one of them during a pause of some length.

The limits of possible change in Beethoven's time was considered to be:

Big
kettle-drum: \( \text{chromatically} \)

Small
kettle-drum: \( \text{chromatically} \)

In these days it is difficult to define the precise extent of high compass in the kettle-drums, as this depends entirely on the size and quality of the smallest one, of which there are many kinds, but I advise the composer to select:

Note. A magnificent kettle-drum of very small size was made for my opera-ballet \textit{Mlada}; this instrument gave the \( D\flat \) of the fourth octave.

Kettle-drums are capable of every dynamic shade of tone, from thundering \textit{fortissimo} to a barely perceptible \textit{pianissimo}. In \textit{tremolando} they can execute the most gradual \textit{crescendo}, \textit{diminuendo}, the \textit{sfp} and \textit{morendo}.

To deaden the sound, a piece of cloth is generally placed on the skin of the drum, according to the instruction: \textit{timpani coperti} (muffled drums).

\textbf{Piano and Celesta.}

The use of a piano in the orchestra (apart from pianoforte concertos) belongs almost entirely to the Russian school (1). The object is two-fold: the quality of tone, either alone, or combined with

(1) Rimsky-Korsakov's opera \textit{Sadko} and Moussorgsky's \textit{Boris Godounov} are particularly interesting in this respect. (Translator's note.)
Table D.

Pizzicato.

Violin.

\[ \text{\textit{Pizzicato.}}} \]

\begin{align*}
\text{Violin.} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{\textit{Pizzicato.}}
\end{array} \\
\text{Viola.} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{\textit{Pizzicato.}}
\end{array} \\
\text{Violoncello.} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{\textit{Pizzicato.}}
\end{array} \\
\text{Double bass.} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{\textit{Pizzicato.}}
\end{array}
\end{align*}

The black notes are dry and hard, without resonance, and should only be used when doubled with the wood-wind.

*Table E.

Glockenspiel, celesta, xylophone.

\begin{align*}
\text{\textit{Glockenspiel.}}} \\
\text{(with keyboard.)} \\
\text{\textit{Glockenspiel.}}} \\
\text{(ordinary.)} \\
\text{\textit{Celesta.}}} \\
\text{\textit{Xylophone.}}
\end{align*}

*) This note is often missing.
that of the harp, is made to imitate a popular instrument, the guzli, (as in Glinka), or a soft peal of bells. When the piano forms part of an orchestra, not as a solo instrument, an upright is preferable to a grand, but today the piano it is gradually being superseded by the celesta, first used by Tschaikovsky. In the celesta, small steel plates take the place of strings, and the hammers falling on them produce a delightful sound, very similar to the glockenspiel. The celesta is only found in full orchestras; when it is not available it should be replaced by an upright piano, and not the glockenspiel.

Glockenspiel, Bells, Xylophone.

The glockenspiel (campanelli) may be made of steel bars, or played with a keyboard. The first type is the more satisfactory and possesses greater resonance. The use of the glockenspiel is similar to the celesta, but its tone is more brilliant and penetrating. Big bells in the shape of hollow discs or metal tubes (1), or real church bells of moderate size may be considered more as theatrical properties than orchestral instruments.

The xylophone is a species of harmonica composed of strips or cylinders of wood, struck with two little hammers. It produces a clattering sound, both powerful and piercing.

To complete this catalogue of sounds mention should be made of the strings playing col legno, that is with the wood or back of the bow. The sound produced is similar to the xylophone, and gains in quality as the number of players is increased.

A table is appended showing the range of the celesta, glockenspiel and xylophone.

Percussion instruments producing indefinite sounds.

Instruments in this group, such as triangle, castanets, little bells, tambourine, switch or rod (Rute. Ger.), side or military drum, cymbals, bass drum, and chinese gong do not take any harmonic or melodic part in the orchestra, and can only be considered as ornamental instruments pure and simple. They have no intrinsic

(1) Recently, bells have been made of suspended metal plates possessing the rare quality of a fairly pure tone, and which are sufficiently portable to be used on the concert platform. (Editor's note.)
musical meaning, and are just mentioned by the way. The first three may be considered as high, the four following as medium, and the last two as deep instruments. This may serve as a guide to their use with percussion instruments of determinate sounds, playing in corresponding registers.

**Comparison of resonance in orchestral groups and combination of different tone qualities.**

In comparing the resonance of the respective groups of sound-sustaining instruments we arrive at the following approximate conclusions:

In the most resonant group, the brass, the strongest instruments are the trumpets, trombones and tuba. In loud passages the horns are only one-half as strong, 1 Trumpet = 1 Trombone = 1 Tuba = 2 Horns. Wood-wind instruments, in *forte* passages, are twice as weak as the horns, 1 Horn = 2 Clarinets = 2 Oboes = 2 Flutes = 2 Bassoons; but, in *piano* passages, all wind-instruments, wood or brass are of fairly equal balance.

It is more difficult to establish a comparison in resonance between wood-wind and strings, as everything depends on the number of the latter, but, in an orchestra of medium formation, it may be taken for granted that in *piano* passages, the whole of one department (all 1st Violins or all 2nd Violins etc.) is equivalent in strength to one wind instrument, (Violins 1 = 1 Flute etc.), and, in *forte* passages, to two wind instruments, (Violins 1 = 2 Flutes = 1 Oboe + 1 Clarinet, etc.).

It is still harder to form a comparison with instruments of little sustaining power, for too great a diversity in production and emission of sound exists. The combined force of groups of sustained resonance easily overpowers the strings played *pizz.* or *col legno*, the piano played softly, or the celesta. As regards the *glockenspiel*, bells, and xylophone, their emphatic tone will easily prevail over other groups in combination. The same may be said of the kettle-drums with their ringing, resounding quality, and also of other subsidiary instruments.

The influence of the timbre of one group on another is noticeable when the groups are doubled; for instance, when the wood-wind timbre is closely allied to the strings on the one hand, and to the brass on the other. Re-inforcing both, the wind *thickens* the strings.
and softens the brass. The strings do not blend so well with the brass, and when the two groups are placed side by side, each is heard too distinctly. The combination of the three different timbres in unison produces a rich, mellow and coherent tone.

All, or several wind instruments in combination will absorb one department of added strings:

\[2 \text{ Fl.} + 2 \text{ Ob.} + Vn_{s} I,\]
\[\text{or: } 2 \text{ Ob.} + 2 \text{ Cl.} + \text{Violas},\]
\[\text{or: } 2 \text{ Cl.} + 2 \text{ Fag.} + 'Cellos.\]

One department of strings added to the wood-wind in unison produces a sweet coherent quality, the wood-wind timbre still predominating; but the addition of one wind instrument to all or part of the strings in unison, only thickens the resonance of the latter, the wood-wind timbre being lost in the process:

\[Vn_{s} I + Vn_{s} II + 1 \text{ Ob.},\]
\[\text{or: Violas } + 'Cellos + 1 \text{ Cl.}\]
\[\text{or: } 'Cellos + D. basses + 1 \text{ Fag}.\]

Muted strings do not combine so well with wood-wind, as the two tone qualities remain distinct and separate. Uniting plucked strings and percussion with instruments of sustained resonance results in the following: wind instruments, wood and brass, strengthen and clarify pizzicato strings, harp, kettle-drums and percussion generally, the latter lending a touch of relief to the tone of the wood-wind. Uniting plucked strings and percussion with bowed instruments does not produce such a satisfactory blend, both qualities being heard independently. The combination of plucked strings with percussion alone, is excellent; the two blend perfectly, and the consequent increase in resonance yields an admirable effect.

The relationship which exists between string harmonics and the flute or piccolo constitutes a link between the two groups in the upper range of the orchestra. Moreover, the timbre of the viola may be vaguely compared to the middle register of the bassoon and the lowest compass of the clarinet; hence, in the medium orchestral range, a point of contact is established between the quartet of strings and the wood-wind.

The bassoon and horn provide the connection between wood-wind and brass, these two instruments being somewhat analogous
in character when played piano or mezzo-forte; the flute also, in its lowest register, recalls the pianissimo trumpet tone. Stopped and muted notes in horns and trumpets are similar in quality to the oboe and Eng. horn, and blend tolerably well with the latter instrument.

Concluding this survey of orchestral groups I add a few remarks which seem to me of special importance.

The principal part in music is undertaken by three instrumental groups of sustained resonance, representing the three primary elements, melody, harmony and rhythm. Instruments of little sustaining power, though sometimes used independently, are chiefly employed for ornament and colour; instruments producing indeterminate sounds play no melodic or harmonic part, their functions being purely rhythmical.

By glancing at the order in which the six orchestral groups are placed, strings, wood-wind, brass, plucked strings, percussion producing definite, and those producing indefinite sounds, the reader will be able to determine the part played by each in the art of orchestration, from the secondary standpoint of colour and expression. As regards expression, the strings come first, and the expressive capacity of the other groups diminishes in the above order, colour being the only attribute of the last group of percussion instruments.

The same order obtains from the standpoint of general effect in orchestration. We can listen to strings for an almost indefinite period of time without getting tired, so varied are their characteristics (vide the number of string quartets, suites, serenades etc. written for strings alone). The addition of a single group of strings will add lustre to a passage for wind instruments. On the other hand, the quality of wind instruments soon becomes wearisome; the same may be said of plucked strings, and also percussion of every kind which should only be employed at reasonable intervals in orchestral composition.

It cannot be denied that the constant use of compound timbres, in pair's, in three's etc. eliminates characteristics of tone, and produces a dull, neutral texture, whereas the employment of simple, elementary combinations gives infinitely greater scope for variety in colour.

7 (20) June 1908.
Chapter II.

MELODY.

Whether it be long or short, a simple theme or a melodic phrase, melody should always stand out in relief from the accompaniment. This may be done by artificial or natural means; artificially, when the question of tone quality does not come into consideration, and the melody is detached by means of strongly accentuated dynamic shades; naturally, by selection and contrast of timbres, strengthening of resonance by doubling, tripling, etc., or crossing of parts (violoncellos above the violas and violins, clarinets or oboes above the flutes, bassoons above the clarinets etc.).

Melody planned in the upper parts stands out from the very fact of position alone, and likewise, to a less degree when it is situated in the low register. In the middle of the orchestral range it is not so prominent and the methods referred to above come into operation. They may also be employed for two part melody (in thirds and sixths) and for polyphonic writing.

Melody in stringed instruments.

Instances of the melodic use of stringed instruments are innumerable. The reader will find many examples in the present treatise. With the exception of the double basses, — dull in tone and of little flexibility, chiefly employed in unison or in octaves with the violoncellos, — each of the other stringed instruments, taken independently, is qualified to assume full responsibility for the melodic line.
a) Violins.

Melody in the soprano-alto register and an extra-high compass usually falls to the lot of the 1st Violins, sometimes to the 2nd Violins or to both in unison, a process which produces fuller resonance without impairing quality of tone.

*Examples:*

*The Tsar’s Bride* [84]. — *Pianissimo* melody (Vn=1) of a troubled, dramatic character. Harmonic accompaniment (Vn=2 and Violas *tremolando* — middle parts; the Violincellos forming the bass).

*Antar*, before [70]. — Descending melodic phrase, Vn=1 *con sordini* piano.


*Antar* [12]. Light graceful melody, oriental in style; a dance measure (Vn=1 *con sord.*), the mutes producing a dull ethereal quality of tone.

No. 2. *The Legend of the Invisible City of Kitesh* [283].

No. 3. *Spanish Capriccio* [17]. Vn=1 in the upper register doubling the high register of the wood-wind. Choice resonance.

b) Violas.

Melody in the alto-tenor register and a still higher compass is assigned to the violas. *Cantabile* melodies however are not so frequently written for violas as for violins and ’cellos, partly because the viola tone is slightly nasal in quality and better fitted for short characteristic phrases, partly because the number of viola players in an orchestra is smaller. Melodies confined to the violas are generally doubled by other strings or by the wood-wind.

*Examples:*


No. 5. *The Golden Cockerel* [193]. — Flowing *cantabile*.

in the 6th scene of the opera Sadko is slightly more penetrating in tone).

c) Violoncellos.

Violoncellos, representing the tenor-bass range + an extra-high compass are more often entrusted with tense passionate cantabile melody than with distinctive figures or rapid phrases. Such melodies are usually laid out for the top string (A) which possesses a wonderfully rich "chest" quality.

*Examples:*

Antar [56]. Cantabile on the A string.

Antar [63]. The same melody in D♭ maj. on the D string (doubled by the bassoons).

No. 7. Pan Voyevoda [134], nocturne, "Moonlight". A broad melody dolce ed espressivo, afterwards doubled by the first violins an octave higher.

No. 8. Snegourotchka [231]. At the fifth bar, a melody on the A string cantabile ed espressivo, imitating the first clarinet.


d) Double basses.

Owing to its register—basso profondo + a still lower compass,—and its muffled resonance, the double bass is little capable of broad cantabile phrases and only in unison or in octaves with the 'cellos. In my own compositions there is no phrase of any importance given to the double bass without the support of 'cellos or bassoons.

*Examples:*

*No. 10. Legend of Kitesh [306]. Double bass solo, doubled first by the double bassoon, later by the bassoon. This example affords an instance of the rare use of the alto clef (in the last few notes).

*No. 11. The Golden Cockerel [120]. — D. basses + D. bassoons.
Grouping in unison.

a) Vn I + Vn II. — It goes without saying that this combination entails no alteration in colour; it gains in power and richness of tone by reason of the increased number of players, and is usually attended by doubling of the melody in some departments of the wood-wind. The large number of violins prevents the wood-wind predominating, and the tone quality remains that of the string quartet, enriched and amplified.

_Examples:_

No. 12. _Shéhérazade_, beginning of the third movement. _Cantabile_ for Vn I and II on the D string, then on the A.

_The May Night_, overture [D]. Quick _piano_ melody, beginning _cantabile_ and divided later in octaves (Vn I 8) with florid embellishment.


b) Violins + Violas. — The combination of violins and violas presents no special characteristics, as in the preceding case. The violins remain predominant, and the resonance is rich and full.

_Examples:_

No. 14. _Sadko_ [208]. — Vn I + II + Violas (G string). Quiet _cantabile_ melody _pp_, in unison with the altos and tenors of the chorus.

_The Golden Cockerel_ [142]. — Same combination.

c) Violas + 'Cellos. — Produces a rich full resonance, the 'cello quality predominating.

_Examples:_

No. 15. _Snegourotchka_ [5]. — Apparition of Spring. Violas + 'Cellos + Eng. horn. The same melody, _mezzo-forte cantabile_ as in Ex. 9; but in a brighter key, a third higher, its resonance is more brilliant and tense. The addition of the Eng. horn makes no essential difference to the compound tone; the 'cellos stand out above the rest.

d) Violins + 'Cellos. — A combination similar to the preceding one. The 'cello tone prevails and the resonance is fuller.

**Examples:**

Nr. 17. *Snegourotchka* [288]. "Spring descends upon the lake." Vnⅆ I + Vnⅆ II + 'Cellos + Eng. horn. The same *cantabile* as in Ex. 9, and 15. The Eng. horn is absorbed in the musical texture, the principal colour being that of the 'cellos. Still more powerful in resonance.

No. 18. *The May Night.* Act III [L]. Chorus of Roussalki. The combination of the solo 'cello with the violins gives the latter a touch of the 'cello timbre.

e) Vnⅆ I +ⅆ II + Violas + 'Cellos. — Combining violins, violas and 'cellos in unison is not possible except in the alto-tenor register; this process unites the full resonance of the instruments into an *ensemble* of complex quality, very tense and powerful in *forte* passages, extremely full and rich in *piano*.

**Examples:**


f) Violoncellos + D. basses. — A combination of rich full resonance, used occasionally for phrases in the very low register.

**Examples:**

No. 20. *Sadko* [260]. — A persistent *forte* figure, severe in character.


**Stringed instruments doubling in octaves.**

a) Vnⅆ I and Vnⅆ II in octaves.

This is a very common process used for all kinds of melodic figures, in particular those in the very high register. It has already been stated that the *E* string diminishes in fullness of tone
the higher it ascends from the limits of the soprano voice. Moreover, melodic figures in the very high register of the violins become too isolated from the rest of the ensemble unless doubled in octaves. Such doubling secures expression, fullness of tone and firmness of timbre. The reader will find numerous examples of violins in octaves; a few are added below, chiefly broad and expressive phrases.

Examples:

No. 22. The Tsar’s Bride [166]. Cantabile, piano.

The Tsar’s Bride [206]. Cantabile, mezzo-piano; the lower part is in unison with the soprano voice.

Shéhérazade, 3rd movement [J]. Cantabile in G major; dolce and cantabile (the same as Ex. 12).

No. 23. The Legend of Tsar Saltan [227]. Melody with reiterated notes, dolce, espress. e cantabile.

Sadko, Symphonic tableau [12]. VnI in VnII muted. A short dance phrase pianissimo, given first to the violas, then to the violins (cf. Ex. 6).

No. 24. Sadko, opera [207]. Perhaps an unique example of its kind; violins playing in the very extremity of the high register.

Note. This passage is difficult but nevertheless quite playable. One or two desks of the 1st Violins are sufficient to double the melody in the upper octave, all the other 1st Violins can play the octave below. In this way the piercing quality of the highest notes will be diminished, the melody will acquire a clearer and more pleasant sound, and the expressive tone quality of the lower octave will be strengthened.

* The Golden Cockerel [156].
* " " [165].
* No. 25. Ivan the Terrible, Act III [63].

b) Violins divisi in octaves.

First and second violins divided in two parts and progressing in octaves will deprive the melody of resonance, since the number of players is diminished by half, the consequences being specially noticeable in small orchestras. Nevertheless the method can be used occasionally when the strings are doubled by the wood-wind, and when the melody falls in a sufficiently high register.
Examples:

Snegourotchka \[166\] — \(\frac{Vn_s}{Vn_s I}\) 8 mezzo-forte espressivo. Partial doubling of Coupava’s song (Sopr.). One flute and one oboe double the melody.

No. 26. Snegourotchka \[283\]. — Chorus of Flowers — \(2\frac{Vn_s \text{ soli}}{Vn_s I + Fl. I}\) 8. Pianissimo cantabile in two octaves, progressing with the women’s chorus (Sopr. I), and given out earlier by the Eng. horn. The flute and all the 1st Violins except two play in the lower octave, the two solo violins, only, in the upper. The solo desk will be sufficiently prominent owing to the general pianissimo.

c) Violins and Violas in octaves.

First and second Violins progressing with the Violas in octaves is a common method, especially when the lower octave in the melody happens to go below the open G string on the violins.

1. \(\frac{Vn_s \text{ (I or II)}}{\text{Violas}}\) 8.

Example:

Snegourotchka \[137\], finale of Act I. Quick melody, piano.

2. \(\frac{Vn_s I + II}{\text{Violas}}\) 8 and 3. \(\frac{Vn_s I + \text{Violas}}{Vn_s II}\) 8.

These two distributions are not exactly the same. The first should be used to obtain greater brilliance in the upper part, the second to give the lower part a fuller and more cantabile quality.

Examples:

No. 27. Sadko, before \[181\]. — \(\frac{Vn_s I + II}{\text{Violas}}\) 8. Quick animated passage, forte, introducing reiterated notes.

No. 28. Snegourotchka \[137\], finale to Act I — \(\frac{Vn_s I + \text{Violas}}{Vn_s II + \text{Violas}}\) 8. Cantabile phrase, transmitted to the flute and clarinet (cf. Ex. 8).

d) Violas and Violoncellos in octaves.

Of special use when the Violins are otherwise employed.

Example:

*Legend of Kitesh \[59\], \(\text{Violas}\) 8, doubled by bassoons.

e) Violins and Violoncellos in octaves.

Used in very expressive passages where the ’cellos have to play on the A or D strings. This method produces a more resonant tone than the preceding one; instances of it are frequent.
Examples:


*Shéhérazade*, 3rd movement \( \text{H} \) — \( Vn_s I \) \( 'Cellos \) 8. *Cantabile mezzo-forte appassionato* (cf. Ex. 1).

*No. 30. Shéhérazade*, 3rd movement, before \( \text{P} \) — \( Vn_s I \) \( 'Cellos \) 8 and \( Vn_s I + II \) \( 'Cellos \) 8. The first arrangement is rarely found.

Pan Voyevoda [134], nocturne “Moonlight” — \( Vn_s I \) \( 'Cellos \) 8. *Cantabile* melody given first to 'cellos alone (cf. Ex. 7).

*The Mny Night*, Act III \( \text{B,C,D} \) — \( Vn_s I + Vn_s II \) \( 'Cellos \) 8. *A forte* melodic phrase.

f) Violoncellos and Double basses in octaves.

The bass is usually constructed in this manner. Examples of it are to be found everywhere. Sometimes the double bass part is simplified in comparison with the 'cello part.

Example:

*Snegourotchka* [9], Fairy Spring’s Aria.

g) Violas and Double basses in octaves.

This combination seldom arises and is only used when the 'cellos are otherwise employed.

Example:

No. 31. *Legend of Kitesh* [223].

h) Parts progressing in octaves, each part doubled in unison. Melodies situated in the middle orchestral range may be allotted to 1st and 2nd \( Vn_s \), in octaves with Violas and 'Cellos. This arrangement is constantly found, and produces a beautiful quality of tone, somewhat severe in character.

Examples:

*Snegourotchka* [58], [60], [65] and [68]. The same melody, played twice *pianissimo*, not doubled, then twice *(mezzo-forte and forte)*, doubled in the wood-wind.
*Mlada*, Act II, the beginning of the Lithuanian dance. A lively piano theme.

*Ivan the Terrible*, Act II [28].

**Note I.** It may be of use to point out that melodies lying in the extreme upper register, e.g. those exceeding the middle of the 5th octave, are generally doubled an octave below, whilst those situated in the extreme low register (below the middle of the 1st octave) are doubled an octave higher.

**Examples:**


**Note II.** Progression in octaves of divided strings of the same kind is generally to be avoided:

\[
\text{Violas I} + \text{'Cellos I} + \text{D. basses I} \]

\[
\text{Violas II} + \text{'Cellos II} + \text{D. basses II} \]

for, in such cases the parts are played on strings which do not correspond, and unity of tone is impaired. This, however, does not apply to violins.

**Note III.** The following distribution is occasionally found:

\[
\frac{\text{Violas}}{\text{Violas I}} + \frac{\text{'Cellos I}}{\text{'Cellos I}} + \frac{\text{D. basses I}}{\text{D. basses I}} \]

**Melody in double octaves.**

a) \[
\frac{\text{VNs I}}{\text{VNs I}} + \frac{\text{VNs II}}{\text{VNs II}} \]

may be used for full cantabile melodies extremely tense in character, and in *forte* passages for choice.

**Example:**

No. 32. *Antar* [65].

\[
\text{No. 32. Antar} + \frac{\text{VNs I}}{\text{VNs II}} + \frac{\text{VNs I} + \text{VNs II}}{\text{Violas + 'Cellos}} \]

b) \[
\frac{\text{'Cellos}}{\text{'Cellos I}} + \frac{\text{D. basses}}{\text{D. basses II}} \]

are employed when the low register of each instrument in brought into play, and also to suit phrases of a rough and severe character.

**Examples:**

*Legend of Kitesh* [66], opening of the 2nd Act.

No. 33. *Snegourotchka* [215]. Tumblers' dance.
Note. The lack of balance in the distribution:

\[
\begin{align*}
&Vn^\#_1 + II + Violas \quad 8 \\
&Cellos \quad 8 \\
&D. basses \quad 8
\end{align*}
\]

is not of any great importance, for, in such cases, the partial harmonics of one octave support the tone of the other, and vice versa.

**Doubling in three and four octaves.**

\[
\begin{align*}
&Vn^\#_1 \quad 8 \\
&Vn^\#_2 \quad 8 \\
&Violas \quad 8 \\
&Cellos \quad 8 \\
&D. basses \quad 8
\end{align*}
\]

The distribution\(Violas\)\(\text{and}Cello\)s\(\text{and}D.\)basses\(\text{is very seldom found, and as a rule,}

only when supported by wind instruments.

**Examples:**

*The Legend of Kitesh* \((allargando)\).

\* *Shéhérazade, 4th movement, commencing at the 10th bar.*

\[
\begin{align*}
&Vn^\#_1 \quad 8 \\
&Vn^\#_2 \quad 8 \\
&Violas \quad 8 \\
&Cellos \quad 8 \\
&D. basses \quad 8
\end{align*}
\]

**Melody in thirds and sixths.**

In confiding a melody in thirds to the strings it is frequently necessary to use the same quality of tone in both parts, but in the case of a melody in sixths different timbres may be employed. In writing thirds doubled in octaves, the first and second violins should be used. In spite of the difference in the quantity of players, the thirds will not sound unequal. The same arrangement may obtain in the viola and 'cello groups, but it is useless in the case of melody in sixths.

**Examples:**

\* No. 34. *Legend of Kitesh* \(34\) — \(Vn^\#_1 \text{ div.} 3\) \(Vn^\#_2 \text{ div.} 3\) \(8\).

\* *Legend of Kitesh* \(39\) — \(Vn^\#_1 \text{ div.} 6\).

Cf. also *Legend of Kitesh* \(223\) : \(Vn^\#_1 \quad 3\) \(Vn^\#_2 \quad 3\) \(8\) (Ex. 31).

Distribution in octaves, thirds, and sixths is usually regulated by the normal register of the respective instruments, so as to avoid
any suggestion of mannerism resulting from the disturbance of balance. But such a departure from the recognised order may be permitted in special cases. For instance, in the following example of writing in sixths the upper part is allotted to the 'cellos, the lower part to the violins on the G string; this arrangement produces a quality of tone distinctly original in character.

Example:
No. 35. Spanish Capriccio [D] \(-\text{Cello}_{\text{Vn} 1+2}\) 6.

**Melody in the wood-wind.**

*The choice of instruments for characteristic and expressive melody is based on their distinctive qualities, discussed minutely in the foregoing chapter. To a large extent the question is left to the orchestrator's own personal taste. Only the best methods of using the wood-wind in unison or octaves, and distributing a melody in thirds, sixths and mixed intervals, from the standpoint of resonance and tone quality will be indicated in this section of the work. Examples of the use of solo wood-wind are to be found in any score; the following are typical instances:

**Examples of solo wood-wind:**

1. Piccolo: Serbian Fantasia [C]; No. 36. Tsar Saltan [216]; Snegourotchka [54].


   Flute (double tonguing): Pan Voyevoda [72]; Shéhérazade, 4th movement, after [V]; No. 38. Ivan the Terrible, Act III, after [10].


5. Eng. horn: Snegourotchka [97, 283] (cf. Ex. 26); No. 44. Spanish Capriccio [E]; No. 45. The Golden Cockerel [61].
6. **Small Clarinet:** No. 46. *Mlada*, Act II [33]; *Mlada*, Act III [37].

7. **Clarinet:** Serbian Fantasia [G]; Spanish Capriccio [A]; Snegourotchka [90], [99], [224], [227], [231] (cf. Ex. 8); *The May Night*, Act I, before [X]; *Shéhérazade*, 3rd movement [D]; *A Fairy Tale* [M]; *The Tsar's Bride* [50], [203]; *The Golden Cockerel* [97] (lowest register, cf. Ex. 43).

8. **Bass clarinet:** No. 47 and 48. Snegourotchka [243] and [246–247].

9. **Bassoon:** Antar [59]; No. 49. *Vera Scheloga* [36]; *Shéhérazade*, 2nd movement, beginning (cf. Ex. 40); No. 50. *The Golden Cockerel* [249]; No. 51. *Mlada*, Act III, after [29]; cf. also Ex. 78.

10. **Double bassoon:** *Legend of Kitesh*, before [84], [289]; cf. also Ex. 10 (D. bassoon + D. bass solo).

The normal order of wood-wind instruments and that which produces the most natural resonance is the following: Flutes, Oboes, Clarinets, Bassoons (the order used in orchestral full scores). Departure from this natural order, e.g. placing bassoons above clarinets and oboes, or flutes below oboes and clarinets, and especially below the bassoons, creates a far-fetched, unnatural tone, useful, however, in certain cases to attain certain special effects. I do not advise the student to make too free a use of this proceeding.

**Combination in unison.**

The combination of two different wood-wind instruments in unison yields the following tone qualities:

a) **Flute + Oboe.** A quality fuller than that of the flute, sweeter than that of the oboe. Played softly, the flute will predominate in the low, the oboe in the upper register. Example: No. 52. Snegourotchka [113].

b) **Flute + Clarinet.** A quality fuller than that of the flute, duller than that of the clarinet. The flute will predominate in the lower, the clarinet in the higher register. Examples: No. 53. *Legend of Kitesh* [330]; also [339] and [342].

c) **Oboe + Clarinet.** A fuller quality than that of either instrument heard separately. The dark, nasal tone of the oboe will prevail in the low register, the bright, "chest" quality of the clarinet in the high compass. Examples: Snegourotchka [19]; No. 54. Snegourotchka
d) *Flute + Oboe + Clarinet.* Very full in quality. The flute predominates in the low register, the oboe in the middle, and the clarinet in the high compass. Examples: *Mlada,* Act I [1]; *Sadko* [58] (2 Fl. + 2 Ob. + Small Cl.).

e) *Bassoon + Clarinet.* Very full quality. The gloomy character of the clarinet prevails in the lower register, the sickly quality of the bassoon in the higher. Example: *Mlada,* Act II, after [49].

f) *Bassoon + Oboe,* and
g) *Bassoon + Flute.*

The combinations f and g, as well as *Bassoon + Clarinet + Oboe,* and *Bassoon + Clarinet + Flute* are very seldom found except in certain orchestral *tutti,* where they produce increased resonance without creating a fresh atmosphere. But in such combinations, the range of which is practically restricted to the limits of the third octave, the low notes of the flute will predominate in the lower third of this register, and the high notes of the bassoon in the middle third. The clarinet, weak in the middle compass will not stand out prominently in this particular combination.

h) *Bassoon + Clarinet + Oboe + Flute.* This combination is equally rare. The colour is rich, and difficult to define in words. The tone of each instrument will be separated from the others more or less in the manner detailed above. Examples: *Russian Easter Fête,* the beginning; No. 55. *Snegourotchka* [301]; *The May Night,* Act III [qqq].

The process of combining two or more qualities of tone is unison, while endowing the music with greater resonance, sweetness and power, possesses the disadvantage of restricting the variety of colour and expression. Individual timbres lose their characteristics when associated with others. Hence such combinations should be handled with extreme care. Phrases or melodies demanding diversity of expression alone should be entrusted to solo instruments of simple timbres. The same applies to the coupling of two instruments of the same kind, such as 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons. The quality of tone will lose nothing of its individuality, and will gain in power, but its capacity for expression will be diminished accordingly. An
instrument enjoys greater independence and freedom when used as a solo than when it is doubled. The use of doubling and mixed timbres is naturally more frequent in loud passages than in soft ones, also where expression and colour is broad rather than individual or intimate in character.

I cannot refrain from mentioning how greatly I dislike the method of duplicating all the wood-wind, in order to balance a group of strings, reinforced out of all reason, to suit the ever-growing dimensions of concert halls. I am convinced that, artistically speaking, a limit should be set to the size of both concert room and orchestra. The music performed at these super-concerts must be specially composed on a plan of its own — a subject which cannot be considered here.

**Combination in octaves.**

When the melody is entrusted to two wood-wind instruments in octaves, the usual arrangement producing natural resonance is:

8 \[\text{Fl., Fl., Fl., Ob., Ob., Cl.} \quad \text{Ob., Cl., Fag., Cl., Fag., Fag.}\]

The combination of flute and bassoon in octaves is rare on account of the widely separated registers of the two instruments. Deviation from the natural order, such as placing the bassoon above the clarinet or oboe, the clarinet above the oboe or flute etc., creates an unnatural resonance occasioned by the confusion of registers, the instrument of lower compass playing in its high register and *vice versa*. The lack of proper relationship between the different tone qualities then becomes apparent.

**Examples:**

No. 56. *Spanish Capriccio* \(\text{O} \quad \text{Fl.}\) 8.

No. 57. *Snegourotchka* \(\text{254} \quad \text{Fl.} \quad \text{Eng. horn}\) 8.

*No. 58. *Shéhérazade*, 3\textsuperscript{rd} movement \(\text{E} \quad \text{Cl.}\) 8.

*Sadko* \(\text{195} \quad \text{Fl.} \quad \text{Eng. horn}\) 8.

*Pan Voyevoda* \(\text{132} \quad \text{Fl.} \quad \text{Cl.}\) 8.

*Tsar Saltan* \(\text{39} \quad \text{Cl.} \quad \text{Fag.}\) 8.

No. 59. *Vera Scheloga* \(\text{30} \quad \text{Cl.} \quad \text{Fag.}\) 8, likewise any number of examples in the scores of various composers.

The use of two instruments of the same colour in octaves, e.g. 2 flutes, 2 clarinets or 2 bassoons etc., if not exactly to be avoided
is certainly not to be recommended, as the instruments, playing in different registers will not correspond one with the other. Nevertheless this method may be safely employed when stringed instruments, arco or pizzicato double the two members of the woodwind, and especially in the middle compass. The process is most satisfactory for repeated notes or sustained passages.

Examples:

*The May Night, Act I [T] — Cl. I] [Cl. II] 8.

*Sadko, after [159 — Ob. I] [Ob. II] 3, doubled by pizz. strings.

*Servilia, after [21 — Fag. I] [Fag. II] 8 + pizz. strings.

Instruments of the same branch playing in octaves, e. g.

8 [C-Fag. Cl. basso Eng. horn Clar. Alto Fl. Fl.] 8

always produce a good effect.

Examples:

Snegourotchka 5 — Picc. Fl. 8 (cf. Ex. 15).

The Tsar’s Bride 133 — Picc. Fl. 8.

Tsar Saltan 216 — Picc. Fl. 8 (cf. Ex. 36).

Sadko, after 59 Small cl. 8.

Legend of Kitesh 240 — Fag. C-Fag. 8 (cf. Ex. 21).


As in the strings, so in the wood-wind it is advisable to double in octaves any melody situated in the extremely high or low compass; an octave lower in the first case, an octave higher in the second. Thus the piccolo will be doubled by the flute, oboe or clarinet an octave lower; the double bassoon will be doubled by bassoon, clarinet or bass clarinet an octave higher.


Examples:


* Mixed qualities of tone may be employed in doubling in octaves, the above remarks still holding good.

Examples:


Doubling in two, three and four octaves.

In such cases the student should follow the above-mentioned rules, and should take care not to infringe the natural order:

In 3 octaves:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Fl.} \quad \text{Ob.} \quad \text{Fl.} \\
\text{Cl.} \quad \text{Cl.} \quad \text{Ob.} \\
\text{Cl.} \quad \text{Fag.} \quad \text{Fag.} \quad \text{Fag.}
\end{array}
\]

8.

In 4 octaves:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Fl.} \quad \text{Ob.} \quad \text{Cl.} \quad \text{Fag.}
\end{array}
\]

8.

Mixed timbres may also be employed.

Examples:

No. 64. Spanish Capriccio \[P] — melody in 4 octaves:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Picc.} \quad 8 \\
2 \text{Fl.} \quad 8 \\
2 \text{Ob.} + \text{Cl.} \quad 8 \\
\text{Fag.}
\end{array}
\]

The Tsar's Bride \[141] — melody in 3 octaves.


* No. 65. Antar, (1st version) 3rd movement, the beginning — Picc. + 2 Fl. \[8, 2 Ob. + 2 Cl. \[8; also C, melody in 4 octaves (piccolo in the upper octaves).


Examples of melody doubled in five octaves are extremely rare; in such cases the strings participate in the process.
Melody in thirds and sixths.

Melodic progression in thirds and sixths demands either two instruments of the same colour (2 Fl., 2 Ob., 2 Cl., 2 Fag.), or instruments of different colours in the normal order of register:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fl.} & \quad \text{Fl.} & \quad \text{Ob.} & \quad \text{Cl.} & \quad \text{Ob.} \\
\text{Ob.} & \quad \text{Cl.} & \quad \text{Cl.} & \quad \text{Fag.} & \quad \text{Fag.}
\end{align*}
\]

If this order is inverted, e.g. \([\text{Ob.} \quad \text{Cl.} \quad \text{Fag.}]\) 3 (6), a strained and forced resonance is created. For progressions in thirds, the best method, from the standpoint of equality in tone is to use instruments of the same kind in pairs; for progressions in sixths instruments of different kinds are more suitable, but both courses are good and useful. They may also be employed for progressions in thirds and sixths, or thirds, fifths and sixths mixed, as for example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[Music notation]}
\end{align*}
\]

**Examples:**

*Legend of Kitesh* [24] — different wind instruments in turn.


Sadko [279—280] — \([\text{Fl.}]\) 3 (6).

No. 67. *Spanish Capriccio*, before \([\text{V}]\) — various wood-wind in thirds and sixths.

Servilia [228] — \([\text{Fl.} \quad \text{Fl.} \quad \text{Cl.}]\) 3.


*Sadko* [43] — All wood-wind in turn, simple timbres.

When the doubled parts progress in thirds or sixths, the following method is advisable:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fl.} + \text{Ob.} & \quad 3 \ (6) \quad \text{or} \quad \text{Fl.} + \text{Cl.} & \quad 3 \ (6) \quad \text{etc., as well as:} \\
\text{Fl.} + \text{Ob.} & \quad 3 \ (6) \quad \text{or} \quad \text{Ob.} + \text{Fl.} & \quad 3 \ (6) \quad \text{etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

In the case of tripling the following arrangement may be adopted:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fl.} + \text{Ob.} + \text{Cl.} & \quad 3 \ (6) \quad \text{or} \quad \text{Ob.} + 2 \text{ Fl.} & \quad 3 \ (6) \quad \text{etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

**Examples:**

*No. 68. The Christmas Night* [187] — \([\text{Ob.} + \text{Cl.}]\) 3.

*Legend of Kitesh* [202—203] different mixed timbres.
Thirds and sixths together.

Apart from the obvious distribution:

\[ \begin{array}{l}
\text{Fl.} & \text{Ob.} \\
\text{Ob. or Cl.} & \text{there are certain} \\
\text{Cl.} & \text{Fag.}
\end{array} \]

complicated methods which involve doubling:

- Upper part: Ob. + Fl.
- Middle: Fl. + Cl.
- Lower: Ob. + Cl.

The following is a complex instance somewhat vague in character:

No. 69. *Legend of Kitesh* \[35\] — Ob. + Cl. and Fl. + Ob.

**Melody in the brass.**

The natural scale, the only one which brass instruments had at their disposal prior to the invention of valves was:

\[ \begin{array}{cccccccccccc}
2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 8 & 9 & 10 & 11 & 12 & 16
\end{array} \]

giving, in two part harmony:

\[ \begin{array}{cccccccccccc}
\end{array} \]

With the help of rhythm, these component parts have given rise to a whole series of themes and phrases named fanfares, trumpet calls or flourishes, best adapted to the character of brass instruments.

In modern music, thanks to the introduction of valves, this scale is now possible in all keys for every chromatic brass instrument, without it being necessary to change the key, and the addition of a few notes foreign to the natural scale has enriched the possibilities of these flourishes and fanfares, and endowed them with greater variety of expression.

These phrases, either as solos, or in two or three parts, fall specially to the lot of the trumpets and horns, but they may also be given to the trombones. The full, clear, ringing notes of the middle and upper register of horns and trumpets are best suited to figures of this description.
Examples:

Servilia 20 — Trumpets.
The Christmas Night 182 — Horn, Trumpets.
Verra Scheloga, beginning of Overture, and after 45 — Horn, Trumpets.

Ivan the Terrible, Act III 3 — Cornet.
Snegourotchka 155 — Trumpets.
No. 70. Legend of Kitesh 65 and elsewhere. — 3 Trumpets, 4 Horns.
Pan Voyevoda 191 — 2 Trombones, Trumpet.

* The Golden Cockerel 20 — 2 Horns and Trumpets 8 (cf. further on).

After fanfare figures, those melodies best suited to the brass quality are those of an unmodulated diatonic character, rousing and triumphant in the major key, dark and gloomy in the minor.

Examples:

No. 71. Sadko 342 — Trumpet.
Sadko, before 181 — Trombones (cf. Ex. 27).
No. 72. Snegourotchka 71 — Trumpet.
Russian Easter Fête 41 — Trombone.
Spanish Capriccio 40 — Alternative use in the horn of open and stopped notes (cf. Ex. 44).
Ivan the Terrible, Act II, before 17 — Bass trumpet, and 3 Horns a little further on.
Mlada, Act II 33 — Bass trumpet (cf. Ex. 46).

The genial and poetic tone of the horn in piano passages affords greater scope in the choice of melodies and phrases that may be entrusted to this instrument.

Examples:

The May Night, Overture 13.
The Christmas Night 1.
Snegourotchka 86.
Pan Voyevoda 37.
No. 73. Antar 40.
Melodies involving chromatic or enharmonic writing are much less suitable to the character of brass instruments. Nevertheless such melodies may sometimes be allotted to the brass, as in the music of Wagner, and the modern Italian realists, who however, carry the proceeding to extremes. Vigorous phrases in the form of a fanfare, although introducing chromatic notes sound singularly beautiful on the brass.

Example:

No. 74. Shéhérazade, 2nd movement [D].

As a general rule, brass instruments lack the capacity to express passion or geniality. Phrases charged with these sentiments become sickly and insipid when confided to the brass. Energetic power, free or restrained, simplicity and eloquence constitute the valuable qualities of this group.

Brass in unison, in octaves, thirds and sixths.

As, from its very nature, the brass is not called upon to realise a wide range of expression, kindred instruments of one group may be employed solo, as well as in unison. The combination of 3 trombones or 4 horns in unison is frequently met with, and produces extreme power and resonance of tone.

Examples:


Snegourotchka [199] — 4 Horns and 2 Trumpets.

Sadko [175] — 1, 2, 3 Trumpets.

No. 75. Sadko [305] (1) — 3 Trombones.

No. 76. The May Night, beginning of Act III — 1, 2, 3, 4 Horns.

Legend of Kitesh, end of Act I — 4 Horns (cf. Ex. 70).

No. 77. Shéhérazade, 4th movement p. 204 — 3 Trombones.

Mlada; Lithuanian dance — 6 Horns (cf. Ex. 61).

(1) The composer has emended the score in the following manner: from the fifth to the ninth bar after [305], and also from the fifth to the ninth bar after [306], the three clarinets play in unison, the trumpet being marked forte instead of fortissimo; in the example, the first of these passages is corrected according to the composer's alteration. (Editor's note.)
Owing to the resonant power of the entire group, the equality and even gradation of tone between the dark colour of the deep compass and the bright quality of the upper register, the use of brass instruments of the same kind in octaves, thirds or sixths invariably leads to satisfactory results. For the same reason the employment of brass instruments of different kinds, arranged according to normal order of register:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Trumpet} & \quad \text{Trumpet} & \quad \text{Trombone} & \quad 2 \text{Trombones} & \quad 2 \text{Trumpets} & \quad 2 \text{Horns} \\
\text{2 Horns} & \quad \text{Trombone} & \quad \text{Tuba} & \quad \text{Trombone} & \quad \text{Tuba} & \quad 2 \text{Trombones} & \quad \text{Tuba}
\end{align*}
\]

is likewise successful whether the instruments are doubled or not. Another possible method, though not so reliable, is to combine horns (above) with trombones, exclusively in octaves:

\[
\begin{align*}
2 \text{Horns} & \quad 8 \\
1 \text{Trombone} & \quad 8
\end{align*}
\]

**Examples:**

- *Sadko*, before \[120\] — Trumpet 8.
- *Sadko* \[5\] — 2 Trumpets 8.
- *Snegourotchka* \[222\] — 2 Trombones 8.
- *Ivan the Terrible*, Act III \[10\] — Trombone + Trumpet 8 (cf. Ex. 38)
- *The Golden Cockerel* \[125\] — Trumpet 8.
- Cf. also *Snegourotchka* \[325-326\] — Trombone 8 (Ex. 95).

**Melody in different groups of instruments combined together.**

**A. Combination of wind and brass in unison.**

The combination of a wood-wind and brass instrument produces a complex resonance in which the tone of the brass predominates. This resonance is naturally more powerful than that of each instrument taken separately, but slightly sweeter than the brass instrument alone. The tone of the wood-wind blends with that of the brass, softens and rarefies it, as in the process of combining two wood-wind instruments of different colour. Instances of such doubling are fairly numerous, especially in *forte* passages. The trumpet is the instrument most frequently doubled: Trumpet + Cl., Trumpet + Ob., Trumpet + Fl., as well as Trumpet + Cl. + Ob. + Fl.;
the horn, less often: Horn + Cl., Horn + Fag. Trombones and Tuba may also be doubled: Trombone + Fag., Tuba + Fag. Combining the Eng. horn, bass clarinet and double bassoon with the brass, in corresponding registers, presents the same characteristics.

Examples:

Legend of Kitesh — Trombone + Eng. horn.

* Mlada, Act III, before — 3 Trombones + Bass cl.

As a rule, the addition of a wind to a brass instrument yields a finer legato effect than when the latter instrument plays alone.

B. Combination of wind and brass in octaves.

Doubling the horns in octaves by clarinets, oboes or flutes often replaces the combination

\[
\begin{align*}
1 \text{ Trumpet} \\
1 \text{ Horn (or 2 Horns)}
\end{align*}
\]

This is done when it is a question of introducing a rich tone into the upper octave which the trumpet is not capable of imparting. If a single horn is used, the upper part is allotted to 2 clarinets, 2 oboes, or 2 flutes. But if there are two horns playing the lower octave in unison, three or four wind instruments will be necessary above, especially in forte passages:

\[
8 \left[ \begin{array}{c}
2 \text{ Ob. or 2 Cl. or 2 Fl.} \\
1 \text{ Horn}
\end{array} \right] \text{ as well as } \left[ \begin{array}{c}
1 \text{ Ob. + 1 Cl.} \\
1 \text{ Horn}
\end{array} \right] 8; \left[ \begin{array}{c}
2 \text{ Fl. + 2 Cl.} \\
2 \text{ Horns}
\end{array} \right] 8.
\]

To double a trumpet in the upper octave three or four wind instruments are required, but in the top register two flutes will suffice.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{2 Fl.} & \quad \text{Ob.} \\
\text{Trumpet.} & \quad \text{Trumpet.}
\end{align*}\]

Wood-wind instruments should not be used to double a trombone in the octave above; trumpets are more suitable.

Examples of doubling in octaves:

* Snegourotchka — Ob. + Cl.

* Legend of Tsar Saltan, before — Ob. + Cl.

\[
\left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Horn} \\
\text{Ob. + Cl.}
\end{array} \right] 6 \right] 8.
\]

\[
\left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Horn} \\
\text{Ob. + Cl.}
\end{array} \right] 6 \right] 8.
\]
Mention should also be made of mixed timbres (wood and brass) in progression in octaves.

Examples:

Mlada, Act III, beginning of Scene III \[\text{Trombone} + \text{Bass cl.} \quad \text{Tuba} + \text{C-fag.}\]

No. 78. Mlada, Act III, after \[\begin{array}{c}2 \text{Cl.} + 2 \text{Horns} + \text{Trombone} \\ \text{Bass cl.} + 2 \text{Horns} + \text{Trombone}\end{array}\] (low register).

No. 79. Mlada, Act III, before \[\begin{array}{c}35\end{array}\] — general unison.

When it is desired to distribute the melody over three or four octaves, it is difficult to achieve perfect balance of tone.

Examples:

* Shéhérazade, 4th movement, 15th bar after \[\begin{array}{c}W \\ \text{Picc.} \\ 2 \text{Fl.} + 2 \text{Ob.} \\ 2 \text{Trumpets}\end{array}\]

* Legend of Tsar Saltan \[\begin{array}{c}228 \\ \text{Picc.} \\ 2 \text{Fl.} + 2 \text{Ob.} \\ \text{Trumpet} + \text{Eng. horn}\end{array}\]

C. Combination of strings and wind.

In commencing this section of the work I consider it necessary to lay down the following fundamental rules which apply equally to melody, harmony, counterpoint and polyphonic writing.

All combinations of strings and wood-wind are good; a wind instrument progressing in unison with a stringed instrument increases the resonance of the latter and amplifies its tone, while the quality of the strings softens that of the wood-wind. In such combinations the strings will predominate provided that the two instruments are of equal power, e.g. when violins are coupled with an oboe, a bassoon with the 'cellos. If several wind instruments play in unison with one group of strings, the latter will be overpowered. As a rule all combinations refine the characteristics of each instrument taken separately, the wood-wind losing more than the strings.

Doubling in unison.

The best and most natural combinations are between instruments whose registers correspond the nearest:

- \(\text{Vn} + \text{Fl. (Bass fl., picc.)}, \text{Vn}^\sharp + \text{Ob.}, \text{Vn} + \text{Cl. (small Cl.)};\)
- \(\text{Violas} + \text{Ob. (Eng. horn), Violas} + \text{Cl.}, \text{Violas} + \text{Fag.}\)
- \(\text{'Cellos} + \text{Cl. (Bass cl.), 'Cellos} + \text{Fag.};\)

The object of these combinations is: a) to obtain a new timbre of definite colour; b) to strengthen the resonance of the strings; c) to soften the quality of the wood-wind.

Examples:

Snegourotchka 5 — ’Cellos + Violas + Eng. horn (cf. Ex. 15).

” 28 — Violas + Ob. + Eng. horn.

” 116 — Vn² I + II + Ob. + Cl.

” 288 — Vn² I + II + ’Cellos + Eng. horn (cf. Ex. 17).

No. 80. The May Night, Act III [Bb] — Violas + Cl.

No. 81. Sadko 311 — Vn² + Ob.

No. 82. ” 77 — Violas + Eng. horn.

No. 83. ” 123 — Violas + Eng. horn.

Servilia 59 — Vn² G string + Fl.

Tsar Saltan 30 — Vn² I + II + 2 Cl.

No. 84. Tsar Saltan 30, 10th bar. — ’Cellos + Violas + 3 Cl. + Fag.

Tsar Saltan 156—159 — Vn² detached + Fl. legato.

The Tsar’s Bride 10 — Violas + ’Cellos + Fag.

Antar, 4th movement 63 — ’Cellos + 2 Fag.


Parts doubled in octaves.

Examples of strings in octaves doubled by wood-wind also in octaves are numerous, and do not require special description; they are used according to the rules already laid down. The following are examples of melody distributed over 1, 2, 3 and 4 octaves:

Examples:

No. 85. Ivan the Terrible, beginning of Overture —

Vn I + II + 2 Cl. Violas + ’Cellos + 2 Fag. 8.

No. 86. Sadko 3 — ’Cellos + Bass cl. D. basses + C-fag. 8.

Sadko 166 — ’Cellos + Fag. D. basses + C-fag. 8.

” 235 — Violas + 2 Cl. ’Cellos + D. basses + 2 Fag. 8.

The Tsar’s Bride 14 — D. basses + Fag. 8.
The Tsar's Bride \[81\] — \[Vn_s^1\] \text{div.} \[+ Fl.\] \[8\].

" " " \[166\] — \[Vn_s^1\] \[+ Fl.\] \[+ Ob.\] \[8\] (cf. Ex. 22).

In three and four octaves:

Servilia \[93\] — \[Vn_s^2 + 3 Fl.\] \[8\].

" " " \[\text{Violas} + 2 Ob.\] \[\text{Piccs.} + 2 \text{Eng. horn} + \text{Fag.}\] \[8\].

No. 87. Kashtcheï \[105\] — \[Vn_s^2 + Fl.\] \[+ Ob.\] \[\text{Violas} + \text{Cellos} + 2 \text{Cl.} + \text{Eng. horn} + \text{Fag.}\] \[8\].

Shéhérazade, 3rd movement \[M\] — \[Vn_s^2 + Ob.\] \[\text{Cellos} + \text{Engl. horn}\] \[8\].

Examples of melody in thirds and sixths:

Servilia \[44\] — \[Fl. + Ob. + Cl. + Vn_s^2 \text{div.}\] \[8\].

No. 88. Servilia \[111\] — Strings and wood-wind in thirds.

No. 89. " " " \[125\] — same combination, in thirds and sixths.

Kashtcheï \[90\] — The same.

It is necessary* to pay more attention to cases where, of the two parts in octaves, only one is doubled. When this method is applied to a melody in the soprano register it is better to allow the wood-wind to progress in octaves, the lower part only being doubled by one of the string groups; \[\text{Piccc.} \text{Fl.} + Vn_s\] \[8\]. \[\text{Ob. (Cl.)} + Vn_s\] \[8\].

Examples:

Tsar Saltan \[102\] — \[2 \text{Fl.} + \text{Piccc.} \text{Vn}_s^1 + \text{II} + \text{Ob.}\] \[8\] (cf. Ex. 133).

*No. 90. Shéhérazade, 4th movement \[U\] — \[2 \text{Cl.} \text{Cellos} + 2 \text{Horns}\] \[8\].

In the case of a melody in the low register demanding a sweet soft tone, the violoncellos and double basses should be made to progress in octaves, the former doubled by a bassoon, the latter not doubled at all: \[\text{Cellos} + \text{Fag.}\] \[8\]. Sometimes a composer is obliged to use this method on account of the very low register of the double bass, especially if a double bassoon is not included in his orchestral scheme. (1)

(1) The process of doubling strings and wood-wind in octaves: \[\text{Fl.} \text{Vn}_s\] \[8\], \[\text{Ob.} \text{Cellos}\] \[8\], etc.) often used by the classics to obtain balance of tone, is not to be recommended, as the tone quality of the two groups is so widely different. As a result of the ever-increasing tendency to profusion of colour, this method has recently come into fashion again, notably among the younger French composers. (Editor's note.)
Example:

No. 91. *Tsar Saltan* 92 — Violas + Fag. \[^8\] 'Cellos + Fag. \[^8\].

D. Combination of strings and brass.

Owing to the dissimilarity between the quality of string and brass tone, the combination of these two groups in unison can never yield such a perfect blend as that produced by the union of strings and wood-wind. When a brass and a stringed instrument progress in unison, each can be heard separately, but the instruments in each group which can be combined with the greatest amount of success are those whose respective registers correspond the most nearly; Violin + Trumpet; Viola + Horn; 'Cellos + Trombones (for heavy massive effects).

The combination of horns and 'cellos, frequently employed, produces a beautifully blended, soft quality of tone.

Examples:

*Tsar Saltan* 29 — Vn\[2\] I + II + Horn.

*No. 92. The Golden Cockerel* 98 — Violas *con sord.* + Horn.

E. Combination of the three groups.

The combination of members of the three groups in unison is more common, the presence of the wood-wind imparting a fuller and more evenly blended tone. The question as to which group will predominate in timbre depends upon the number of instruments employed. The most natural combinations, and those most generally in use are: Vn\[2\] + Ob. (Fr., Cl.) + Trumpet; Violas (or 'Cellos) + Cl. (Eng. horn) + Horn; 'Cellos + Fag. + 3 Trombones + Tuba.

Such groupings are used for preference in loud passages or for a heavy piano effect.

Examples:

No. 93—94. *Snegourotchka* 218 and 219 — Vn\[2\] I + II + Cl. + Horn and Vn\[2\] I + II + Cl. + Trumpet.
Servilia 168 — 'Cellos + Trombone + Bass Cl. 8 (cf. Ex. 2).
D. basses + Tuba + Fag.

No. 95. Snegourotchka 325 — 'Cellos + Violas + Fag. + Trombone 8.
D. basses + Fag. + Tuba

Pan Voyevoda 224 — Vn. + Fag. + Horn + Vn. + Cl. + Trumpet. (Stopped notes in the brass.)


*No. 96. Ivan the Terrible, Act III, before 66 —
Bass Cl. + Horn
D. basses + C-fag. + Tuba 8.

*Ivan the Terrible, Overture, 4th bar after 9 — Violas + 'Cellos + Eng. horn + 2 Cl. + Bass Cl. + 2 Fag. + 4 Horns. (The melody simplified in the horns.)
Chapter III.

HARMONY.

General observations.

The art of orchestration demands a beautiful and well-balanced distribution of chords forming the harmonic texture. Moreover, transparence, accuracy and purity in the movement of each part are essential conditions if satisfactory resonance is to be obtained. No perfection in resonance can accrue from faulty progression of parts.

Note. There are people who consider orchestration simply as the art of selecting instruments and tone qualities, believing that if an orchestral score does not sound well, it is entirely due to the choice of instruments and timbres. But unsatisfactory resonance is often solely the outcome of faulty handling of parts, and such a composition will continue to sound badly whatever choice of instruments is made. So, on the other hand, it often happens that a passage in which the chords are properly distributed, and the progression of parts correctly handled, will sound equally well if played by strings, wood-wind or brass.

The composer should picture to himself the exact harmonic formation of the piece he intends to orchestrate. If, in his rough sketch, there exist any uncertainty as to the number or movement of harmonic parts, he is advised to settle this at once. It is likewise essential for him to form a clear idea as to the construction and musical elements of the piece, and to realise the exact nature and limitations of the themes, phrases and ideas he is going to employ. Every transition from one order of harmonic writing to another, from four-part harmony to three, or from five-part harmony to unison etc., must coincide with the introduction of a new idea, a fresh theme or phrase; otherwise the orchestrator will encounter many unforeseen and insurmountable difficul-
ties. For example, if, during a passage written in four parts a chord in five-part harmony is introduced, a fresh instrument must needs be added to play this particular fifth part, and this addition may easily damage the resonance of the chord in question, and render the resolution of a discord or the correct progression of parts impossible.

**Number of harmonic parts—Duplication.**

In the very large majority of cases harmony is written in four parts; this applies not only to single chords or a succession of them, but also to the formation of the harmonic basis. Harmony which at first sight appears to comprise 5, 6, 7 and 8 parts, is usually only four part harmony with extra parts added. These additions are nothing more than the duplication in the adjacent upper octave of one or more of the three upper parts forming the original harmony, the bass being doubled in the lower octave only. The following diagrams will explain my meaning:

**A. Close part writing**

Four part harmony.  
Duplication of 1 part.

![Diagram A](image)

Duplication of 2 parts.  
Duplication of 3 parts.

![Diagram B](image)

**B. Widely-divided part-writing.**

Four part harmony.  
Duplication of 1 part.  
Duplication of 2 parts.

![Diagram C](image)

*Note.* In widely-spaced harmony only the soprano and alto parts may be doubled in octaves. Duplicating the tenor part is to be avoided, as close writing is thereby produced, and doubling the bass part creates an effect of heaviness. The bass part should never mix with the others:
On account of the distance between the bass and the three other parts, only partial duplication is possible.

*Note.* Notes in unison resulting from correct duplication need not be avoided, for although the tone in such cases is not absolutely uniform, the ear will be satisfied with the correct progression of parts.

Consecutive octaves between the upper parts are not permissible:

Consecutive fifths resulting from the duplication of the three upper parts moving in chords of sixths are of no importance:

The bass of an inversion of the dominant chord should never be doubled in any of the upper parts:

This applies also to other chords of the seventh and diminished seventh:
The rules of harmony concerning sustained and pedal passages apply with equal force to orchestral writing. As regards passing and auxiliary notes, échappées, considerable licence is permitted in rapid passages of different texture:

A certain figure and its essentials, in simplified form, may proceed concurrently, as in the following example:

Upper and inner pedal notes are more effective on the orchestra than in pianoforte or chamber music, owing to the greater variety of tone colour:
In Vol. II of the present work many examples of the above methods will be found.

**Distribution of notes in chords.**

The normal order of sounds or the natural harmonic scale:

The bass should rarely lie at a greater distance than an octave from the part directly above it (tenor harmony). It is necessary to make sure that the harmonic notes are not lacking in the upper parts:

The use of sixths in the upper parts, and the practice of doubling the upper note in octaves are sometimes effective methods:
When correct progression increases the distance between the top and bottom notes of the upper parts, this does not matter:

![Good example](image)

But it would be distinctly bad to fill in the second chord this:

![Not good example](image)

Hence it follows that the distribution of intermediate parts is a question of the greatest importance. Nothing is worse than writing chords, the upper and lower parts of which are separated by wide, empty intervals, especially in *forte* passages; in *piano* passages such distribution may be possible. Progression in contrary motion, the upper and lower parts diverging by degrees gives rise to the gradual addition of extra parts occupying the middle register:

![Schematic example](image)

When the voices converge, the middle parts are eliminated one by one:

![Schematic example](image)
String harmony.

It is an incontrovertible rule that the resonance of different harmonic parts must be equally balanced, but this balance will be less noticeable in short sharp chords than in those which are connected and sustained. Both these cases will be studied separately. In the first case, in order to increase the number of harmonic parts, each instrument in the string group may be provided with double notes or chords of three and four notes. In the second case, the resources are limited to double notes \textit{unis}, or division of parts.

A. \textit{Short chords.} Chords of three or four notes can only be executed rapidly on the strings.

\textit{Note.} It is true that the two upper notes of a chord can be sustained and held a long time; this, however, involves complications and will be considered later.

Short chords, \textit{arco}, only sound well when played \textit{forte (sf)}, and when they can be supported by wind instruments. In the execution of double notes and chords of three and four notes on the strings, balance, perfect distribution of tone, and correct progression of parts are of minor importance. What must be considered before everything is the resonance of the chords themselves, and the degree of ease with which they can be played. Those comprising notes on the gut strings are the most powerful. Chords played on several strings are usually assigned to 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} violins and violas, the different notes being divided between them according to ease in execution and the demands of resonance. On account of its low register the 'cello is rarely called upon to play chords on three or four strings, and is usually allotted the lowest note of the chord in company with the double bass. Chords on the latter instrument are even more uncommon, but it may supply the octave on an uncovered string.

\textit{Examples:}

No. 97. \textit{Snegourotchka} \textsuperscript{171}; cf. also before \textsuperscript{140} and before \textsuperscript{200}.

*\textit{Spanish Capriccio, before \textsuperscript{V} (cf. Ex. 67).}
\textit{Shéhérazade, 2\textsuperscript{nd} movement \textsuperscript{P} (cf. Ex. 19.)}

*No. 98. \textit{Tsar Saltan} \textsuperscript{135}; cf. also \textsuperscript{141} and before \textsuperscript{182}. 
Isolated chords may be added to a melodic figure in the upper part, accentuating, *sforzando*, certain rhythmical moments.

*Example:*

No. 99. *Snegourotchka*, before 126; cf. also 326.

B. *Sustained and tremolando chords.* Chords sustained for a shorter or longer period of time, or tremolando passages, often used as a substitute, demand perfect balance of tone. Taking for granted that the different members of the string group are equal in power, the parts being written according to the usual order of register, (cf. Chap. I), it is patent that a passage in close four-part harmony, with the bass in octaves will also be uniformly resonant. When it is necessary to introduce notes to fill up the empty middle register, the upper parts being farther distant from the bass, doubled notes on the violins or violas should be used, or on both instruments together. The method of dividing strings, which is sometimes adopted, should be avoided in such cases, as certain parts of the chord will be divided and others will not; but, on the other hand, if a passage in six and seven-part harmony be written entirely for strings divided in the same manner, the balance of tone will be completely satisfactory, e.g.,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{div. } & \begin{cases} \text{Vn}\#1 \\ \text{Vn}\#1 \\ \text{Vn}\#2 \\ \text{Vn}\#2 \\ \text{Violas I} \\ \text{Violas II} \end{cases} \\
\end{align*}
\]

If the harmony in the three upper parts, thus strengthened, is written for divided strings, the 'cellos and basses, playing *non divisi* will prove a trifle heavy; their tone must therefore be eased, either by marking the parts down or reducing the number of players.

In the case of sustained chords or *forte tremolando* on two strings, the progression of parts is not always according to rule, the intervals chosen being those which are the easiest to play.

*Examples:*

No. 100. *The Christmas Night* [161] — Full *divisi*.


71  — 4 Solo 'cellos *divisi.*


*The Tsar's Bride* [179]  — Chords on all strings (cf. Ex. 243).

No. 103. *Legend of Kitesh* 8  — Harmonic basis in the strings.

72  — (cf. Ex. 21).

73  — Harmonic basis in the strings (cf. Ex. 2).


74  — Undulating rhythm in the strings as harmonic basis (cf. Ex. 271).

In a *forte* or *sfp* chord, where one or two of the upper notes is held, either sustained or *tremolando,* the balance of tone must still be maintained, as in the following example:

![Wood-wind harmony](image)

**Wood-wind harmony.**

Before entering upon this section of the work I would remind the reader of the general principles laid down in the beginning of the chapter.

Harmonic texture, composed of plain chords or ornamental designs, simple or contrapuntal in character, must possess a resonance equally distributed throughout. This may be obtained by the following means:
1. Instruments forming chords must be used continuously in the same way during a given passage, that is to say they must be doubled or not throughout, except when one of the harmonic parts is to be made prominent:

To be avoided:

```
\begin{align*}
\text{Cl} & \quad \text{Ob} & \quad \text{Fl} & \quad \text{Cl} & \quad \text{Ob} & \quad \text{Cl} & \quad \text{Ob} & \quad \text{Fl}
\end{align*}
```

2. The normal order of register must be followed, except in the case of crossing or enclosure of parts, which will be discussed later on:

To be avoided:

```
\begin{align*}
\text{Cl} & \quad \text{Ob} & \quad \text{Fl}
\end{align*}
```

3. Corresponding or adjacent registers should be made to coincide except for certain colour effects:

To be avoided:

```
\begin{align*}
\text{Ob} & \quad \text{Fl}
\end{align*}
```
The second flute will sound too weak and the oboes too piercing.

4. Conccords (octaves, thirds and sixths) and not discords (fifths, fourths, seconds and sevenths), should be given to instruments of the same kind or colour, except when discords are to be emphasised. This rule should be specially observed in writing for the oboe with its penetrating quality of tone:

To be avoided:

```
\begin{align*}
\text{Ob} & \quad \text{Cl}
\end{align*}
```

**Four-part and three-part harmony.**

Harmonic writing for the wood-wind may be considered from two points of view: a) instruments in pairs, 2 Fl., 2 Ob., 2 Cl., 2 Fag.; and b) instruments in three's, 3 Fl., 2 Ob., Eng. horn, 3 Cl., 2 Fag., C-fag.

A. *In pairs.* There are three ways of distribution: 1. Superposition or overlaying (strictly following the normal order of register),
2. *Crossing*, and 3. *Enclosure* of parts. The last two methods involve a certain disturbance of the natural order of register:


In choosing one of these three methods the following points must not be forgotten: a) the register of a particular isolated chord; the soft and weak register of an instrument should not be coupled with the powerful and piercing range of another:


Oboe too piercing  Low notes  Bassoon too prominent.

b) In a succession of chords the general progression of parts must be considered; one tone quality should be devoted to the stationary and another to the moving parts:

When chords are in widely-divided four-part harmony notes may be allotted in pairs to two different tone qualities, adhering to the normal order of register:

Good:  etc.

Any other distribution will result unquestionably in a grievous lack of relationship between registers:

To be avoided:  etc.
If one tone quality is to be enclosed, it must be between two different timbres:

**Good:**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fl.</th>
<th>Ob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fag</td>
<td>Cl.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

It is possible to lend four distinct timbres to a chord in widely-divided four-part harmony, though such a chord will possess no uniformity in colour; but the higher the registers of the different instruments are placed, the less perceptible becomes the space which separates them:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fl.</th>
<th>Fl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ob.</td>
<td>Ob.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fag</td>
<td>Fag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl.</td>
<td>Cl.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Fairylygood  Better  Still better

The use of four different timbres in close four-part harmony is to be avoided, as the respective registers will not correspond:

```
| Cl. | Fag |
```

Bad  Better  Still slightly better

**Note.** In *Mozart and Saliérl*, which is only scored for 1 Fl., 1 Ob., 1 Cl. and 1 Fag., wood-wind chords in four-part harmony are of necessity devoted to these four different timbres.

The same rules apply to writing in three-part harmony, which is the most customary form when it is a question of establishing a harmonic basis, the lowest register of which is entrusted to another group of instruments (strings *arco* or *pizz.*, for example). Chords in three-part harmony are generally given to two instruments of one timbre and a third instrument of another, but never to three different timbres. Overlaying of parts is the best course to adopt:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ob.</th>
<th>Cl.</th>
<th>Ob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cl.</td>
<td>Ob.</td>
<td>Fl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fag</td>
<td>Cl.</td>
<td>Cl.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

etc.
The use of crossing and enclosure of parts (which in a way amount to the same thing) must depend on the manner of their progression:

Enclosure:

B. Wood-wind in three's. Here the distribution of chords in close three-part harmony is self-evident; any grouping of three instruments of the same timbre is sure to sound well:

Overlaying of parts is the best method to follow in writing close four-part harmony; three instruments of the same timbre with a fourth instrument of another. Crossing and enclosure of parts may also be employed. Correspondence of timbres and the progression of remote parts must be kept in mind:

The method of using three instruments of the same timbre in widely-divided three-part harmony is inferior:
But if the third instrument is of low register (Bass Fl., Eng. horn, Bass cl., or C-fag.), the resonance will be satisfactory:

In chords of four-part harmony, three instruments of the same timbre should be combined with a fourth instrument of another:

Harmony in several parts.

In writing chords of 5, 6, 7 and 8 part-harmony, whether they are independent, or constitute the harmonic basis, the student should follow the principles outlined in the previous chapter, dealing with the progression of wood-wind instruments in octaves. As the 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th notes are only duplications in octaves of lower notes of the real harmony (in 4 parts), instruments should be chosen which combine amongst themselves to give the best octaves. The process of crossing and enclosure of parts may also be used.

A. Wood-wind in pairs (close distribution):

In widely-divided harmony chords in several parts are to be avoided as they will entail both close and extended writing:

**Note.** In the majority of cases this distribution is employed when the two upper harmonic parts have a special melodic duty to perform — this question is discussed above.
B. Wood-wind in three's:

Overlaying of parts is the most satisfactory method in dealing with close three-part harmony. Crossing of parts is not so favourable, as octaves will be produced contrary to the natural order of register:

Here the arrangement is bad.

**Duplication of timbres.**

A. If the wood-wind is in pairs it is a good plan to mix the doubled timbres as much as possible:

Excellent

also:

In chords of four-part harmony the classical method may be adopted:
In this case, though the high C in the flute is fairly powerful, the resonance of the G and E in the oboes is softened by the duplication of the 2nd flute and 1st clarinet, while the C in the 2nd clarinets (not doubled) is feeble in comparison with the other notes. In any case the two extreme parts are the thinnest and weakest in tone, the intermediate parts the fullest and strongest.

B. Wood-wind in three's admit of perfectly balanced mixed timbres in chords of three-part harmony:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
3\text{Fl.}\text{. 3Ob.} & 3\text{Fl.}\text{. 3Cl.} & 3\text{Ob.}\text{. 3Cl.} & 3\text{Ob.}\text{. 3Fag.} \\
\text{[RR]} & \text{[RR]} & \text{[RR]} & \text{[RR]} \\
\end{array}
\]

These timbres may even originate from three-fold duplication:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
3\text{Ob.}\text{. 3Cl.} & 3\text{Fag.} \\
\text{[RR]} & \text{[RR]} & \text{[RR]} & \text{[RR]} \\
\end{array}
\]

Remarks.

1. Modern orchestrators do not allow any void in the intermediate parts in writing close harmony; it was permitted to some extent by the classics:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{3Fl. 3Ob.} & \text{3Fl. 3Cl.} & \text{3Ob. 3Cl.} & \text{3Ob. 3Fag.} \\
\text{[RR]} & \text{[RR]} & \text{[RR]} & \text{[RR]} \\
\end{array}
\]

These empty spaces create a bad effect especially in forte passages. For this reason widely-divided harmony, which is fundamentally based on the extension of intervals, can be used but seldom and only in piano passages. Close writing is the more frequent form in all harmony devoted to the wood-wind, forte or piano.

2. As a general rule a chord of greatly extended range and in several parts is distributed according to the order of the natural scale, with wide intervals (octaves and sixths), in the bass part, lesser intervals (fifths and fourths) in the middle, and close intervals (3rds or 2nds) in the upper register:
3. In many cases correct progression of parts demands that one of them should be temporarily doubled. In such cases the ear is reconciled to the brief overthrow of balance for the sake of a single part, and is thankful for the logical accuracy of the progression. The following example will illustrate my meaning,

In the second bar of this example the D is doubled in unison on account of the proximity of the three upper parts to their corresponding parts an octave lower. In the fourth bar the F is doubled in unison in both groups.

4. The formation of the harmonic basis, which is essentially in four parts, does not by any means devolve upon the wood-wind alone. One of the parts is often devoted to the strings, arco or pizz. More frequently the bass part is treated separately, the chords of greater value in the three upper parts being allotted to the wood-wind. Then, if the upper part is assigned to a group of strings, there remains nothing for the wind except the sustained harmony in the two middle parts. In the first case the three-part harmony in the wood-wind should form an independent whole, receiving no assistance from the bass; in this manner intervals of open fourths and fifths will be obviated. In the second case it is desirable to provide the intermediate parts with a moderately full tone, choosing no other intervals except seconds, sevenths, thirds or sixths.

All that has been said with regard to the use of wood-wind in the formation of harmony, and the division of simple and mixed
timbres applies with equal force to sustained chords, or harmonic progressions interchanging rapidly with *staccato* chords. In short chords, separated by rests of some importance, the arrangement and division of timbres is not so perceptible to the ear, and progression of parts attracts less attention. It would be useless, nay, impossible to examine the countless combinations of tone colour, all the varieties of duplication and distribution of chords. It has been my aim to denote the fundamental principles upon which to work, and to indicate the general rules to be followed. Once having mastered these, if the student devote a little time to the study of full scores, and listen to them on the orchestra, he will soon learn when certain methods should be used and when to adopt others. The pupil is advised, generally, to write for wood-wind in its normal order of distribution, to take heed that each particular chord is composed entirely either of duplicated or non-duplicated parts, (except in certain cases resulting from progression), to use the methods of crossing and enclosure of timbres with full knowledge of what he is doing, and finally to concentrate his attention on close part-writing.

*Examples of wood-wind harmony:*

a) Independent chords.

No. 106. **"** "" **"** beginning — Ob., Cl.Fag. (crossing of parts).

*Snegourotchka* [16] — 2 Cl., Fag.


*No. 107. Snegourotchka [197] — Picc., 2 Fl. (tremolando).*
No. 108. **"** **"** **"** — 2 Fl., 2 Ob. (high register).


*Tsar Saltan* [45] Ob., 2 Fag.
No. 111. **"** **"** [115], and other similar passages — very sweet effect of wood-wind in three's.

**"** **"** [177] — 2 Ob., 2 Fag.
No. 112. Sadko [72] — Chords in three-part harmony; simple and mixed timbres.
* No. 114. Legend of Kitesh, before [90] — Enclosure of parts (Ob. I in the high register).
  No. 115.  "  "  "  before [161] — Wind and brass alternately.
Legend of Kitesh [269] — Fl., Cl., Fag.
  "  "  "  [218] — Ob., Eng. horn, Fag., C-fag.; cf. also [254].
No. 117. The Golden Cockerel, before [236] — Mixed timbre; 2 Fag. form the bass.
  b) Harmonic basis (sometimes joined by the horns).
Antar [68] — 3 Flutes.
  "  [274] — 2 Cl., low register (cf. Ex. 9).
The Christmas Night [1] — 3 Cl.
No. 120. Sadko [49] — Ob., Cl., Horn, Fag.
  "  [99] — 2 Cl. (cf. Ex. 289, 290).
No. 121.  Sadko \[144\] — Cl., Fag.
The Tsar's Bride \[80\] — Cl., Fag.
" " \[166\] — harmonic parts in motion, Fl. and Cl. (cf. Ex. 22.
Servilia \[59\] — Cl. (low. register), Fag.
*No. 123.  Kashtchei the Immortal \[80\] — Ob., Fag. muted.
*No. 124.  Legend of Kitesh. \[52\] — Fl. Fag.
" " " \[55\] — Fl., Ob. (cf. Ex. 197).
" " " \[68\] — Eng. horn, Fag., C-fag. (cf. Ex. 199).
No. 124.  " " " \[118\] — mixed timbre: 2 Ob., Eng. horn and 3 Cl.
" " " \[136\] — harmonic parts in motion:
" " " before \[185\] — 3 Fl. (low register) and 2 Cl.
" " " \[223\] — Fl., Ob., Cl. (cf. Ex. 31).
*No. 125.  " " " \[247\] — 2 Cl., Bass cl.
" " " \[273\] — Eng. horn, 2 Cl. and Bass cl., Fag.
*No. 126.  " " " \[355\] — Eng. horn muted, Cl., 2 Fag.
" " " \[40–41\] Bass cl., Fag.; Fl., Cl.; Cl., Bass cl.
*No. 128.  " " " \[156\] — harmonic parts in motion:
Fl. and Cl.

Harmony in the brass.

Here, as in the wood-wind, part writing should be of the close order with no empty spaces in the intervals.

Four-part writing.

It is evident that the quartet of horns presents every facility for four-part harmony, perfectly balanced in tone, without doubling the bass in octaves:
Note. In the diagrams of the present section the actual sounds of horns and trumpets are given, as in a piano score, for the sake of simplicity.

When it is found necessary to double the bass in octaves, the too resonant trombone and tuba are seldom used, the duplication being effected by the bassoon, as explained further on. The quartet of trombones and tuba is not often employed in close four-part harmony; the third trombone and the tuba usually form the bass in octaves, and the three upper parts are generally allotted to the two remaining trombones reinforced by a trumpet or two horns in unison, so as to obtain a perfect balance of tone:

I have often adopted the following combination of brass instruments, and consider it eminently satisfactory: 2 horns and tuba to form the bass in octaves, the three other parts given to the trombones:

In the higher registers, four-part harmony, of which the two upper parts are given to the trumpets, may be completed by two trombones or four horns in pairs:

When 3 trumpets are available the fourth part should be allotted to one trombone, or two horns in unison:

Enclosure of parts may be used in single chords:
or in progression:

Three-part writing.

The best combination is trombones, horns, or trumpets in three's. If the instruments are mixed the number of horns should be doubled:

Writing in several parts.

When the whole group is used the number of horns should be doubled:

In seven, six, or five-part harmony certain instruments must be omitted:

Discords of the seventh or second are preferably entrusted to instruments of different tone colour:
When such chords are written for an orchestra which only includes two trumpets, it is impossible for the horns to proceed in pairs. In such cases the following arrangement may obtain, the horns being marked one degree louder than the other instruments, to secure balance of tone:

The same method should be followed whenever the use of horns in pairs fails to produce satisfactory tone.

When chords of widely-divided harmony are distributed throughout several harmonic registers, the register occupied by the horns need not be doubled; the arrangement of the chord will resemble that of a chorale written for double or triple choir. For example:

**Duplication in the brass.**

Duplication in the brass group is most frequently effected by placing a chord for horns side by side with the same chord written for trumpets or trombones. The soft round quality of the horns intensifies the tone, and moderates the penetrating timbre of the trumpets and trombones:
Similar juxtaposition of trumpets and trombones:

is not so common, as this unites the two most powerful agents in the group.

In handling an orchestra the brass is frequently employed to sustain notes in two or three octaves; this sphere of activity must not be ignored. The tenuto is generally given to two trumpets, or to two or four horns, in the octave, (in double octaves). The octave is sometimes formed by trumpets and horns acting together:

The trombone with its ponderous tone rarely takes part in such combinations. Sustained notes in double octaves are usually apportioned thus:

The imperfect balance arising from the duplication of the middle note is compensated for by the mixture of timbres, which lends some unity to the chord.

Examples of harmony in the brass:

a) Independent chords:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snegurootchka 74</td>
<td>3 Trombones, 2 Horns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>3 Trombones, 2 Horns. Chords in different groups alternately (cf. Ex. 244).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>Full brass; further on 3 Trombones (cf. Ex. 97).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>4 Horns (stopped).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sadko*, before 9 — Full brass (enclosure of parts).

No. 130. *Sadko* 175 — Mixed timbres (juxtaposition) 3 Horns + 3 Trumpets.

*Sadko*, before 338 — Full brass except Tuba.

No. 131. 191—193 (Full brass).


*The Tsar’s Bride* 128 — Strings and brass alternately (cf. Ex. 242).

*No. 133. Tsar Saltan* 102, 7th bar. — 2 Trumpets, 2 Trombones + 4 Horns (juxtaposition).

*The Golden Cockerel* 115 — Full brass, thickly scored (cf. Table of chords No. II at the end of Vol. II, Ex. 12).

*Servilia* 154 — Various brass instruments.

*Legend of Kitesh* 130 — 3 Trumpets, Trombone and Tuba.

No. 134. *Legend of Kitesh* 199 — Short chords (juxtaposition).


b) Harmonic basis:


*Servilia* 93 — Full brass.


*Pan Voyevoda* 136, 9th bar. — 4 Horns, then Trombones, 2 Horns.

*No. 139. Legend of Kitesh* 158 — Trumpets, Trombones.

No. 140. 248 — 3 Trombones.

Table of chords No. II at the end of Vol. II, Ex. 12).

*No. 133. Tsar Saltan* 102, 7th bar. — 2 Trumpets, 2 Trombones + 4 Horns (juxtaposition).

*The Golden Cockerel* 115 — Full brass, thickly scored (cf. Table of chords No. II at the end of Vol. II, Ex. 12).

b) Harmonic basis:


*Servilia* 93 — Full brass.


*Pan Voyevoda* 136, 9th bar. — 4 Horns, then Trombones, 2 Horns.

*No. 139. Legend of Kitesh* 158 — Trumpets, Trombones.

No. 140. 248 — 3 Trombones.

**Legend of Kitesh** 199 — Short chords (juxtaposition).

*The Golden Cockerel* 115 — Horns, Trombones (enclosure).

b) Harmonic basis:


*Servilia* 93 — Full brass.


*Pan Voyevoda* 136, 9th bar. — 4 Horns, then Trombones, 2 Horns.

*No. 139. Legend of Kitesh* 158 — Trumpets, Trombones.

No. 140. 248 — 3 Trombones.

**Legend of Kitesh** 199 — Short chords (juxtaposition).

*The Golden Cockerel* 115 — Horns, Trombones (enclosure).

b) Harmonic basis:


*Servilia* 93 — Full brass.


*Pan Voyevoda* 136, 9th bar. — 4 Horns, then Trombones, 2 Horns.

*No. 139. Legend of Kitesh* 158 — Trumpets, Trombones.

No. 140. 248 — 3 Trombones.
Harmony in combined groups.

A. Combination of wind and brass.

Wind and brass instruments may be combined by the method of placing a chord in one timbre side by side with the same chord in another timbre, or by any of the three methods already described: overlaying, crossing and enclosure of parts.

1. In unison (juxtaposition or contrast of tone qualities).

This class of combination possesses the same features as combinations in the melodic line (cf. Chap. II). Wood-wind reinforces the brass, softens it and reduces its characteristic qualities. Arrangements such as the following are possible:

2 Trumpets + 2 Fl.; 2 Trumpets + 2 Ob.; 2 Trumpets + 2 Cl.
3 Trumpets + 3 Fl.; 3 Trumpets + 3 Ob.; 3 Trumpets + 3 Cl.

Also

as well as:

2 Horns + 2 Fag.; 2 Horns + 2 Cl.
3 Horns + 3 Fag.; 3 Horns + 3 Cl.; and:
2 Horns + 2 Fag. + 2 Cl. etc.

The combination 3 Trombones + 3 Fag., or 3 Trombones + 3 Cl. are very rare.

A chord scored for full brass doubled by the same chords scored for full wood-wind (in pairs) produces a magnificent and uniform tone.

Examples:


Ivan the Terrible, Act II [30] — Juxtaposition and enclosure (cf. Table of chords II, Ex. 8).

*No. 144. Sadko, before \[29\] — Horn, Trumpet + doubled woodwind (1).

No. 145. \[242\] — Full brass + Fl., Cl.

Legend of Kitesh, beginning — Horn, Trombones + Cl., Fag. (cf. also \[5\] — Ex. 249).

*No. 146. Legend of Kitesh \[10\] — Eng. horn, 2 Cl., Fag. legato + 4 Horns non legato.

\[324\] — Full brass + wind.

*No. 147. The Golden Cockerel \[233\] — Trumpets + Ob. 8.

Stopped or muted notes in trumpets and horns resemble the oboe and Eng. horn in quality; the combination of these instruments produces a magnificent tone.

**Examples:**

No. 148. Russian Easter Fête, p. 11. — Horn (+), Trumpets (low register) + Ob., Cl.

* The Christmas Night, before \[154\] — Full muted brass + wind.

* No. 149. Tsar Saltan \[129\] — 2 Ob., Eng. horn, + 3 Trumpets muted (3 Cl. at the bottom).

* No. 150. " \[131\], 17th bar. — Same combination with added horns.

* No. 151. Antar \[7\] — Ob., Eng. horn, 2 Fag. + 4 Horns (+).

A beautiful dark tone is derived from the combination of middle notes in stopped horns and deep notes in the clarinet:

\[\text{Clar.}\]

If bassoons are substituted for clarinets the effect loses part of its character.

**Examples:**

* Kashtchei the Immortal \[29\], 11th bar. — 2 Ob., 2 Cl. + 4 Horns (+).

* The Christmas Night, p. 249 — Cl., Fag. + 3 Horns (+).

* Mlada, Act III \[19\] — 3 Horns (+) + 3 Fag. and 3 Horns (+) + 3 Ob. (cf. Ex. 259).

(1) In the full score a misprint occurs in the clarinet part; it is corrected in the example.  
(Editor’s note.)
2. Overlaying (superposition), crossing, enclosure of parts.

It has already been stated that the bassoon and horn are the two instruments best capable of reconciling the groups of woodwind and brass. Four-part harmony given to two bassoons and two horns, especially in soft passages, yields a finely-balanced tone recalling the effect of a quartet of horns, but possessing slightly greater transparence. In *forte* passages the horns overwhelm the bassoons, and it is wiser to employ four horns alone. In the former case crossing of parts is to be recommended for the purposes of blend, the concords being given to the horns, the discords to the bassoons:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Bassoons may also be written inside the horns, but the inverse process is not to be recommended:} \\
\text{and not:} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
2 \text{Cor.}[\text{\textcopyright}] 2 \text{Fag.} \\
\]

The same insetting of parts may be used for sustained trumpet notes in octaves. In soft passages, thirds played in the low register of the flutes, sometimes combined with clarinets, produce a beautiful mysterious effect between trumpets in octaves. In a chain of consecutive chords it is advisable to entrust the stationary parts to the brass, the moving parts to the wood-wind.

Clarinets, on account of their tone quality should rarely be set inside the horns, but, in the upper register, and in the higher harmonic parts, a chord of four horns, (*piano*), may be completed by clarinets as effectively as by oboes or flutes; the bassoon may then double the base an octave below:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Played *forte*, the horns are more powerful than the wood-wind; balance may be established by doubling the upper harmonic parts:} \\
\end{array}
\]
Examples:

a) Superposition.

* Sadko, Symphonic Tableau 1, 9 — Fl., Ob., Cl., Horn (basis).
  " before 14 — 2 Fl., Cl., Horns.
  " final chord — Fl., Cl., Horn.
* Antar 22 — Fl., Cl., Horns (basis).
No. 152. Antar 56 — 3 Fl., 4 Horns (basis).
* Snegourotchka 300 — Full wind and horns.
* Shéhérazade — Final chords of 1st and 4th movements.
* Russian Easter Fête 9 — Fl., Cl., Horn; later trumpets and trombones in juxtaposition (cf. Ex. 248).
* No. 153. The Christmas Night 212, 10th bar. — Wind and Horns; trumpets and trombones added later.
  "  "  " 215 3 Fl. + 3 Cl. 3 Horns 8.
* Sadko, Opera 165 — Juxtaposition and Superposition.
No. 154. Sadko 338 — Same distribution.
No. 155. Servilia 73 3 Fl. + 2 Ob., Cl. 4 Horns.
* No. 156. Legend of Kitesh, before 157 — 3 Flutes, 3 Trombones.
  "  "  " final chord (cf. Table III of chords, Ex. 15).
* The Golden Cockerel, before 219 — Mixed timbre of wood-wind, 4 Horns.

b) Crossing.

* The Christmas Night, before 53 — Horn., Fag.
  "  "  " 107 — Clar., Horn., Fag.
* Legend of Tsar Saltan, before 62 — Horn., Fag.
* The Golden Cockerel 220 — 3 Trombones, 2 Fag., C-fag.
  (cf. Ex. 232).
* No. 157 Antar, before 30 — Wood-wind, Horns, then Trumpets.
c) Enclosure:

No. 158. *Ivan the Terrible*, Act I — Flutes within horns; later horns within bassoons.

No. 159. *Snegourotchka* — Trumpet Fl., 2 Cl. Trumpet Cl. + Fag. — 4 Horns Cl. + Fag.

*Sadko*, symphonic tableau — Flutes within horns; later *Sadko*, symphonic tableau — Trumpet Fl., 2 Cl. Trumpet Cl. + Fag. — 4 Horns Cl. + Fag.

*Antar* before — 2 Horns (+)

*Sadko*, Opera — Harmonic basis; oboes within trumpets (cf. Ex. 260).

*No. 160. Sadko*, Opera, before — Flutes within trumpets.

*The Tsar's Bride*, end of Overture — Bassoons within horns (cf. Table III of chords, Ex. 14).

*Nr. 161. Tsar Saltan* — Trumpets within wood-wind doubled.

No. 162. ” ” — Flutes within trumpets; clarinets within horns.

*Nr. 163. Legend of Kitesh* — Oboes and clarinets within trumpets.

The relationship which has been shown to exist between stopped horns and oboe or Eng. horn authorizes the simultaneous use of these instruments in one and the same chord, played p or sfp:

\[\text{Example:}\]

*The Christmas Night* — 3 Horns (+) — Oboe.

*The Tsar's Bride* — Ob., Eng. horn, Horn (+) (cf. Ex. 240).

*Legend of Kitesh* — Cl., 2 Fl., + 2 Ob., Eng. horn, 3 Horn (+).

*Nr. 164. Legend of Kitesh*, before — 2 Ob., Eng. horn 3 Horns (+)

*Cf. also Tsar Saltan*, before — Horn (+) 2 Fl. + 2 Fag. (Ex. 110).

If trumpets and trombones take part in a chord, flutes, oboes and clarinets are better used to form the harmonic part above the trumpets. The following should be the arrangement:
Examples:

* Sadko, symphonic tableau [20].

* No. 165. The May Night, Act I [Ee] — 3 Trombones, 2 Ob. + 2 Cl. + 2 Fag.

" " p. 325. — Final chord, C maj. (cf. Table I of chords, Ex. 1).

* No. 166. Snegourotchka [198]; cf. also [200] and before [210].


Nr. 167. The Christmas Night [205]; cf. also [161], [212], 14th bar. (Ex. 100, 153).

* Mílada, end of Act I (cf. Chord Table II, Ex. 13). Act II [20].

No. 168—169. Sadko, Opera, before [219], [302]; cf. also Ex. 120).
No. 170. *Sadko*, Opera 244 — Chord of widely extended range; bassoons at the limit of low compass.

* The *Tsar's Bride* 179 (cf. Ex. 243).

Antar 65 — Alternation of notes in horns and wood-wind on trombone chords (cf. Ex. 32).

General observations. It is not always possible to secure proper balance in scoring for full wood-wind. For instance, in a succession of chords where the melodic position is constantly changing, distribution is subordinate to correct progression of parts. In practice, however, any inequality of tone may be counterbalanced by the following acoustic phenomenon: in every chord the parts in octaves strengthen one another, the harmonic sounds in the lowest register coinciding with and supporting those in the highest. In spite of this fact it rests entirely with the orchestrator to obtain the best possible balance of tone; in difficult cases this may be secured by judicious dynamic grading, marking the wood-wind one degree louder than the brass.

B. Combination of strings and wind.

1. We frequently meet with the combination of strings and wood-wind in the light of comparison of one timbre with another, either in long sustained notes, or tremolando in the strings. Apart from the complete or partial doubling of the string quartet (two methods frequently used), the general and most natural arrangement is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fl.} & \quad \text{Ob.(Cl.)} + \text{Vn}^2 \text{ div.}; \\
\text{Clar.} & \quad \text{Fag.} + \text{'Cellos} + \text{Violas div.}, \text{etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

Examples:

* *Sadko*, Symphonic Tableau before 4, and 4, 9th bar.

* *Shéhérazade*, 1st movement 6 Vn^2 soli + 2 Ob. (2 Fl.), Cl.

* Antar 7 — String quartet divisi + wood-wind (cf. Ex. 151).

* No. 171. Antar 57 — Vn^2 II, Violas div. + Fl., Horn (florid accompaniment in the Clar.).

* *Legend of Kitesh* 295 — the same; rhythmic motion in the wind, sustained harmony in the strings (cf. Ex. 213).
2. Owing to the complete absence of any affinity in tone quality, the combination of strings with brass is seldom employed in juxtaposition, crossing, or enclosure of parts.

The first method may be used however when the harmony is formed by the strings _tremolando_, and the brass is employed in sustaining chords, also when the strings play short disconnected chords, _sförzando_. Another possible exception may be mentioned; the splendid effect of horns doubled by divided violas or 'cellos.

**Examples:**

_Snegourotchka_ [242] — Full brass + strings _tremolando_ (cf. 1st Table of chords, Ex. 6).

*Legend of Kitesh, before* [240] — the same (Horn, Trumpet +).

*Sadko, Opera, before* [34] — Horn + Violas div., Trombones + 'Cellos div. (1).

C. Combination of the three groups.

The combination of strings, wood-wind and brass instruments, set side by side, produces a full, round and firm tone.

**Examples:**


" " " final chord (cf. Table I of chords, Ex. 5).

*No. 173. Sadko, end of 1st tableau — short chords. Last chords of the 1st, 3rd and 7th tableaux (cf. Table I and III, Vol. II, Ex. 9, 10, 18).


_Legend of Kitesh_ [162] (cf. Ex. 250).

_Snegourotchka_ — end of opera, (cf. Table III in Vol. II, Ex. 17) and a host of other examples.

(1) A splendid example of the combination of strings and brass may be found in the introduction to the 2nd scene of the 4th act of "Khovansschina" by Moussorgsky, orchestrated by Rimsky-Korsakov. (Editor’s note.)
General Observations. Balance and correct distribution of tone is much more important in dealing with long sustained chords or those of rhythmic design; in the case of short, disconnected chords resonance is a minor consideration, but one which should not be entirely neglected.

I have endeavoured to outline the general principles to be followed, but I do not profess to deal with all the countless cases which may arise in the course of orchestration. I have given a few examples of well-sounding chords; for further information I advise the reader to study full scores with care, as this is the only method to acquire perfect knowledge of the distribution and doubling of various instruments.
Chapter IV.

COMPOSITION OF THE ORCHESTRA.

Different ways of orchestrating the same music.

There are times when the general tone, character and atmosphere of a passage, or a given moment in an orchestral work point to one, and only one particular manner of scoring. The following simple example will serve for explanation. Take a short phrase where a flourish or fanfare call is given out above a tremolando accompaniment, with or without change in harmony. There is no doubt that any orchestrator would assign the tremolo to the strings and the fanfare to a trumpet, never vice versa. But taking this for granted, the composer or orchestrator may still be left in doubt. Is the fanfare flourish suitable to the range of a trumpet? Should it be written for two or three trumpets in unison, or doubled by other instruments? Can any of these methods be employed without damaging the musical meaning? These are questions which I shall endeavour to answer.

If the phrase is too low in register for the trumpets it should be given to the horns (instruments allied to the trumpet); if the phrase is too high it may be entrusted to the oboes and clarinets in unison, this combination possessing the closest resemblance to the trumpet tone both in character and power. The question whether one trumpet or two should be employed must be decided by the degree of power to be vested in the given passage. If a big sonorous effect is required the instruments may be doubled, tripled, or even multiplied by four; in the opposite case one solo brass instrument, or two of the wood-wind will suffice (1 Ob. + 1 Cl.). The question whether the tremolo in the strings should be supported...
by sustained harmony in the wood-wind depends upon the purpose in view. A composer realises his intentions beforehand, others who orchestrate his music can only proceed by conjecture. Should the composer desire to establish a strongly-marked difference between the harmonic basis and the melodic outline it is better not to employ wood-wind harmony, but to obtain proper balance of tone by carefully distributing his dynamic marks of expression, $pp$, $p$, $f$ and $ff$. If, on the contrary, the composer desires a full round tone as harmonic basis and less show of brilliance in the harmonic parts, the use of harmony in the wood-wind is to be recommended. The following may serve as a guide to the scoring of wood-wind chords: the harmonic basis should differ from the melody not only in fullness and intensity of tone, but also in colour. If the fanfare figure is allotted to the brass (trumpets or horns) the harmony should be given to the wood-wind; if the phrase is given to the wood-wind (oboes and clarinets) the harmony should be entrusted to the horns. To solve all these questions successfully a composer must have full knowledge of the purpose he has in view, and those who orchestrate his work should be permeated with his intentions. Here the question arises, what should those intentions be? This is a more difficult subject.

The aim of a composer is closely allied to the form of his work, to the aesthetic meaning of its every moment and phrase considered apart, and in relation to the composition as a whole. The choice of an orchestral scheme depends on the musical matter, the colouring of preceding and subsequent passages. It is important to determine whether a given passage is a complement to or a contrast with what goes before and comes after, whether it forms a climax or merely a step in the general march of musical thought. It would be impossible to examine all such possible types of relationship, or to consider the rôle played by each passage quoted in the present work. The reader is therefore advised not to pay too much attention to the examples given, but to study them and their bearing on the context in their proper place in the full scores. Nevertheless I shall touch upon a few of these points in the course of the following outline. To begin with, young and inexperienced composers do not always possess a clear idea of what they wish to do. They can improve in this direction by reading
good scores and by repeatedly listening to an orchestra, provided they concentrate the mind to the fullest possible extent. The search after extravagant and daring effects in orchestration is quite a different thing from mere caprice; the will to achieve is not sufficient; there are certain things which should not be achieved.

The simplest musical ideas, melodic phrases in unison and octaves, or repeated throughout several octaves, chords, of which no single part has any melodic meaning are scored in various ways according to register, dynamic effect and the quality of expression or tone colour that may be desired. In many cases, one idea will be orchestrated in a different way every time it recurs. Later on I shall frequently touch upon this more complicated question.

Examples:

*Snegourotchka* [58] ; [65] and before [68] — sustained note in unison.

There are fewer possible ways of scoring more complex musical ideas, harmonico-melodic phrases, polyphonic designs etc.; sometimes there are but two methods to be followed, for each of the primary elements in music, melody, harmony, and counterpoint possesses its own special requirements, regulating the choice of instruments and tone colour. The most complicated musical ideas sometimes admit of only one manner of scoring, with a few hardly noticeable variations in detail. To the following example, very simple in structure I add an alternative method of scoring:

**Example:**


It is obvious that the method b) will produce satisfactory tone. But a 3rd and 4th way of scoring would be less successful, and a continuation of this process would soon lead to the ridiculous. For instance if the chords were given to the brass the whole passage would sound heavy, and the soprano recitative in the low and middle register would be overpowered. If the F sharp in the
double basses were played *arco* by 'cellos and basses together it
would sound clumsy, if it were given to the bassoons a comic
effect would be produced, and if played by the brass it would
sound rough and coarse, etc. . . .

The object of scoring the same musical phrase in different ways
is to obtain variety either in tone colour or resonance. In each
case the composer may resort to the inversion of the normal order
of instruments, duplication of parts, or the two processes in com-
bination. The first of these is not always feasible. In the preceding
sections of the book I have tried to explain the characteristics of
each instrument and the part which each group of instruments
plays in the orchestra. Moreover many methods of doubling are to
be avoided; these I have mentioned, while there are also some
instruments which cannot be combined owing to the great difference
in their peculiarities. Therefore, as regards the general composition
of the orchestra, the student should be guided by the general
principles laid down in the earlier stages of the present work.

The best means of orchestrating the same musical idea in various
ways is by the adaptation of the musical matter. This can be
done by the following operations: a) complete or partial trans-
ference into other octaves; b) repetition in a different key; c) extension
of the whole range by the addition of octaves to the upper and
lower parts; d) alteration of details (the most frequent method);
e) variation of the general dynamic scheme, _e.g._ repeating a phrase
*piano,* which has already been played *forte.*

These operations are always successful in producing variety of
orchestral colour.

***Examples:***

No. 176, 177. *Russian Easter Fête* [A] and [C].

*The Christmas Night* [158] and [179].

No. 178—181. *The Tsar’s Bride,* Overture: beginning, [1], [2], [7].

*Sadko* [99-101] and [305-307] (cf. Ex. 289, 290, and 75).

No. 182—186. *Tsar Saltan* [14], [17], [26], [28], [34].

No. 187—189. " " [181], [246], [220].

*No. 190—191. *Ivan the Terrible,* Overture [5] and [12].

*Spanish Capriccio* — compare 1*st* and 3*rd* movement.
No. 192—195. Shéhérazade, 1st movement — beginning of the allegro \(A\), \(E\), \(M\).

" 3rd movement — beginning \(A\), \(I\).

" 3rd " \(E\), \(G\), \(O\).

*No. 196—198. Legend of Kitesh \(55\), \(56\), \(62\).

*No. 199—201. " " " \(68\), \(70\), \(84\).

(Cf. also Ex. 213, 214. Legend of Kitesh \(294\) and \(312\).)

*No. 202—203. The Golden Cockerel \(229\), \(233\).

The process of scoring the same or similar ideas in different ways is the source of numerous musical operations, crescendo, diminuendo, interchange of tone qualities, variation of tone colour etc., and incidentally throws new light upon the fundamental composition of the orchestra.

**Full Tutti.**

The word *tutti* generally means the simultaneous use of all instruments, but the word "all" is used relatively, and it must not be inferred that every single instrument must necessarily be employed to form a *tutti*. In order to simplify the following illustrations I will divide the word into two classes, *full tutti* and *partial tutti*, — independently of whether the orchestra is constructed in pairs, in three's, or a larger number of instruments. I call *full tutti* the combination of all melodic groups, strings, wind, and brass. By *partial tutti* I mean passages in which the brass group only takes part, whether two horns or two trumpets participate alone, or whether two horns are combined with one or three trombones, without tuba, trumpets, or the two remaining horns, etc.:

\[
\begin{align*}
&4 \text{ Horns}, & 2 \text{ Horns} & 2 \text{ Horns} \\
&\text{or} 2 \text{ Trumpets, or} & \text{etc.} & \text{etc.} \\
&3 \text{ Trombones}
\end{align*}
\]

In both species of *tutti* full wood-wind may be employed or not, according to the register and musical context of the passage. For instance, in the extreme high register it may be essential to include the piccolo; in the low register flutes will be unnecessary, and yet the passage can still be called *tutti*. The inclusion of kettle-drums, harp, and other instruments of little sustaining power, as of the percussion in general, does not come under discussion.
The variety of orchestral operations increases with the number of instruments forming a *tutti*, in fact, so great does it become that it is impossible to consider all combinations. I can only give a few examples of full and partial *tutti*, and leave the reader to draw his own conclusions. Some of these examples fall under the double heading of full and partial *tutti*, and the student is reminded that the *tutti*, is used essentially in *forte* and *fortissimo*, rarely in *pianissimo* and *piano* passages.

*Examples:*

*Snegourotchka* [61] and [62] — Partial and full *Tutti.*

“[231] — Partial *Tutti*, without the trumpets (cf. Ex. 8).

No. 204. *Snegourotchka* [216] — Full *Tutti*.

“[325–326] — Full *Tutti* and chorus (cf. Ex. 8).

*Sadko* [3], [223], [239] — Full *Tutti* (cf. Ex. 86).


* * * [141] — Full *Tutti*.

* * * [177] — * * *

Pan *Voyevoda* [186] and [188] Full *Tutti*.

*Antar* [66] — (cf. Ex. 32).

*No. 209. Shéhérazade*, 3rd movement [M]; cf. also 1st movement [A], [E], [H]; 2nd movement [K], [P], [R]; 3rd movement [G], [O]; 4th movement [G], [P], [W] and farther on to [Y] (No. 193, 194, 19, 66, 77).

*Spanish Capriccio* [B], [F], [J], [P], [V], [X–Z] (cf. Ex. 3).

*Russian Easter Fête* [F], [J], before [L], [Y], up to the end.

*3rd Symphony*, 1st movement [D], [R–T] [X]; 2nd movement [A], [E]; 4th movement [A], [H], [S].

*Sadko*, Symphonic tableau [20–24].


*For examples of *Tutti* chords, see special Tables at the end of Vol. II.*
**Tutti in the wind.**

In many cases the wood-wind and brass groups can form a *tutti* by themselves for periods of varying length. Sometimes this is effected by the wood-wind alone, but more frequently with the support of horns. At other times the horns are found alone without the wood-wind, and, lastly, a *tutti* may be comprised of instruments of each group in varying numbers. The addition of kettle-drums and the rest of the percussion is quite common and constitutes what the Germans call "Janitscharenmusik", or Turkish infantry music. Violoncellos and double basses playing more or less important *pizz.* notes are often added to wood-wind instruments (*tutti*), likewise the remainder of the strings and the harps; this process renders the sustained notes in the wood-wind more distinct. *Tutti* passages in wood-wind and horns do not produce any great amount of power in *forte* passages, but, on the other hand *tutti* in the brass groups alone may attain an extraordinary volume of tone. In the following examples the formation of pedal notes by strings or wood-wind in no way alters the general character of the *Tutti*:

*Examples:*

No. 210—211. *Snegourotchka* [149], [151] (compare).

*Tsar Saltan* [14], [17], [26] (cf. Ex. 182—184).

*Pan Voyevoda* [57], [186], [262].

No. 212. *Ivan the Terrible*, Act II [19]; cf. also Act. III [5].

* No. 213—214. *Legend of Kitesh* [294], [312] (compare).

* No. 215. *The Golden Cockerel* [116]; cf. also [82] and [81].

* Antar [37] (cf. Ex. 65).

**Tutti pizzicato.**

The quartet of strings (*pizzicato*), reinforced occasionally by the harp and piano, may, in certain cases constitute a particular kind of *tutti*, which can only attain any great degree of strength by support from the wood-wind. Without this support it is of medium power, though still fairly brilliant in quality.
Examples:

No. 216. Snegurootchka, before \([128]\); cf. also \([153]\) and before \([305]\).

* No. 217. Russian Easter Fête \([K]\); cf. also \([U]\) and \([V]\).

* Spanish Capriccio \([A]\), \([C]\), before \([S]\), before \([P]\); cf. also \([O]\)

\((Ex. \, 56)\).

Mlada, Act II \([15]\).

* Sadko \([220]\) (cf. Ex. 295).

* Legend of Kitesh \([101]\).

* No. 218. The May Night, Act i, The Mayor’s Song — combination of strings, arco and pizz.

**Tutti in one, two and three parts.**

It often happens that a moderately full orchestral ensemble executes a passage composed of one or two harmonic parts, in unison or in octaves. Such melodic phrases call for more or less simple orchestration with the usual doubling of parts, or, in ornamental writing, admit of contrast in tone colouring, occasionally with the addition of sustained notes.

Examples:

Snegurootchka, before \([152]\), \([174]\), \([176]\).

The Tsar’s Bride \([120-121]\) (cf. Ex. 63).

The Golden Cockerel \([215]\).

* No. 219—221. Legend of Kitesh \([142]\), \([144]\), \([147]\) — 3 part Tutti, with different scoring.

* Legend of Kitesh \([138]\), \([139]\) — Tutti in one part.

**Soli in the strings.**

Although, in any orchestral piece, numerous instances are to be found of melodies and phrases entrusted to a solo wind instrument (generally the first of each group, wood-wind or brass), solos for stringed instruments, on the other hand, are extremely rare. Whilst the 1st violin and 1st ’cello are fairly frequently used in this manner, the solo viola ist seldom found, and a solo on the double bass is practically unknown. Phrases demanding particular individuality
of expression are entrusted to solo instruments; likewise passages that require extraordinary technique, beyond the scope of the orchestral rank and file. The comparatively weak tone of the solo instrument necessitates light, transparent accompaniment. Difficult virtuoso solos should not be written, as they attract too much attention to a particular instrument. Solo stringed instruments are also used when vigourous expression and technical facility are not required, but simply in order to obtain that singular difference in colour which exists between a solo stringed instrument and strings in unison. Two solo instruments can be coupled together, e.g. 2 Violins soli, etc. and in very rare cases a quartet of solo strings may be employed.

**Examples:**

**Violin solo:**

No. 222—223. *Snegourotchka* [54], [275].  
*The May Night*, pp. 64—78.  
*Mlada*, Act I [52]; Act III, before [19].  
* A Fairy Tale [W].

*Shéhérazade*, 1st movement [G], [G]; also the passages at the start of each movement.

*Spanish Capriccio* [H], [K], [R], and the cadence on p. 38.

*No. 224. Legend of Kitesh* [310] — Vn. solo, on harmonic basis of strings sul ponticello and wood-wind.  
*Snegourotchka* [274], [279] — 2 Vn soli (cf. Ex. 9).

**Viola solo:**

No. 225. *Snegourotchka* [212].  
*Sadko* [137].

*No. 226. The Golden Cockerel* [163]; cf. also [174], [177].

**Violoncello solo:**

*Snegourotchka* [187] (cf. Ex. 102).  
*The Christmas Night*, before [29], [130].  
*Mlada*, Act III [36].

*The Golden Cockerel* [177], [180] (cf. Ex. 229).
Double bass solo:

* No. 227. Mlada, Act II [10–12] — a special instance where the first string is tuned down.

Solo quartet:


* The case of a solo stringed instrument doubled by the woodwind in unison must not be forgotten. The object is to attain great purity and abundance of tone, without impairing the timbre of the solo instrument (especially in the high and low registers), or to produce a certain highly-coloured effect.

Examples:

* Pan Voyevoda [67] — 2 Vn± + 2 Ob.; 2 Violas + 2 Cl.

" " [309] — Vn. + Fl.

* As shown in Chap. II, 2 Vn± soli or Violin solo + Fl. (Picc.) are often sufficient to double a melody in the upper register.

Examples:


Limits of orchestral range.

It is seldom that the entire orchestral conception is centred in the upper register of the orchestra (the 5th and 6th octaves), still more rarely is it focussed wholly in the lowest range (octaves 1 and —1) where the proximity of harmonic intervals creates a bad effect. In the first case the flutes and piccolo should be used along with the upper notes of the violins, soli or divisi; in the second
case the double bassoon and the low notes of the bassoons, bass clarinet, horns, trombones and tuba are brought into play. The first method gives brilliant colour, the second combination is dark and gloomy. The contrary would be fundamentally impossible.

**Examples:**

- *Pan Voyevoda* [122, 137]
- *Servilia* [168], 8th bar. (cf. Ex. 62)
- *Snegourotchka*, before 25
- *Legend of Kitesh*, before 34
- *No. 233. The Golden Cockerel* [113], [117]
- *No. 234. Shéhérazade, 2nd movement* pp. 59—62

The upper and lower parts of a passage can seldom be widely separated without the intermediate octaves being filled in, for this is contrary to the first principles of proper distribution of chords. Nevertheless the unusual resonance thus produced serves for strange and grotesque effects. In the first of the following examples the piccolo figure doubled by the harp and the sparkling notes of the *glockenspiel* is set about four octaves apart from the bass, which is assigned to a single Double bass and Tuba. But in the 3rd octave, the augmented fourths and diminished fifths in the two flutes help to fill up the intermediate space and lessen the distance between the two extreme parts, thus forming some sort of link between them. The general effect is fanciful.

**Examples:**

- *No. 235. Snegourotchka* [255].
- *No. 236. "* [315], 5th and 6th bars.
- " [274] (cf. Ex. 9).

**A Fairy Tale** [A].

*The Golden Cockerel* [179], 9th bar. (cf. Ex. 229).

**Transference of passages and phrases.**

A phrase or a figure is often transferred from one instrument to another. In order to connect the phrases on each instrument in
the best possible way, the last note of each part is made to coincide with the first note of the following one. This method is used for passages the range of which is too wide to be performed on any one instrument, or when it is desired to divide a phrase into two different timbres.

*Snegourotchka [137] — The melody is transferred from the violins to the flute and clarinet (cf. Ex. 28).
* " before [191] — Solo violin — Solo 'cello.
*Pan Voyevoda [57] — Trombones — Trumpets; Horn — Ob. + Cl.

A similar operation is used in scoring passages covering the entire orchestral scale, or a great portion of it. When one instrument is on the point of completing its allotted part, another instrument takes up the passage, starting on one or two notes common to both parts, and so on. This division must be carried out to ensure the balance of the whole passage.

* Snegourotchka [36, 38, 131] — Strings.
* Sadko [72] — Strings (cf. Ex. 112).
* " [223] — Strings.
* No. 237. The Christmas Night, before [181] — String figure.
* " [29], 5th bar. — Ob. — Fl.; Cl. — Bass cl., Fag.

Chords of different tone quality used alternately.

1. The most usual practice is to employ chords on different groups of instruments alternately. In dealing with chords in different registers care should be taken that the progression of parts, though broken in passing from one group to another, remains as regular
as if there were no leap from octave to octave; this applies specially to chromatic passages in order to avoid false relation.

**Examples:**

No. 239. *Ivan the Terrible*, Act II [29].

No. 240—241. *The Tsar's Bride* [123], before [124].

*No. 242—243. " " [178, 179].

*Note. The rules regulating progression of parts may sometimes be ignored, when extreme contrast of timbre between two adjacent chords is intended.

**Examples:**

*Shéhérazade, 8th bar from the beginning;* (the chromatic progression at the 12th bar is undertaken by the same instruments, the 2nd cl. is therefore placed above the first in the opening) — cf. Ex. 109.


2. Another excellent method consists in transferring the same chord or its inversion from one orchestral group to another. This operation demands perfect balance in progression of parts as well as register. The first group strikes a chord of short value, the other group takes possession of it simultaneously in the same position and distribution, either in the same octave or in another. The dynamic gradations of tone need not necessarily be the same in both groups.

**Examples:**

*Ivan the Terrible,* commencement of the overture (cf. Ex. 85).

No. 244. *Snegourotchka* [140].

**Amplification and elimination of tone qualities.**

The operation which consists in contrasting the resonance of two different groups (*or the different timbres of one and the same group), either in sustained notes or chords, transforms a simple into a complex timbre, suddenly, or by degrees. It is used in establishing a crescendo. While the first group effects the crescendo gradually, the second group enters piano or pianissimo, and attains its crescendo more rapidly. The whole process is thereby rendered more tense as the timbre changes. The converse operation—the transition from a complex to a simple timbre, by the suppression of one of the groups, belongs essentially to the diminuendo.
Examples:

No. 245. Snegourotchka [313].

" [140] (cf. Ex. 244).

A Fairy Tale [V].

Shéhérazade, 2nd movement [D] (cf. Ex. 74).

* 4th movement p. 221.

No. 246. Servilia [228]; cf. also [44].


No. 247. The Tsar's Bride, before [205].

* No. 248. Russian Easter Fête [D].

* No. 249—250. Legend of Kitesh [5], [16].

Repetition of phrases, imitation, echo.

As regards choice of timbre, phrases in imitation are subject to the law of register. When a phrase is imitated in the upper register it should be given to an instrument of higher range and vice versa. If this rule is ignored an unnatural effect will be produced, as when the clarinet in its upper range replies to the oboe in the lower compass etc. The same rule must be followed in dealing with phrases, actually different, but similar in character; repeated phrases of different character should be scored in a manner most suitable to each.

Examples:

The Tsar's Bride [157], [161].

Legend of Kitesh [40—41].

* No. 251. Spanish Capriccio [S].

In echo phrases, that is to say imitation entailing not only decrease in volume of tone but also an effect of distance, the second instrument should be weaker than the first, but the two should possess some sort of affinity. An echo given to muted brass following the same phrase not muted produces this distant effect. Muted trumpets are eminently suited to echo a theme in the oboes; flutes also may imitate clarinets and oboes successfully. A wood-wind instrument cannot be used to echo the strings, or
vice versa, on account of the dissimilarity in timbre. Imitation in octaves (with a decrease in resonance) creates an effect resembling an echo.

Examples:

Ivan the Terrible, Act III [3].
No. 252. Sadko [264].
* Spanish Capriccio [E]. — This example is not precisely an echo but resembles one in character (c. Ex. 44).
* Shéhérazade, 4th movement before [O].

Sforzando-piano and piano-sforzando chords.

Besides the natural dynamic process of obtaining these marks of expression, a process which depends upon the player, they may also be produced by artificial means of orchestration.

a) At the moment when the wood-wind begins a piano chord, the strings attack it sforzando, a compound chord for preference, either arco or pizz. In the opposite case the sf in the strings must occur at the end of the wood-wind chord. The first method is also employed for a sf-dim., and the second for a cresc.-sf. effect.

b) It is not so effective, and therefore less frequent to give the notes of sustained value to the strings, and the short chords to the wood-wind. In such cases the tenuto chord is played tremolando on the strings.

Examples:

Vera Scheloga, before [35], [38], 10th bar.
* No. 253. Legend of Kitesh, before [15–16].
* Shéhérazade, 2nd movement, [P], 14th bar.

Method of emphasising certain notes and chords.

In order to stress or emphasise a certain note or chord, besides the marks of expression —— and sf, chords of 2, 3, and 4 notes can be inserted into the melodic progression by the instruments of the string quartet, each playing a single note; short notes in the wood-wind may also be used as well as a chain of three or
four grace notes, in the form of a scale, either in strings or woodwind. These unstressed notes (anacrusis), generally written very small, form a kind of upward glide, the downward direction being less common. As a rule they are connected to the main note by a slur. In the strings they should not lead up to chords of three or four notes, as this would be awkward for the bow.

Examples:

*No. 255. Shéhérazade, 2nd movement* [*C*] — Short pizz. chords.

" " " " [*P*] — Short wind chords

(cf. Ex. 19).

**Crescendo and diminuendo.**

Short crescendi and diminuendi are generally produced by natural dynamic means; when prolonged, they are obtained by this method combined with other orchestral devices. After the strings, the brass is the group most facile in producing dynamic shades of expression, glorifying crescendo chords into the most brilliant sforzando climaxes. Clarinets specialise in diminuendo effects and are capable of decreasing their tone to a breath (morendo). Prolonged orchestral crescendi are obtained by the gradual addition of other instruments in the following order: strings, wood-wind, brass. Diminuendo effects are accomplished by the elimination of the instruments in the reverse order (brass, wood-wind, strings). The scope of this work does not lend itself to the quotation of prolonged crescendo and diminuendo passages. The reader is referred, therefore, to the full scores:

*Shéhérazade*, pp. 5—7, 92—96, 192—200.
*Antar* [*6*, [*51*].
*The Christmas Night* [*183*].
*Sadko* [*165—166*].
*The Tsar’s Bride* [*80—81*].

Many examples of shorter crescendi and diminuendi will be found in Vol. II.
Diverging and converging progressions.

In the majority of cases, diverging and converging progressions simply consist in the gradual ascent of the three upper parts, with the bass descending. The distance separating the bass from the other parts is trifling at first, and grows by degrees. On the other hand, in converging progressions, the three upper parts, at first so far distant from the bass, gradually approach it. Sometimes these progressions involve an increase or a decrease in tone. The intermediate intervals are filled up by the introduction of fresh parts as the distance widens, so that the upper parts become doubled or trebled. In converging progressions the tripled and doubled parts are simplified, as the duplicating instruments cease to play. Moreover, if the harmony allows it, the group in the middle region which remains stationary is the group to be retained, or else the sustained note which guarantees unity in the operation. Below, the reader will find double examples of both descriptions. The first pair represents a diverging progression, 1. piano, in which the human voice takes part; 2. a purely orchestral crescendo. The second depicts two similar diverging progressions, firstly a gradual crescendo, secondly dim., during which the strings become more and more divided as the wind instruments cease to play. Ex. 258. accompanies the apparition of Mlada, Ex. 259, its disappearance. The atmosphere and colouring are weird and fanciful. The third pair of examples forms instances of converging progressions. In the first (Ex. 260) Princess Volkhova relates the wonders of the sea. Then in the middle of a powerful orchestral crescendo the Sea-King appears (Ex. 261). Both examples include a sustained stationary chord of the diminished seventh. The handling of such progressions requires the greatest care.

Examples:

No. 256—257. The Tsar's Bride [102] and [107].
No. 258—259. Mlada, Act III [12] and [19].
No. 260—261. Sadko [105] and [119].
Sadko [72] (cf. Ex. 112).
" before [315].

*No. 262. Antar, end of 3rd movement.

Note. A sustained note between the diverging parts does not always allow the empty space to be more completely filled up.

**Example:**


**Tone quality as a harmonic force.**

**Harmonic basis.**

Melodic design comprising notes foreign to the harmony, passing or grace notes, embellishments etc., does not permit that a florid outline should proceed at the same time with another one, reduced to essential and fundamental notes:

If, in the above example, the upper part is transposed an octave lower, the discordant effect produced by the contact of appoggiaturas and fundamental notes will be diminished; the quicker the passage is played the less harsh the effect will be, and *vice versa*. But it would be ill-advised to lay down any hard and fast rule as to the permissible length of these notes. There is no doubt that the harmonic notes, the thirds of the fundamental one (E) are more prominent from their proximity with the notes extraneous to the harmony. If the number of parts is increased (for instance, if the melodic figure is in thirds, sixths etc.), the question becomes still more complicated, since, to the original harmonic scheme, chords with different root bases are added, producing false relation.

Nevertheless, for the solution of such problems, orchestration provides an element of the greatest importance: difference of timbres. The greater the dissimilarity in timbre between the harmonic basis on the one hand and the melodic design on the other, the less discordant the notes extraneous to the harmony.
will sound. The best example of this is to be found between the human voice and the orchestra, next comes the difference of timbres between the groups of strings, wood-wind, plucked strings and percussion instruments. Less important differences occur between wood-wind and brass; in these two groups, therefore, the harmonic basis generally remains an octave removed from the melodic design, and should be of inferior dynamic power.

*Examples of harmonic basis in chords:*


*Legend of Kitesh*, Introduction (cf. also Ex. 125 and 140).

*Mlada*, Act III [10].

The harmonic basis may be ornamental in character, in which case it should move independently of the concurrent melodic design.

*Examples:*

*No. 265—266. Tsar Saltan* [103—104], [128], [149], [162—165]

(cf. below).

Chords the most widely opposed in character may be used on a simple, stationary harmonic basis, a basis, founded, for example, on the chord of the tonic or diminished seventh.

*Examples:*

No. 267. *Legend of Kitesh* [326—328] — Wood-wind and harps on a string basis.

No. 268—269. *Kashtchei the Immortal* [33], [43].

No. 270. *Mlada*, Act II, before [17], [18], [20].

No. 271. *The Golden Cockerel* [125] — Chords of the diminished seventh, on arpeggio basis (augmented fifth).

The effect of alternating harmony produced between two melodic figures, e.g. one transmitting a note, held in abeyance, to the other, or the simultaneous progression of a figure in augmentation and diminution etc. becomes comprehensible and pleasant to the ear when the fundamental sustained harmony is different.

8*
Examples:

Legend of Kitesh 34, 36, 297 (cf. Ex. 34 and 231).
No. 272—274. Tsar Saltan 104, 162—168 (cf. also 147—148).
*Russian Easter Fête, before V.

The whole question as to what is allowed and what forbidden in the employment of notes extraneous to the harmony is one of the most difficult in the whole range of composition; the permissible length of such notes is in no way established. In absence of artistic feeling, the composer who relies entirely on the difference between two timbres will often find himself using the most painful discords. Innovations in this direction in the latest post-Wagnerian music are often very questionable; they depress the ear and deaden the musical senses, leading to the unnatural conclusion that what is good, taken separately, must necessarily be good in combination.

Artificial effects.

I apply this name to some orchestral operations which are based on certain defects of hearing and faculty of perception. Having no wish to specify those that already exist or to foretell those which may yet be invented, I will mention, in passing, a few which have been used by me in my own works. To this class belong glissando scales or arpeggios in the harp, the notes of which do not correspond with those played simultaneously by other instruments, but which are used from the fact that long glissandi are more resonant and brilliant than short ones.

Examples:

Snegourotchka 325 (cf. Ex. 95).
No. 275. Pan Voyevoda 128.
*Shéhérazade, 3rd movement M, 5th bar (cf. Ex. 248).
*Russian Easter Fête D (cf. Ex. 248).
*Enharmonic glissando in the strings should also be mentioned.
Use of percussion instruments for rhythm and colour.

Whenever some portion of the orchestra executes a rhythmic figure, percussion instruments should always be employed concurrently. An insignificant and playful rhythm is suitable to the triangle, tambourine, castanets and side drum, a vigorous and straightforward rhythm may be given to the bass drum, cymbals and gong. The strokes on these instruments should almost invariably correspond to the strong beats of the bar, highly-accented syncopated notes or disconnected sforzandi. The triangle, side drum and tambourine are capable of various rhythmic figures. Sometimes the percussion is used separately, independently of any other group of instruments.

The brass and wood-wind are the two groups which combine the most satisfactorily with percussion from the standpoint of colour. The triangle, side drum, and tambourine go best with harmony in the upper register; cymbals, bass drum and gong with harmony in the lower. The following are the combinations most generally employed: tremolo on the triangle and tambourine with trills in wood-wind and violins; tremolo on the side drum, or cymbals struck with drum sticks, and sustained chords on trumpets and horns; tremolo on the bass drum or the gong with chords on trombones or low sustained notes on 'cellos and double basses. It must not be forgotten that the bass drum, cymbals, gong and a tremolo on the side drum, played fortissimo, is sufficient to overpower any orchestral tutti.

* The reader will find instances of the use of percussion instruments in any full score, and in several examples of the present work.

Examples:

* Shéhérazade pp. 107—119, also many passages in 4th movement:
  * Antar [40, 43] (cf. Ex. 73, 29).
  * Spanish capriccio P (cf. Ex. 64); the cadences to be studied in the 4th movement, where they are accompanied by various percussion instruments.

* Russian Easter Fête K (cf. Ex. 217).

* The Tsar's Bride 140.

* Legend of Kitesh 196—197 — “The Battle of Kerjémetz”.

* Pan Voyevoda 71—72.
Economy in orchestral colour.

Neither musical feeling nor the ear itself can stand, for long, the full resources of the orchestra combined together. The favourite group of instruments is the strings, then follow in order the wood-wind, brass, kettle-drums, harps, pizzicato effects, and lastly the percussion, also, in point of order, triangle, cymbals, big drum, side drum, tambourine, gong. Further removed stand the celesta, glockenspiel and xylophone, which instruments, though melodic, are too characteristic in timbre to be employed over frequently. The same may be said of the piano and castanets. A quantity of national instruments not included in the present work may be incorporated into the orchestra; such are the guitar, the domra, zither, mandoline, the oriental tambourine, small tambourine etc. These instruments are employed from time to time for descriptive-aesthetic purposes.

These instruments are most frequently used in the above-named order. A group of instruments which has been silent for some time gains fresh interest upon its reappearance. The trombones, trumpets and tuba are occasionally tacet for long periods, the percussion is seldom employed, and practically never all together, but in single instruments or in two's and three's. In national dances or music in ballad style, percussion instruments may be used more freely.

After a long rest the re-entry of the horns, trombones and tuba should coincide with some characteristic intensity of tone, either pp or ff; piano and forte re-entries are less successful, while re-introducing these instruments mezzo-forte or mezzo-piano produces a colourless and common-place effect. This remark is capable of wider application. For the same reasons it is not good to commence or finish any piece of music either mf or mp. The scope of the musical examples in this work does not permit of illustrating by quotation the use of economy in orchestral colour, nor the re-entry of instruments thrown into prominence by prolonged rests. The reader must examine these questions in full scores.
Chapter V.

COMBINATION OF THE HUMAN VOICE WITH ORCHESTRA.
THE STAGE BAND.

Orchestral accompaniment of solo voices.

General remarks.

In accompanying the voice orchestral scoring should be light enough for the singer to make free use of all the dynamic shades of expression without hardness of tone. In overflowing lyrical moments, where full voice is required, the singer should be well supported by the orchestra.

Opera singing may be divided into two general classes, lyric singing and declamation or recitative. The full, round, legato aria affords greater facility for tone production than florid music or recitative, and the more movement and rhythmic detail contained in the vocal part, the greater freedom and liberty must there be given to the voice. In such a case the latter should not be doubled by the orchestra, neither should rhythmical figures be written for any instrument corresponding with those in the vocal part. In accompanying the voice the composer should bear these points in mind before turning his attention to the choice of orchestral colour. A confused, heavy accompaniment will overpower the singer; an accompaniment which is too simple in character will lack interest, and one which is too weak will not sustain the voice sufficiently.

In modern opera it is rare that orchestral writing is confined to accompaniment pure and simple. It frequently happens that the principal musical idea, often complex in character, is contained in the orchestra. The voice may then be said to form the accompaniment, exchanging musical for literary interest. It becomes
subordinate to the orchestra, as though it were an extra part, subsequently added as an after-thought. But it is evident that great care must be taken with orchestral writing in such cases. The scoring must not be so heavy or complicated as to drown the voice and prevent the words from being heard, thereby breaking the thread of the text, and leaving the musical imagery unexplained. Certain moments may require great volume of orchestral tone, so great that a voice of even phenomenal power is incapable of being heard. Even if the singer is audible, such unequal struggles between voice and orchestra are most inartistic, and the composer should reserve his orchestral outbursts for the intervals during which the voice is silent, distributing the singer's phrases and pauses in a free and natural manner, according to the sense of the words. If a prolonged *forte* passage occurs in the orchestra it may be used concurrently with action on the stage. All artificial reduction of tone contrary to the true feeling of a passage, the sole object being to allow the voice to come through, should be strictly avoided, as it deprives orchestral writing of its distinctive brilliance. It must also be remembered that too great a disparity in volume of tone between purely orchestral passages and those which accompany the voice create an inartistic comparison. Therefore, when the orchestra is strengthened by the use of wood-wind in three's or four's, and brass in large numbers, the division of tone and colour must be manipulated skillfully and with the greatest care.

In previous sections I have frequently stated that the structure of the orchestra is closely related to the music itself. The scoring of a vocal work proves this relationship in a striking manner, and, indeed, it may be stipulated that only that which is well written can be well orchestrated.

Transparence of accompaniment. Harmony.

The group of strings is the most transparent medium and the one least likely to overpower the voice. Then come the wood-wind and the brass, the latter in the following order: horns, trombones, trumpets. A combination of strings, *pizz.*, and the harp forms a setting eminently favourable for the voice. As a general rule a singer is more easily overpowered by long sustained notes than by short detached ones. Strings doubled in the wood-wind
and brass, and brass doubled by wood-wind are combinations liable to drown the singer. This may be done even more easily by *tremolando* in the kettle-drums and other percussion instruments, which, even by themselves are capable of overpowering any other orchestral group of instruments. Doubling of wood-wind and horns, and the use of two clarinets, two oboes or two horns in unison to form one harmonic part is likewise to be avoided, as such combinations will have a similar effect on the voice. The frequent use of long sustained notes in the double basses is another course unfavourable to the singer; these notes in combination with the human voice produce a peculiar throbbing effect.

Juxtaposition of strings and wood-wind which overweights *legato* or declamatory singing may nevertheless be employed if one of the groups forms the harmony in sustained notes and the other executes a melodic design, when, for instance the sustaining instruments are clarinet, and bassoon, or bassoon and horn, and the melodic design is entrusted to violins or violas — or in the opposite case, when the harmony is given to violas and 'cellos *divisi*, and the harmonic figure to the clarinets.

Sustained harmony in the register of the second octave to the middle of the third does not overpower women's voices, as these develop *outside* this range; neither is it too heavy for men's voices, which although opening out *within* the range itself sound an octave higher, as in the case of the tenor voice. As a rule women's voices suffer more than men's when they come in contact with harmony in a register similar to their own. Taken separately, and used in moderation, each group of orchestral instruments may be considered favourable to each type of voice. But the combination of two or three groups cannot be so considered unless they each play an independent part and are not united together at full strength. Incessant four-part harmony is to be deprecated. Satisfactory results will be obtained when the number of harmonic parts is gradually decreased, with some of them sustaining pedal notes, and when the harmony, interspersed with necessary pauses is confined to the limits of one octave, distributed over several octaves, or duplicated in the higher register.

These manipulations allow the composer to come to the singer's aid; in voice-modulations, when the singer passes from the *can-
table to the declamatory style, the composer may reduce or eliminate some harmony which is found to be too heavy as the vocal tone diminishes, and conversely, support the voice by a fuller orchestral tone in broad phrases and climaxes.

Ornamental writing and polyphonic accompaniment should never be too intricate in character, entailing the use of an unnecessary number of instruments. Some complicated figures are better partially entrusted to pizz. strings and harp, as this combination has little chance of overpowering the voice. Some examples of accompanying an aria are given below.

**Examples:**

_The Tsar's Bride, Lykow's supplementary Aria (Act III)._    
No. 277. _Snegourochka_ 45.

* _Snegourochka_ 187—188, 212—213 the two Cavatinas of Tsar Berendey (cf. extracts, Ex. 102, 225).

No. 278. _Sadko_ 143.

* _The Venetian's Song._

* _Legend of Kitesh_ 39—41, 222—223 (cf. Ex. 31).

* _The Golden Cockerel_ 153—157, 163.

Florid singing which limits volume of tone requires a light accompaniment, simple in outline and colour, involving no duplication of instruments.

* Examples:    

No. 279. _Snegourochka_ 42—48 — _Snegourochka's Aria_ (Prologue), Fragment.

* _Sadko_ 195—197 — Hindoo Song (cf. Ex. 122).

* _The Christmas Night_ 45—50 — Oxana's Aria.

* _The Golden Cockerel_ 131—136 — Aria of Queen Shémakha.

**Doubling voices in the orchestra.**

Melodic doubling of voices by orchestral instruments (in unison or octaves) is of frequent occurrence, but incessant duplication for an extended period of time should be avoided; it is only permissible in isolated phrases. The most natural duplication in
unison of womens' voices is performed by violins, violas, clarinets and oboes; that of mens' voices by violas, 'cellos, bassoons and horns. Doubling in octaves is usually done in the upper register. Trombones and trumpets overpower the voice and cannot be used for this purpose. Uninterrupted or too frequent duplication should be avoided, not only because the operation deprives the singer of full freedom of expression, but also because it replaces by a mixed timbre the rare characteristic qualities of the human voice. Doubling, when limited to a few special phrases supports the voice and endows it with beauty and colour. It is only suitable in tempo; to apply it, in unison or octaves to a passage ad. lib. is both ineffective and dangerous.

Examples:


Besides the question of doubling the voice for the object of colour there are instances when the singer executes only part of a phrase, allotted in its entirely to an orchestral instrument.

Example:

Vera Scheloga [30], [36] (cf. Ex. 49).

Lyrical climaxes, a piena voce, or dramatic passages for the voice situated outside its normal range should be supported melodically and harmonically by the orchestra, in the register in which the voice is placed. The culminating point in such passages often coincides with the entry or sudden attack of the trombones or other brass instruments, or by a rush of strings. Strengthening the accompaniment in this manner will soften the tone of the voice.

Examples:

No. 280. The Tsar's Bride [206].
Servilia [126—127].
" [232].
No. 281. Sadko [314].
Vera Scheloga [41].
If the culminating point is soft in colour and outline it is better left unsupported in the orchestra, but sometimes the wood-wind, sustaining such passages with light transparent melody or harmony may produce an entrancing effect.

Examples:

_Snegourotchka_ [188].

" [318] (cf. Ex. 119).

No. 282. _The Tsar's Bride_ [214].

It is a common practice to support voices in concerted numbers by harmony and duplication; this operation makes for accuracy and brilliance when applied to duets, trios, quartets etc.

Examples:


No. 283. _The Tsar's Bride_ [169] — sextet.

" " " [117] quartet.


The beautiful effect produced by a solo instrument accompanying a _cantabile aria_ cannot be denied. In such cases the instruments used are generally the violin, viola, and 'cello, or the flute, oboe, Eng. horn, clar., bass clar., bassoon, horn and harp. The accompaniment is often contrapuntal or composed of polyphonic designs. The solo instrument either plays alone or as the leading melodic voice in the _ensemble_. In combination with the voice, or associated with some action on the stage, a solo instrument is a powerful expedient for musical characterisation. Instances of this description are numerous.

Examples:

_Snegourotchka_ [50] — Soprano and oboe (cf. Ex. 41).

" [97] — Contralto and Eng. horn.


It is comparatively rare for percussion instruments to take part in accompanying the voice. The triangle is occasionally used, the cymbals less frequently. An accompaniment may be formed by a figure or a *tremolo* on the kettle-drums.

**Examples:**

*Snegourotchka* [97], [224], [247] (Lell’s 1st and 3rd songs).

*Tsar Saltan*, before [5].

*No 285. The Golden Cockerel* [135]; cf. also [161], [197].

The following are examples of powerful and expressive orchestral passages, the voice *tacet*:

No. 286. *The Tsar’s Bride* [81].

*Legend of Kitesh* [282], [298].

*Servilia* [130].

**Recitative and declamation.**

The accompaniment of recitative and melodic declamatory phrases should be light enough to allow the voice to come through without strain, and the words to be heard distinctly. The most convenient method is to employ sustained chords and *tremolo* on the strings or wood-wind, giving free latitude to the voice from a rhythmic point of view (*a piacere*).

Another excellent plan is to write short chords in the strings combined with wood-wind in different ways. Sustained chords and those entailing change of position should occur preferably when the voice is silent, thus permitting both conductor and orchestra to keep a closer watch over the singer’s irregularities of rhythm in *a piacere* recitatives. If the accompaniment is more complex in character, melodic, polyphonic or ornamental in design, the recitative must be sung *in tempo*. Any phrase which it is necessary to emphasise in accordance with the sense of the words assumes a more *cantabile* character, and must be re-inforced by the orchestra. Opera, today, besides demanding much greater care in the treatment of the text than in the past, abounds in constant transition from declamation to *cantabile*, or in the fusion of the two. The orchestra offers more variety of texture and must be
handled with greater regard to its relationship to the words, and the action on the stage. This class of orchestration can only be studied from lengthy examples. I refer the reader to operatic full scores and content myself with giving one or short instances:

**Examples:**

No. 287. *Snegourotchka* [16].
No. 288. *The Tsar's Bride* [124–125].

The following double examples, similar from a musical point a view, show different methods of handling an orchestra from the standpoint of accompaniment to the voice, and the *tutti* form.

**Examples:**

*Vera Scheloga* [3–7] and [28].

Care should be taken not to score too heavily when accompanying singers in the wings.

**Examples:**

* No. 292. *Sadko* [316], [318], [320].
  * *Legend of Kitesh* [286–289], [304–305].

**Orchestral accompaniment of the chorus.**

The chorus, possessing much greater unity and power than the solo voice, does not demand such careful handling in the accompaniment. On the contrary, too great a refinement of orchestral treatment will prove harmful to the resonance of the chorus. As a general rule orchestration of choral works follows the rules laid down for purely instrumental scoring. It is obvious that dynamic marks of expression must correspond in both bodies, but doubling one orchestral group with another and coupling instruments of the same kind in unison (2 Ob., 2 Cl., 4 Horns, 3 Trombones etc.) are both possible operations, if performed according to the requirements of the musical context. Doubling choral parts by instruments is generally a good plan. In *cantabile* passages such
duplication may be melodic in character, and the design more ornamental in the orchestra than in the chorus.

**Examples:**

*Ivan the Terrible*, Act II [3–6]; Act III [66–69].


*Snegourotchka* [61–73], 147–153, 323–328.

*Mlada*, Act II [22–31], 45–63; Act IV [31–36].

*The Christmas Night* [59–61], 115–123.


*The Tsar's Bride* [29–30], [40–42], 50–59, 141.

*Tsar Saltan* [67–71], 91–93, 133–145, 207–208.

*Legend of Kitesh* [167], [177–178].

*The Golden Cockerel* [237–238], [262–264].

The reader will find instances of choral accompaniment in many examples relating to other sections of the work.

In the case of solitary exclamations or phrases in recitative, melodic doubling is not always suitable. It is better to support the voice simply by harmonic duplication.

The repetition of notes — required by declamation — forming no fundamental part of the rhythmical structure of a phrase or chord should not be reproduced in the orchestra; the melodic or harmonic basis alone should be doubled. Sometimes the rhythmical structure of a choral phrase is simplified in comparison with its orchestral duplication.

**Examples:**

No. 293. *The Tsar's Bride* [96].

No. 294. *Ivan the Terrible*, Act I, before [75].

Choral passages, the musical context of which is complete in itself, forming a chorus *a capella* often remains undoubled by the orchestra, accompanied solely by sustained notes or an independent polyphonic figure.
Examples:

No. 295. *Sadko [219].

*Tsar Saltan [207].


*The Golden Cockerel [236].

Heavier scoring is required for a mixed chorus; for a male voice chorus the orchestration should be lighter; still more so for women's voices alone. In scoring a certain passage the composer should not lose sight of the number of choristers he is employing, for scenic conditions may necessitate a reduction of that figure. The approximate number should be marked in the full score as a basis upon which to work.

Examples:

No. 296. *Ivan the Terrible, Act II [37].

*Sadko [17, 20].

*Legend of Kitesh [61] (cf. Ex. 198).

Note. It must also be remembered that a ff passage on an enlarged orchestra, comprising wood-wind in fours, and numerous brass (sometimes in three's), is capable of overpowering a large mixed chorus.

A chorus in the wings requires as light an accompaniment as that employed for a solo singer on the stage.

Examples:

*Ivan the Terrible, Act I [25—26], [90]; Act III [13—14].

*The May Night, Act I, before [X]; Act III [Bbb—Ccc].

*No. 297. *Sadko [102].

*Legend of Kitesh [54—56] (cf. Ex. 196 and 197).

Solo voice with chorus.

When an aria or recitative is coupled with the chorus great care must be taken in the choral writing. A woman's solo voice stands out well against a male voice chorus, likewise a solo male voice against a women's chorus, for in both cases, the timbre of the solo voice differs from the rest. But the combination of solo
voice and chorus, of the same timbre, or mixed chorus, creates a certain amount of difficulty. In such cases the soloist should sing in a higher register than the chorus, the former *a piena voce*, the latter *piano*. The soloist should stand as near to the footlights as possible; the chorus up-stage. The orchestration should be adapted to the soloist, not to the chorus.

*Examples:*

No. 298. *Snegourotchka* [143].

*Ivan the Terrible*. Act II [37] (cf. Ex. 296).

When the chorus sings in the wings the soloist is always heard distinctly.

*Examples:*

*Ivan the Terrible*, Act I [25—26].

*The May Night*, Act III [Cc].

*Sadko* [102], [111].

**Instruments on the stage and in the wings.**

The use of instruments on the stage or in the wings dates from distant times (Mozart, *Don Giovanni*, string orchestra in Act I, *finale*). In the middle of last century orchestras of brass instruments, or brass and wood-wind combined, made their appearance on the stage (Glinka, Meyerbeer, Gounod and others). More modern composers have abandoned this clumsy practice, not only unfortunate from the spectators' point of view, but also detrimental to the mediaeval or legendary setting of the majority of operas. Only those stage instruments are now used which suit the scene and surroundings in which the opera is laid. As regards instruments in the wings, invisible to the audience, the question is simple. Nevertheless, for the musician of today the choice of these instruments must be regulated by aesthetic considerations of greater importance than those governing the selection of a military band. The instruments are played in the wings, those visible on the stage are only for ornament. Sometimes stage-instruments may be replicas of those common to the period which the opera represents, (the sacred horns in *Mlada*, for example). The orchestral accompaniment
must vary in power according to the characteristics of the instruments played in the wings. It is impossible to illustrate the use of all the instruments mentioned below, and to outline suitable accompaniments. I can only give a few examples and refer the reader once again to the passages in the full scores.

a) Trumpets:
   * Servilia [12], [25].
   * Legend of Kitesh [53], [55], [60].
   * Tsar Saltan [139] and further on.

b) Horns, in the form of hunting horns:
   Pan Voyevoda [38-39].

c) Trombones, leaving the orchestra to go on the stage:
   Pan Voyevoda [191].

d) Cornets:
   Ivan the Terrible, Act III [3], [7].

e) Sacred horns (natural brass instruments in various keys):
   Mlada, Act II, pp. 179 onwards.

f) Small clarinets and piccolos:
   No. 299—300. Mlada, Act III [37], [39].

g) Pipes of Pan: instruments, specially made, with many holes which are passed over the lips. These particular pipes produce a special enharmonic scale \( (B \text{ flat}, C, D \text{ flat}, E \text{ flat}, E, F \text{ sharp}, G, A) \), which has the effect of a glissando:

h) Harp, reproducing the effect of an aeolian harp:
   Kashtchei the Immortal [32] and further on (cf. Ex. 268, 269).

i) Lyres. Instruments specially made and tuned so as to be able to perform a glissando chord of the diminished seventh:

k) Pianoforte, grand or upright:
   Mozart and Salieri [22-23].

l) Gong, imitating a church bell:
   Ivan the Terrible, Act I [57] and farther on.
m) Bass Drum (without cymbals) to imitate the sound of cannon: 
Tsar Saltan \textsuperscript{139} and later.

n) Small kettle-drum, in D flat (3\textsuperscript{rd} octave):
Mlada, Act III \textsuperscript{41} and later (cf. Ex. 60).

o) Bells in various keys:
Sadko \textsuperscript{128} and \textsuperscript{139}.

No. 301. Legend of Kitesh \textsuperscript{181} and further on. See also \textsuperscript{241}, \textsuperscript{323} and later.

\* Tsar Saltan \textsuperscript{139} and further on.

p) Organ:
No. 302. Sadko \textsuperscript{299–300}.

Wood-wind and strings are comparatively seldom used on the stage or in the wings. In Russian opera the strings are employed in this way by Rubinstein (Gorioucha), and in a splendidly characteristic manner by Serov (Hostile Power): in the latter opera the E flat clarinet is used to imitate the fife in the Carnival procession.\(1\)

\(1\) Mention should be made of the happy use of a small orchestra in the wings (2 picc., 2 cl., 2 horns, 1 trombone, tambourine, 4 Vn\textsuperscript{2}, 2 violas, 1 D-bass) in The May Night, Act II, Sc. I. \textsuperscript{M–P}. (Editor's note.)
Chapter VI (Supplementary).

VOICES.

Technical Terms.

Among all the confused terms employed in singing to denote the compass, register and character of the human voice, there are four which may be said to represent elemental types: soprano, alto or contralto, tenor and bass. These names are used to denote the composition of the chorus with sub-divisions of *firsts* and *seconds*, to determine how the parts must be divided. (Sopr. I, Sopr. II etc.) While the range of an instrument is exactly governed by its construction, the compass of the voice, on the other hand, depends on the individuality of the singer. It is therefore impossible to define the exact limits of each of these vocal types. When it is a question of dividing choristers into 1st and 2nd parts, those with the higher voices are classed among the firsts and *vice versa*.

Besides the principal terms mentioned above, the names mezzo-soprano (between sop. and alto), and baritone (between tenor and bass) are also employed.

*Note.* In the chorus mezzo-sopranos are classed with 2nd sopranos or 1st altos, baritones with 2nd tenors or first basses, according to quality and timbre of voice.

Apart from these denominations which represent the six principal solo voices, a quantity of others are in use to denote either compass, timbre or technique, such as light soprano, *soprano giusto*, lyric soprano, dramatic soprano, light tenor, *tenorino-altino*, *baryton-martin*, lyric tenor, dramatic tenor, *basso cantante* ("singing bass"), *basso profondo* (deep bass) etc. To this lengthy list must
be added the term *mezzo-carattere*, of intermediate character (between lyric and dramatic soprano, for example).

If we try to discover the real meaning of these designations it soon becomes apparent that they are derived from widely different sources — for instance, “light soprano” implies agility and mobility in the voice; “dramatic tenor”, the power to express strong dramatic feeling; *basso profondo* signifies great resonance in the deep register.

Minute examination of all the methods of attack and emission of sound lies within the province of the singing master and to enumerate them here would only perplex the student. The same applies to the position and exact limits of register (chest voice, middle and head voice in women; chest voice, mixed voice and falsetto in men). The work of a teacher of singing consists in equalising the voice throughout its whole compass, so that the transition from one register to another, on all the vowels, may be accomplished imperceptibly. Some voices are naturally even and flexible. The professor of singing must correct faults in breathing, determine the range of the voice and place it, equalise its tone, increase its flexibility, instruct as to the pronunciation of vowels, modulation from one grade of expression to another, etc. A composer should be able to rely upon flexible and equal voices without having to trouble himself as to the abilities or defects of individual singers. In these days a part is seldom written for a particular artist, and composers and librettists do not find it necessary to entrust a certain rôle to *fioriture* singers, another to heavy dramatic voices. Poetic and artistic considerations demand greater variety of resource in the study of opera or vocal music in general.

**Soloists.**

**Range and register.**

I advise the composer to be guided by Table F. which gives the approximate range of the six principal solo voices. A bracket under the notes defines the normal octave, the register in which the voice is generally used. Within these limits the composer may write freely without fear of hardening or tiring the voice.
The normal octave applies also to declamatory singing and recitative; the notes above it are exceptional and should be used for the culminating points of a passage or for climaxes, the notes below, for the fall or decline of a melody. Employing voices in unusual registers for long periods of time will weary both singer and listener, but these registers may occasionally be used for brief intervals so as not to confine the voice too strictly to one octave. A few examples are added to illustrate melody in different types of voices.

Examples:


" " " [16-18] — Griaznov's Aria (Baritone).

Snegourotchka — The 3 songs of Lell. (Contralto).

Sadko [46-49] (cf. extract, Ex. 120) — Sadko's Aria (Tenor).

" [129-131] — Lioubava's Aria (Mezzo-sopr.).

" [191-193] (cf. extract, Ex. 131) — Bass Aria.

Vocalisation.

A good vocal melody should contain notes of at least three different values, minims, crotchets and quavers (or crotchets, quavers and semiquavers etc.). Monotony in rhythmic construction is unsuited to vocal melody; it is applicable to instrumental music, but only in certain cases. Cantabile: melody requires a fair number of long notes, and a change of syllable in a word should occur at a moment when the voice quits a long sustained note. Short, single notes, changing with every syllable produce a harmonious effect. Owing to the requirements of diction, extended melodic figures sung legato on one syllable must be used with care on the part of the composer; to perform these the singer must possess greater command over flexibility and technique. The possibility of taking breath in the right place is one of the conditions essential to all vocal writing. Breath cannot be taken in the middle of a word, sometimes not even during the course of a sentence or phrase in the text; hence the voice part must be suitably interspersed with rests.
Table F. Voices.

Chorus:

Soprano.

Contralto.

Tenor.

Bass.

Soloists:

Soprano.

Mezzo-soprano.

Contralto.

Tenor.

Baritone.

Bass.
Note. It must be remembered that there are some words upon which the voice may not dwell, or sing more than one or two notes. These words may be nouns, pronouns, numerals, prepositions, conjunctions and other parts of speech. It would be impossible and ridiculous, for instance, to write a sustained note on such words as “who”, “he” etc. The voice may dwell on certain words which, so to speak, possess some poetical colour (1).

Examples:

No. 303. Sadko [236] — Sadko’s Aria (Tenor).

" [309—311] (see extract, Ex. 81). Volkhova’s Cradle Song (Soprano).

Snegurootchka [9] — Fairy Spring’s Aria (Mezzo-sopr.).

" [187—188], [212—213] (see extracts, Ex. 102 and 225)

— the two Cavatinas of Tsar Berendey (Tenor).

" [247] — Miskir’s Aria (Baritone).

Vowels.

As regards vocalisation on one syllable, on long sustained notes and in the high register, the choice of vowels is a matter of some importance. The difference in the position of the mouth and lips in forming the open vowel a and the closed vowel ou is apparent to everyone. The series of vowels from the point of view of open sounds is: a, i, o, e, u. In women’s voices the easiest vowel on high notes is a, for men it is o. The vowel i softens the penetrating quality of the top notes of a bass voice, and the vowel a adds to the extension of range in the very lowest compass. Lengthy florid passages are often written on the interjection ah, or simply

(1) Here the author approaches a question so well known to the Russians that it does not require any further elucidation for their guidance. But a whole book would have to be written to form a compendium of practical rules on this subject, and to point out the errors which nearly all French composers openly commit — even those who are famous for their sense of diction and literary style. We can only conclude that the question has come to be considered of minor importance in France, perhaps on account of the lack of definite stress on the syllables of words, which is characteristic of the French language. It is not within the translator’s province to discuss the question of French versification or to elaborate the excellent maxims laid down by Rimsky-Korsakov, the first, among many, to touch upon this delicate and important subject.

(Translator’s note.)
on the vowel a. Owing to the restrictions imposed by literary and dramatic laws, the composer can only follow the above rules to a limited extent.

*Examples:*

*Snegourotchka* [293], [318–319] (cf. Ex. 119).

No. 304. *Sadko* [83].

**Flexibility.**

Voices possess the greatest amount of flexibility in their normal octave. Women's voices are more supple than men's, but in all types, the higher voice is the more agile, sopranos in women, the tenor voice in men. Although capable of performing florid and complicated figures, different varieties of phrasing and the rapid change from staccato to legato, the human voice is infinitely less flexible than a musical instrument. In passages of any rapidity, diatonic scales and arpeggios in thirds come easiest to the voice. Intervals bigger than fourths in quick succession and chromatic scales are extremely difficult. Skips of an octave or more starting from a short note should always be avoided. Preparation should precede any extremely high note either by leading up to it gradually, or by the clear leap of a fourth, fifth or octave; but sometimes the voice may attack a high note without any due preparation.

*Examples:*

*Snegourotchka* [46–48] (cf. extract, Ex. 279) — *Snegourotchka's Aria* (Soprano).

" [96–97] — Lell's first song (Contralto).

*Sadko* [196–193] (cf. extract, Ex. 122) — Hindoo song (Tenor).


*Pan Voyevoda* [20–26] — Maria's cradle song (Sopr).

**Colour and character of voices.**

The colouring of the voice, whether it be brilliant or dull, sombre or sonorous depends upon the individual singer, and the composer has no need to consider it. The chief question is interpretation and may be solved by the judicious choice of artists. From the
point of view of flexibility and expression voices may be divided into two classes, *lyric* and *dramatic*. The latter is more powerful and of greater range, the former possesses more suppleness and elasticity and is more readily disposed to different shades of expression. Granted that the rare combination of the two classes is the composer's ideal, he should nevertheless be content to follow the main artistic purpose which he has set out to achieve. In complicated and important works the composer should bear in mind the characteristics of the various voices he employs; moreover, if he use two voices of the same calibre, e. g. 2 Sopranos or 2 Tenors, he should discriminate between the range and register of their respective parts, writing for one slightly higher than the other. It is no rare occurrence to meet with voices of an intermediate character (mezzo-carattere) combining the qualities of each type to a modified extent. To such voices the composer may assign rôles demanding the characteristics of each class, especially secondary rôles. At the present day, besides the rôles suitable to the dramatic and lyric type of voice, it is customary to give prominence to those demanding some special qualifications, voices of a certain tenderness or power, a specified range or degree of flexibility — attributes decided by the artistic object in view. In casting secondary and minor rôles the composer is advised to employ a medium range and less exacting demands on technique.

*Note.* After Meyerbeer, who was the first to write for a special type of heavy mezzo-soprano and baritone, Richard Wagner created a type of powerful dramatic soprano, of extensive range, combining the quality and scope of the soprano and mezzo-soprano voices; likewise a similar type of tenor, possessing the attributes and compass of the tenor and baritone together. To demand that voices shall be equally brilliant and resonant in the high and low register, that singers shall be endowed with a super-powerful breathing apparatus and an extraordinary faculty for resistance to fatigue (Siegfried, Parsifal, Tristan, Brünhilda, Kundry, Isolda), is to exact something little short of the miraculous. Such voices are to be found, but there are some singers with excellent though not phenomenal vocal powers, who, by the constant pursuit of Wagnerian parts endeavour to increase their range and volume, and only succeed in depriving the voice of correct intonation, beauty of tone, and all subtlety of nuances. I believe that less exacting demands and greater perception of what is required, skilful and judicious use of the high and low registers of the voice, a proper understanding of *cantabile* writing combined with orchestration which never overpowers the vocal part will be of greater service to the composer, from an artistic point of view, than the more elaborate methods of Richard Wagner.
Voices in combination.

Treating solo voices in a polyphonico-harmonic manner is the best method of preserving their individual character in ensembles. A distribution which is wholly harmonic or entirely polyphonic is seldom found. The first plan, largely used in choral writing, simplifies the movement of the voices too greatly, eliminating their melodic character; the second method is wearisome and somewhat disturbing to the ear.

As a general rule the voices are arranged according to the law of normal register. Crossing of parts is rare and should only be done with the intention of emphasising the melody in the ascending voices above those adjacent in register, e.g. the tenor part above contralto, the mezzo-soprano above the soprano, etc.

Duet.

The combinations most conducive to the proper movement of parts are those of two voices related within an octave. Movement in tenths, sixths, thirds or octaves (the last very seldom) will always produce satisfactory ensemble, and if the parts progress polyphonically, it need not happen frequently that they are separated by more than a tenth, or that undesirable crossing of parts will result.

Examples:


Servilia 143 — Sopr. and Tenor.

Ivan the Terrible, Act I 48–50 — Sopr. and Tenor.

Kashtcheï the Immortal 62–64. Mezzo-sopr. and Baritone.


should progress nearer to one another; it is rare for them to move in tenths, common in sixths and thirds; they may also proceed in unison. The two voices are seldom separated at a greater distance than an octave, and certain cases will require crossing of parts, which, however, should only be for periods of short duration.
Examples:


Voices related in thirds;

\[ \begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Sopr.} & \text{M.-sopr.} & \text{Ten.} \\
\text{M.-sopr.} & \text{C.-alto} & \text{Bass, Bass'} \\
\end{array} \]

may move in unison, in thirds and sixths, and admit very largely of the crossing of parts. Separation by more than an octave must only be momentary, and is generally to be avoided.

Examples:

* The Tsar's Bride [174] — Sopr. and Mezzo-sopr.


In the case of voices related in twelfths: \[ \text{Sopr.}_{\text{Bass}}, \text{M.-sopr.}_{\text{Bar}}, \] intervals approaching one another do not create a good effect, for this transplants the deeper voice into the upper register and *vice versa*. Singing in unison is no longer possible, and thirds are to be avoided; the use of sixths, tenths and thirteenths is recommended. The voices will often be separated by more than a twelfth and crossing of parts is out of the question.

Example:

* Tsar Saltan [254–255]

Relationship in tenths \[ \text{Sopr.}_{\text{Bar}}, \text{M.-sopr.}_{\text{Bass}}, \] is fairly common. The explanations given above are also applicable in this case.

Example:

Snegourotchka [291–300] (cf. extract, Ex. 118) Sopr. and Bar.

The use of similar voices in pairs: \[ \text{Sopr.}, \text{Ten.}, \text{Sopr.}, \text{Ten.} \] entails singing in unison and thirds. They should rarely be separated beyond a sixth, but crossing of parts is inevitable, as otherwise the resultant volume of tone would be too weak.

Examples:

* The May Night, Act I pp. 59—64 — Mezzo-sopr. and Tenor.
* Sadko 322—324 — Mezzo-sopr. and Tenor.

As a general rule, writing for two voices is only successful when the progression of parts is clear, when discords are prepared by a common note, or are the outcome of conveniently separated movement and correctly resolved. Empty intervals of fourths and perfect fifths, elevenths and twelfths should be avoided on the strong beats of a bar, especially on notes of some value. If, however, one of the voices assumes a melodic character, the other forming the harmonic accompaniment in declamatory style, it is not absolutely necessary to avoid the intervals mentioned above.

Note. It is not within the scope of the present work to consider the writing of vocal parts in closer detail. This question must be left to the professor of free counterpoint. It remains to be noted that the human voice accompanied by the orchestra is always heard independently as something apart, something complete in itself. For this reason a composer may never rely on the orchestra to fill up an empty space or correct a fault in the handling of voices. All the rules of harmony and counterpoint, down to the last detail, must be applied to vocal writing, which is never dependent upon orchestral accompaniment.

Trios, quartets etc.

All that has been said regarding the relationship of voices in duet applies with equal force to the combination of three, four, five or more voices. An ensemble of several voices is seldom purely polyphonic; as a rule, although some parts move polyphonically, progression in thirds, sixths, tenths and thirteenth is used for the remainder. Declamation for some voices on notes forming the harmony is also possible. This variety of simultaneous movement of vocal parts renders the comprehension of the total effect less difficult for the ear, and sanctions the distribution of distinctive and suitable figures or tone colouring to certain voices with other figures or timbres which may be proceeding at the same time. The skilful arrangement of pauses and re-entries facilitates the understanding of the whole, and gives desirable prominence to detail.
Examples:

*Snegourotchka* [267] — Trio, *Finale* to Act III.

*The Tsar's Bride* [116-118] — Quartet in Act II.

" " " " [168-171] — Sextet in Act III (cf. extract, Ex. 283).

*Servilia* [149-152] — Quintet in Act III.

The movement of solo voices is seldom purely harmonic in character with predominance given to the upper voices homophonically treated. The blending of all the parts into an harmonic whole, without any distinctive predominant feature in any one part (as in a chorale) is employed for songs or *ensembles* in traditional style, prayers, hymns, etc. If this method is adopted for the quartet of voices, it will be noted that widely-spaced part writing is the most natural and suitable form (especially in *forte* passages), as the four voices can sing together in their proper registers (low, middle and high), while, in close part writing they may find themselves at a given moment in registers, which are entirely foreign. But both methods should be employed, as, otherwise, it would be impossible to guarantee equality in even the shortest succession of chords.

Examples:

*Snegourotchka* [178] Hymn of Tsar Berendey's subjects.

No. 305. *Legend of Kitesh* [341].

The second half of the last example is an instance of six-part harmonic writing; the upper voice stands out prominently, the rest form a kind of accompaniment.

**Chorus.**

**Range and register.**

The range of choral voices is slightly more limited than that of soloists. The exceptional register may be considered as two notes above and below the normal octave. The dotted lines extended still further indicate the limits upon which a composer may rely in very exceptional cases, as every full chorus must contain a few
voices of more than average compass, in this respect approaching the solo voice in character. In many choruses one or two bass singers may be found who are able to go still lower than the limit of the exceptional range (they are called octavists). (1)

Note. These uncommonly deep notes must be moderately well sustained and can only be used when the whole chorus is singing quite piano; they are hardly applicable except in unaccompanied choruses (a capella).

The difference in range between the “firsts” and “seconds” in each type may be fixed as follows: the normal octave and the exceptionally low register should be allotted to the “seconds”, the same octave and the exceptionally high register to the “firsts”.

The composition of the chorus is approximately as follows: for a full chorus, 32 singers to each of the 4 parts sopr., alt., ten. and bass; for a chorus of medium size, from 16 to 20, and for a small chorus from 8 to 10 singers. The number of women will often predominate, and more voices are given to the “firsts” than to the “seconds”.

On account of stage requirements a chorus may have to be divided into two or even three separate parts. This is a great disadvantage, especially with a small chorus, as each chorister becomes more or less a soloist.

The methods of writing for operatic chorus are very numerous. Besides the primary harmonico-polyphonic arrangement, containing the whole musical idea, the voices may be made to enter separately, singing or declaiming phrases of varying length; they may progress in unison or in octaves; one vocal part may repeat certain notes or the whole chorus reiterate certain chords; one melodic part may predominate (the upper part for preference), the others forming an harmonic accompaniment; isolated exclamatory phrases may be given to the whole chorus or to certain portions of it, and finally, the entire chorus may be treated in a purely harmonic manner in chords, with the essential melodic design allotted to the orchestra. Having outlined the principal methods of handling the chorus, I advise the reader to study vocal and orchestral scores where he will find many illustrations impossible to deal with here.

(1) Contrebasses voices as they are called when mentioned in French works are peculiar to Russia, in which country they are plentiful.

(Translator’s note.)
There exists another most important operation, the division of the chorus into different groups. The most natural method is to divide it into men's chorus and women's chorus. Less frequent combinations are altos, tenors and basses, or sopranos, altos and tenors. There remains yet another point to be considered, the subdivision of each part into two's and three's. Men's and women's choruses, considered as distinctunities may alternate either one with the other, or with the principal chorus. For this reason subdivision increases the possibilities of choral writing, and, as I have already remarked, it is only by the study of choral works that the student will acquire mastery over this branch of composition, the fundamental principles of which can only by faintly outlined in the course of the present work.

Melody.

Melody is more limited in the chorus than in the solo voice, both as regards range as well as mobility. Choristers' voices are less "settled" and not so highly trained as those of soloists. Sometimes solo and choral melody are similar in point of range and technique, but more often the latter is lacking in freedom and variety of rhythm, restricted as it is to the repetition of short phrases, while the solo voice demands broader melodic outline and greater freedom in construction. In this respect choral melody more closely resembles instrumental melody. Pauses for taking breath are not so important with chorus singers as with soloists; the former do not need to breathe all together and each singer may take a slight rest from time to time, thus obviating the necessity for sudden complete silences. The question of suitable vowels is likewise of secondary importance.

The change from notes of short value to long, vocalisation on syllables and others questions mentioned above are equally applicable to choral melody, but in a minor degree. Not more than two or three notes should be written on one syllable except for fanciful and whimsical effects.

Example:

No. 306. *The Golden Cockerel* [262]; see also before [123].
A. Mixed chorus.

Chorus in unison.

The simplest and most natural combination of voices is sopranos and altos, or tenors and basses. These combinations produce ample and vigorous tone, and the mixed timbres serve to give prominence to a melody in the upper or bass parts. In practice the other voices are often divided to thicken the harmony. The combination of altos and tenors produces a peculiar mixed tone quality, somewhat *bizarre* and seldom used.

*Examples:*

*Snegourotchka* [64].

*Sadko* [208] (cf. Ex. 14).

**Progression in octaves.**

The most beautiful and natural combinations are sopranos and tenors 8[Sopr.], altos and basses 8[Altos]; they produce a tone both brilliant and powerful. Progression of sopranos and altos, or tenors and basses is seldom practised. Though the latter combinations may occur in choruses for women and men alone, they can only be used in melodies of restricted length. The difference of register in which the voices move does not permit of the same balance of tone obtained by voices of a distinctive kind.

*Examples:*

*Snegourotchka* [60], [61] — Carnival Procession.

" [113] — Wedding Ceremony.

*Sadko* [37] — Chorus of Guests, 1st Tableau.

Dividing kindred voices in octaves is seldom done, 8[Sopr. I] etc., except perhaps in the basses 8[Basses II], when the progression of parts demand it, or it is required to double the bass part in octaves.

*Examples:*


*Sadko* [341] — Final chorus.
A beautifully round tone results from doubling men's and women's voices in octaves 8 \[ \text{Sopr.} + \text{Altos} \]
\[ \text{Ten.} + \text{Basses} \].

Example:

*Snegourotchka* [323] — Final chorus.

Brilliance and vigour is achieved when sopranos and altos progress in thirds doubled in octaves by tenors and basses also in thirds: 8 \[ \text{Sopr.} \]
\[ \text{Altos} \]
\[ \text{Ten.} \]
\[ \text{Basses} \].

Examples:

*Mlada*, Act I [24]; Act II, before [31].

*The Golden Cockerel* [235].

On the rare occasions when the whole chorus progresses in double octaves the usual arrangement is:

\[ \text{Sopr.} + \text{Altos} \]
\[ \text{Ten.} + \text{Basses} \], or else \[ \text{Altos} + \text{Ten. Basses} \].

Examples:

*Snegourotchka* [319].

*Sadko* [182].

Voices (*divisi*); harmonic use of the mixed chorus.

The purely harmonic progression of a four-part mixed chorus is more natural and resonant when the harmony is of the widely divided order, so that the volume of tone is equally distributed throughout.

Example:


To secure a well-balanced *forte* chord in close part writing the following distribution is recommended:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Sopr. I} \\
\text{Sopr. II} \\
\text{Altos} \\
\text{Ten. I} \\
\text{Ten. II} \\
\text{Basses I} \\
\text{Basses II}
\end{array}
\]
Three harmonic parts in the high register (2 sopranos and altos) are doubled an octave lower by 2 tenors and the 1st basses. The lower part is undertaken by the 2nd basses. In this manner the tenors sing in the soprano octave, the 1st basses in the alto octave and the 2nd basses are independent.

Examples:

Snegourotchka 327 — End of the work.

Mlada, Act II 20 — Procession of Princes.

Ivan the Terrible, Act II 19 (cf. Ex. 212).

Division of parts can be adopted when one of them is entrusted with a melody, the remainder forming a sufficiently full accompaniment. The choice of parts to be divided depends upon the range of the upper one. When a harmonic-melodic phrase is repeated in different keys and registers, it may be necessary to distribute the parts and divide them in another manner, so as to maintain proper choral balance. As an illustration I give two extracts of identical musical context, the second (F major) being a third higher than the first (D major). In the first example the altos are added to the sopranos to strengthen the melody; the tenors and basses divisi form the harmony. In the second example the melody being a third higher may be given to the sopranos alone; the altos therefore take part in the harmony, and consequently the lower parts are divided in a different way.

Examples:

Sadko 173 and 177 (cf. Ex. 205 and 206); compare also the same music in G major 189.

No. 309—310. Ivan the Terrible, Act I 77.

Example 307 is an instance of widely-spaced four-part writing forming the harmonic basis, with the melodic idea in the orchestra. In Example 308, the same in musical context, the melodic figure is given to the sopranos, and among the other parts which form the harmony the tenors are divided.

Example:

No. 308. Sadko 152.
In polyphonic writing exceeding 4 part harmony the voices should be divided so as to obtain the necessary number of actual parts. One part may be divided into as many as three different parts, 3 sopranos, 3 altos etc.

**Examples:**


*Servilia* [233] — Final chorus.


In *fugato* writing and fugal imitation for mixed chorus the distribution is generally in four parts, but this number may be increased for cumulative effects as in the example quoted. In such cases the composer should be careful as to the arrangement of the final chord, the summit and climax of the passage. After the entry of the last of the voices the progression of such a passage should be handled with a view to the tone of the final chord. The treatment should be such that concords produced by divided voices or different groups of voices retain their full value; and if the final chord be a discord its effect may be heightened by means of crossing of parts. The reader is advised to examine carefully the progression of parts leading up to the final chord in each of the examples given above, paying special attention to the distribution of these final chords. Crossing of parts must not be effected at random. The arrangement of choral parts follows the natural order of register and can only be altered for short spaces of time to give momentary prominence to some melodic or declamatory phrase.

**Examples:**

*Ivan the Terrible*, Act I [79], Act II [5], Act III [67].

**B. Men's chorus and women's chorus.**

In writing a three-part female chorus the division should be either

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sopr. II or Altos I; the same for men: Ten. II or Bass I. The choice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altos</td>
<td>Altos II</td>
<td>Bass</td>
<td>Bass II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

do of distribution depends upon which voice is to predominate, or the register in which the group is to be placed. The manner of divid-
ing the parts may change, one following the other at will. In four-part harmonic writing the method of division is self-evident:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Voice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sopr. I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sopr. II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altos I</td>
<td>Bass I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altos II</td>
<td>Bass II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To give prominence to a melody in the middle part in three-part harmony, the following method may be adopted:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Voice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sopr. I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sopr. II + Altos I, or Ten. II + Bass I.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altos II</td>
<td>Bass II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If, in three-part writing, the melody has to stand out in the upper part, the harmony may be either widely-divided or close.

**Examples:**


*Sadko*, before 181 — Men’s chorus (cf. Ex. 27).


In four-part choral writing close harmony is preferable, otherwise the upper part will be in too high a register and the range of the bottom part too low.

**Examples:**

*Sadko* 17 — Male chorus.

*Ivan the Terrible*, Act II 36–38 — Female chorus (cf. Ex. 296).

Distribution in two parts which is generally polyphonic does not call for any special remarks; the same may be said of chorus in unison.

**Examples:**

*Sadko* 50 — Male chorus.

*Mlada*, beginning of Act I.


If male and female choruses are handled in a purely harmonic manner close part writing should be adopted. This is the only way to secure proper balance of tone in chords given to voices.
of the same kind. Successions of chords in three parts are more frequent than those in four; sometimes a series of chords is practicable only in two parts.

**Examples:**

*Snegourotchka [19] — Chorus of Birds.*


In *fugato* writing, and fugal imitation in three parts, allotted to a chorus composed of voices of one kind, the principal subject is given to two parts, the counter subject to one; by this method the doubled themes will stand out to better advantage.

**Examples:**

*Sadko [20—21].

*The Tsar's Bride [29—30].

Male and female choruses, apart from the part they play as individual unities, may be introduced as separate groups in mixed choruses alternating with the whole *ensemble.*

**Example:**

*Snegourotchka [198] — Hymn of Tsar Berendey's Subjects (cf. Ex. 166).*

As a general rule a female chorus does not contain the real harmonic bass part when this part is situated in the low register, so that no octaves are formed between the real bass and the lower choral voice. Harmony in a chorus for women is generally given to the three upper parts, the lower part acting as accompanying bass. It will be noticed that this rule may lead to the employment of chords of the sixth and empty consecutive fourth's and fifth's which should be avoided. In example No. 311 (*Sadko [270]*), this is remedied by the high position of the bass part; later an empty interval (½) occurs, but only for a moment, and still farther on another such interval is avoided by the union of all the voices in the octave (6). In Ex. No. 304 (*Sadko [83]*) the harmonic bass in the low register is carefully omitted, but when transferred to the upper register it is doubled.
I conclude the present chapter with the following necessary observations:

1. The operation of dividing voices undoubtedly weakens their resonance, and as the reader will have observed, one of the principal factors in good orchestration is equal balance of tone in the distribution of chords. But in choral writing the question is somewhat different. The orchestra, even after repeated rehearsal always plays from music; the operatic chorus, on the other hand, sings by heart. The chorus master can carry out the composer's instructions as to the division of parts in one way or another, varying and adjusting the number of singers to each part. By manipulating some shade of expression he can maintain a balance of tone between divided and undivided voices. In orchestral material the composer has to handle a great number of timbres, widely different in character and volume of tone. In the chorus there are but four qualities. A chorus moving about the stage cannot convey varying shades of expression so exactly as an orchestra seated at the desk. It may therefore be safely assumed that a composer is entitled to some licence in the question of dividing choral parts; dealing with the orchestra involves greater foresight and care.

2. In trying to obtain equal balance in writing three-part choruses for male or female chorus I have often resorted to the method of doubling the middle part as recommended on p. 149. The chorus master is at liberty to equalise the chorus by transferring voices from one part to another. In choruses divided into three parts I have noticed that chorus masters are in the habit of giving the upper part to Sopr. I, or Ten. I, and the two lower parts to Sopr. II and Ten. II divided. I consider this arrangement unsound, as the balance of parts can never be equal. The attention of chorus masters is called to the necessity of strengthening middle parts, for the expedient of giving prominence to the upper part concerns melody alone and leaves harmony out of the question.

3. Skilful management of choral parts is a fairly safe guarantee of clear and satisfactory performance. Miscalculations in writing are a great hindrance to study, and the most experienced chorus may come to grief through faulty progression of parts. If the progression of parts is correct, if discords are properly prepared,
sudden and remote modulations, even of the harshest and most uncommon kind will be comparatively simple and may be approached with some degree of confidence. This is a fact which composers do not always bear in mind, but singers know it well and appreciate its importance to the full. As an instance I quote the very difficult modulation which occurs in Ex. No. 169 (Sadko). I doubt whether it could be sung if written in any other way. Careful endeavour on the part of a composer is better than useless struggle inflicted upon the performer.
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Napparition. Comprends bien, belle fiancée, et attache à mes propos leur poids.

= No. 11. "The Golden Cockerel."

No. 11. "Le Coq d'Or."

(alla breve.  \( \frac{1}{4} \) so)
No. 12. "Sheherazade," 3me mouvement (début).
Andantino quasi allegretto. \( \text{d-52} \).
Viol. I & II unis.
sul D
No. 13. "Le Coq d'Or" (p. 87).
(Andantino. \( d = 88 \)).


(Allegretto.)

Nièjata.

Sopiel.

Douda.

Va vers Venise, reviens promptement!

Va et reviens vers nous.

Va et reviens vers nous.

Puis reviens vers nous.

Puis admis -

Puis reviens vers nous.
Douda Tâche de nous rapporter des chants. Vi ve, vi ve, vi ve, vi ve. Veni re!

Ten-rer tes riches trêors. A Ve ni e tu

No 15 "Snegourootchka."

No 15 "Snegourootchka."

2 Fl. e Fl. picc.
No. 16. "Le Coq d'Or" (p. 88).
(Andantino. \( \dot{\jmath} \, \dot{88} \).)
Andante. \( \text{\textit{d}} = 69. \)

2 Fl. e Fl. picc.

Ob.

C. ingl.

Cl. (B)

Fag. \( \text{mp} \)

4 Corni.

Timp.

Campanelli.

Arpa.

Viol. I e II unis.

V.le.

V.c. \( \text{pizz. arco} \)

C-b. \( \text{mp cantabile} \)

(Allegretto quasi andantino.)

C. ingl.

Fag.

Soprani.

Viol. I.

V.le.

A. Solo.

Altri V.celli.

C. ingl.

Cl.

Fag.

Sepr.

3 Soli (Coryphées;)

Altri V.

Nous aimons légèrement sommes a jouers sous un ciel étoilé.

Fl. picc.
Fl.
Ob.
Cl.(A)
Fag. a 2.
Cor.
Tr.be.(A)
Tbn., e Tuba. a 2.
Timp.
Triang.
Piatti.

Viol. G sul
H.
V.II.
V.C.
C.B.

pizz.
arco
No 20. "Sadko."


Le Roi des Mers.

Roi redoutable et fort.

Mais voilà déja la mort proche de l'enfer les peines cruelles!
Au va voir la belle et grande cité, tâche de voir le doge puis-

Ten. Va voir Veni se, bel le cité!

Bass. Va voir la belle et grande cité, tâche de voir le doge puis-

I Va voir la belle et le ci

Viola. II.

Bass. A Veni se tu dois aller, Sad-ko!

Ten. A Veni se tu dois aller, Sad-ko!

Arpa e Pianino.
No. 25, "Ivan the Terrible," Act III.
No. 25, "La Pskovitaine," 3me acte.

Moderato. (alla breve.)
No. 26. 「Sniegourotchka.」

La Fée Printemps.

- cœur à sa parole, o jasmin, répansen

Sopr.

Atti. Don ne lui ta grâce, o rose!

2 Viol. soli.

Viol. I

Viol. II div. a 8

V.le.

V.c. pizz.

C.b.
Elle la langueur qui trouble l'âme
Dans des yeux, bleus, rayonnent!
No 27. "Sadko" (p. 296).
No 27. "Sadko" (p. 296).
(Allegro alla marcia. $d = 132$.)

No 28. "Snegourotchka."
pièces, un modeste et ormain-tif regard. pudique.

chaste et doux. Mais toi, jamais tu n'as bais-sé la té-té.
"The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesk.

Nº 31. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

Je donnerais tout le sang de mes veines volontiers, et ma vie, ô mon bien-aimé,

O mon cœur trop fervent, sois plus calme, et restes.
No. 32. "Antar."
No. 32. "Antar."

Adagio.
No. 33. "Snegourotchka."
No. 33. "Sniegourotchka."

Vivace. \( d = 160 \).

---

No. 34. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."
No. 34. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitej."

Andante tranquillo. \( \frac{d}{2} = 52 \).
No. 35. "Spanish Capriccio."
No. 35. "Capriccio Espagnol."

No. 36. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan."
No. 36. "Légende du Tsar Saltan."


Fl. picc. Solo.

Fl. Vivo. \( \text{f} \cdot \text{j} \cdot = 88. \)

No. 38. "La Pskovitaine," 3me acte (p. 236).

Fl. picc. 2 Fl. gr.
No. 39. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

44
Fl. c. alto (F).

Solo.

Févronia.

De petits oiseaux dont la douce voix

V-le div.

V-c.

C-b. pizz.

Fl. c. alto.

Cl. basso.

Fag.

Fevr.

chanté dans les bois merveilleusement.

V-le div

V-c.

C-b.

Capriccioso, quasi recitando

Andantino. \( \dot{\mathcal{L}} = 112 \).

No. 40. "Shéhérazade," 2ème mouvement (p. 43).

Fag. 1. Solo.

Dolce ed espress.
Je connais, je connais, ma mère, tous les chants,
les plus beaux. Le chant de l'aïouette,
qui monte et rit au ciel d'été. Et le plaintif ap-
-pel du cygne sur l'eau dormante de l'étang.
No 42. "The Golden Cockerel" (p. 75).
No 42. "Le Coq d'Or" (p. 75).
Andantino. \( J = 72 \)

No 43. "The Golden Cockerel" (p. 119).
No 43. "Le Coq d'Or" (p. 119).
Andantino. \( J = 88 \)
N° 44. "Spanish Capriccio."
N° 44. "Capriccio Espagnol."

N° 45. "The Golden Cockerel."
N° 45. "Le Coq d'Or."

Larghetto assai. $f' = \frac{3}{4}$.

Le roi Dodon. L'oiseau du roi apporte une perruche verte, attachée à un anneau par une chaîne.

Le roi Dodon. Elle chante, fait claquer sa langue, siffle.

Que veux-tu?
No 46. "Mlada," Act II (p. 206)
No 46. "Mlada," 2me acte (p. 206).
(Allegro vivo.)

No 47. "Sniegourotchka."
No 47. "Snégourotchka."
243 Moderato assai. d. 80.

Mon âme était joyeuse avant de te connaître, ma vie heureuse était sans larmes, sans sang, sans souffrance.
Maestoso.
Cl. basso (B)

Tremble donc, enfant, c'est vrai, je suis terrible. Oui, je veux punir l'office qui m'a fait rougir le front. Et me voir en fin venu gê de ma douleur et de ma honte.

N° 49. "Vera Scheloga."

N° 49. "La Boïarine Véra Chéloga."

Andantino. \( \doteq \) 88.
54 No. 50. "The Golden Cockerel" (p. 330).
No. 50 "Le Coq d'Or" (p. 330)

"The Golden Cockerel" (p. 330).

No. 50 "Le Coq d'Or" (p. 330)

Fag. I. Solo

L'Astrologue.

Celesta.

Viol. II.

C. B.

Fag. I.

L'Astr.

Camp. III.

Arpa.

Me risquer au ma-rí-a-ge.

Et je veux a-vec cou-ra-ge.

Certs je suis un peu vieux, Mais aussi fortéreux.

No. 51. "Mlada," 8me acte (p. 359).

(Meno mosso.)

Solo

Vio.II div. Au chant de Kachtkheï, la tempête gronde, la neige fait rage, les arbres et les rocs

V.ie. p col legno

V.c. div.

p col legno

Fl.III [30]

Fl.IV

Fl.I

Viol.I sont couverts de givre.

V.ie.

V.c.

Fl.I.

Fl.II.

Fl.II.

Fl.IV.

Fl.IV.

(2 Cl.(B))

pp stacc.

pp stacc.

Viol.II.

Viol.II.

V.ie.

V.c.
56  No 52. "Snegourotchka."
No 52. „Sníégourotchka."
113 (Moderato).

Fl. e Ob. unis.

Parmi vous, o jeunes filles, ne enviez-vous pas ma Kou-pa-va bien-aimée?

CoroNous ne te don-nerez pas notre ami! Nous ne te don-nerez pas ta Kou-pa-va!

Vois le II unis.

V. c. unis.

C. b. pizz.

mf
No. 53. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh" (p. 491).

No. 53. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitej" (p. 491).

(Moderato assai.)

No. 54. "Snegourotchka" (p. 133).

No. 54. "Snégourotchka" (p. 133).

Animato.

Voici de l'or prénez mes belles filles. Je suis joyeux de vous payer rançon.
No. 55. "Snegourotchka" (p. 365).
No. 55. "Snegourotchka" (p. 365).

Fl. I e Fl. I

Fl. II e Ob. II.

Cl. II (B)

Fag. II.

Piano.

Arpa.

No. 56. "Spanish Capriccio."
No. 56. "Capriccio Espagnol!"
No 57. "Snégourotchka" (p.306).
No 57. "Sniégourotchka" (p.306).
Allegro con anima.

Misguir. Le fantôme de Sniégourotchka se montre dans la forêt.

C'est toi, c'est toi, je

No 59. "Véra Scheloga."
No 59. "La Boiarine Véra Chéloga."

30 Moderato assai. $j = 96$.

No 60. "Mlada," 3ème acte (p. 389).

Andante quasi allegretto.
(Allegro vivo.)
Cor. unis.

(Allegro vivo.)
Cor. unis.
Voi 62. "Servilia."

No 62. "Servilia."

Andante. = 72.

Locuste frappe sur le bouclier.

La chambre s'éclaire d'une tam-tam.
Le Spectre.

sourdement

Quid on ne vit-voquéé?
No 63. "The Tsar's Bride."
No 63. "La Fiancée du Tsar."

Adagio. $\frac{4}{4}$ 48.

No 64. "Spanish Capriccio" (p.57).
No 64. "Capriccio Espagnol" (p.57).


Allegro risoluto.
No. 66. "Shéhérazade," 3me mouvement.
Nº 67. "Spanish Capriccio" (p. 79).
Nº 67. "Capriccio Espagnol" (p. 79).
"La Nuit de Noël!"

"Qu'elle est douce, répétée dans l'ombre épaissie des valons!

"Comme monte des bergers paisibles la chanson sans fin!"

"The Christmas Night."

"Qu'elle est douce, répétée dans l'ombre épaissie des valons!"
No 69. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."

Nuit et jour c'est un chant merveilleux, très doux: c'est un chant d'allégresse et de joie sans
No. 70. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."

Legende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."
No 71. "Sadko."
No 72. "Sniegourotchka."

Allegro. $d = 120$. 

O roi tout puissant, roi cruel des mercis tu n'as pas à toi qu'un ne tète en bois.

Le ruisseau murmure, le rucher bourdonne, chantons ensemble la saison nouvelle.

Viol. I e II unis.

Pizz.

V. e o C. pizz.

No 74. "Sheherazade," 2nd movement (p. 51)

Moito moderato.

Cello recit.
No 75. "Sadko" (p. 498).
No 75. "Sadko" (p. 498).

(Allegro \textit{d-es} alla breve.)

\textit{Fl.I.e Ob.I.II.}

\textit{3 Cl(A) a 3}

\textit{3 Tr-bni.}

\textit{ff}

\textit{Tr-be. (A)}

\textit{Ob.I. II.}

\textit{C. ingl.}

\textit{3 Cl.I.}

\textit{Fag.a 2}

\textit{ff}

\textit{Tr-be.}

\textit{Tr-bni. le II.}

\textit{a 2}

\textit{I.}

\textit{Fl. II.III. a 2}

\textit{Ob.}

\textit{3 Cl.I.}

\textit{Fag.a 2}

\textit{ff}

\textit{Tr-be.}

\textit{Tr-bni. le II.}

\textit{a 2}

\textit{I.}

\textit{Viol.II.}

\textit{V.le.}

\textit{ff}
No. 76. "Le Nuit de Mai," 3<sup>me</sup> acte (début).

Fl. Molto andante.

Ob.

Cl.(A)

Cor.(E)

Viol.

V.le.

V.c.

C.b.
No 77. "Sheherazade," 4th movement (p. 204).
No 77. "シェヘラザード," 4th movement (p. 204).

Allegro non troppo maestoso, \( \frac{d}{2} = 60 \)

(Allegro non troppo.)

Du milieu de la ronde infernale surgit Tchernobog, sous la forme d'un bouc et avec sa cour:

derrière lui Kachtcheï avec ses gousali, Tcherv, Topeletz, Tchouma et Morena.


Sostenuto e maestoso.

Viens, appa-rais!
Sors de la nuit des temps!
Toï qu'adorait les rois les pâtres.
No. 80. "The May Night," Act III.
No. 80. "La Nuit de Mai," 8me acte.

Bb
(Andantino animato.)

No. 81. "Sadko."
No. 81., "Sadko."
(Andante.  \( \frac{3}{2} \) = 76.)

La Reine des Mers.

Arpe. Mon- te haut, ma ro- se-lière, dou- ce couche au dais d'ar- gent,

Doux zéphyr, tu pas-ses comme un baiser sur les per- ven-ches

Sadko
(Andante. \( \frac{3}{2} \) = 76.)
Arpe.

Dors paisible, herbe tendre, Herbe verte mousse de soie.

I.

sul D

Viol. II. pp

V.le. pp

V.c. div.

F.I.

Ob.I.

dolcissimo

Cl.

Fag. I. pp

L.R.d.Mers.

Tes chants ont séduit mon cœur, Tous ils ont ravivé mon âme.

sul D sul A sul D sul A
Sadko. Sur le lac nagent en bande des cygnes blancs et des canards gris.
No 83. "Sadko!"
No 83. "Sadko!"
Andante.

Choeur (cygnes blancs, dans les coulisses)

Cy - gnes blancs, et mon - et - tes gris - res, re - tournons, plongeons dans le lac!

dolce
No. 84. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan" (p. 54).
No. 84. Легенда о царе Салтане" (p. 54).
(Allegretto alla marcia. d. 94.)

Fl. p. c.
Fl. I.

Fl. II.
Ob. 2
3 Cl.Ba 3

Fag. f
C-fag. mf

B.C. 2
Cor. I. III 2

II. IV.
Tr.-bue. m2
Tr.-bne. e Tuba.

Triang.

Piatti.

Cassa.

Viol.

V. le.

V. c. div.

C-b. f
№ 85. "Ivan the Terrible," overture (beginning).
№ 86. "La Pskovitaine" ouverture (début).

Maestoso.
No. 89. "Servilia."
No. 89. "Servilia."
Lento. = 52.

Fl.
Ob.
C. ingl. dolce
I.
Cl. (A) dolce
II.
Fag.
Cor. III. IV.
Arpa.
I.
Viol. II.
V-lo.
V-e. div.
C-b.

mf express.
div.
dolce
pizz.
Tranquillo
The Legend of Tsar Saltan

(Andante) animando poco a poco

Nous pleurons, nos larmes rempliront les mers, couvriront les champs fleuris.
No. 92. "The Golden Cockerel."
No. 92. "Le Coq d'Or."

Andantino. $d=88$.

VioMellinis.
No. 95. "SNEGOUROTCHKA."
No. 95. "Sniegourotchka."

(Music Allegro)
No 97. "Snegurootchka."
No 97. "Snigourotchka."
Grave e maestoso. \( \text{\textit{d}} = 60 \).
"The Legend of Tsar Saltan"
N° 99. “Snegourotchka” (p. 115).
N° 99. „Sniégourotchka“ (p. 115).
Animato assai.  – 126.

Ob.

Cl. (A).

Fag.

Cor.

Kompava.

Mal - heu - reu - se, mal - heu - reu - se! Vous tou - tes

Viol.

V-le.

V-c.e.C-b.

mes com - pag - nes, ai - dez moi dans ma dé - tres - se.
No. 100. "The Christmas Night."
No. 100. "La Nuit de Noël."
Andante. 4-72.
No. 101. "La Nuit de Noël."

Andante. \( \text{\textbf{\textdagger}} \) 112.

\begin{align*}
\text{Sopr. I.} & \quad \text{La s'avance Kolia-da.} \\
\text{Sopr. II.} & \quad \text{jeune est là}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Alti I.} & \quad \text{Kolia-da.} \\
\text{Alti II.} & \quad \text{Kolia-da.}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Arpe. p} & \quad \text{Kolia-da.} \\
\text{Andante.} & \quad \text{Kolia-da.}
\end{align*}
sur un traîneau bien pare, sur un traîneau bien pare.
sur un traîneau bien pare, sur un traîneau bien pare.
sur un traîneau bien pare, sur un traîneau bien pare.
sur un traîneau bien pare, sur un traîneau bien pare.
sur un traîneau bien pare, sur un traîneau bien pare.
№ 102. "Snegourotchka."
№ 102. "Sniégourotchka."

187
Andantino. \( \text{\textsection} 66. \)

Fl.
Ob. \( \text{mp} \)
Fag.
Le Tsar. \( \text{pp} \)

I.
Viol. II.
V-le.
V-c. solo.
altri V-c.

C-b.

con sord.

pp con sord.

pp con sord.

pp con sord.

pp express.

 dimin.

pp pizz.

pp

grazioso, dolce e amoroso

Na-ture au-gus-te et douce.

Le Tsar.

voir sa-cré, divin mystè-re,

mon-oëur jo-yeux a-dore les
No. 103. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."

No. 103. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

(Larghetto. \( J = 32 \))


No. 104. "Le Coq d'Or."

(Lento. \( J = 50 \))


No. 105. "La Nuit de Noël" (p. 247).

Adagio. \( J = 50 \).
No. 106. "La Nuit de Noël," Prélude.

Adagio. M.M. $j = 56$. 

No 107. "Snegourotchka."

No 107. "Sniégourotchka."

No 108. "Snegourotchka."

No 108. "Sniégourotchka."

No 109. "Sheherazade;" 1st movement (p.3).

No 109. "Sheherazade;" 1er mouvement (p.3).

(Largo. J: 4,)
Voix des esprits dans les airs (6-10 Ténors dans la coulisse)

Gvi - don tri - om - phe! Ma - l - heur à nous tous!

Voix du magicien (6-10 Basses dans la coulisse)

Ah, je dé -
No. 111. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan."


De la mer sort l'oiseau-cygne, qu'illuminent les rayons lunaires.

La rive du lac Ilmen, une grande pierre blanche. Claire nuit d'été. Le croissant de la lune.
à son déclin. Paraît Sadko: il s'assoit sur une pierre, tenant à la main ses gousali.
No 113. "The Tsar's Bride."
No 113. "La Fiancée du Tsar."

Allegro non troppo. \( \dot{J} = 112. \)

\[ \text{Bomelli (du dedans)} \quad \text{Lioubacha.} \]

Qui frappé-\(j\) ?

Tu verr-\(s\) si tu ouvres.

No 114. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj" (p.127). (Allegro. \( \dot{J} = 120. \))

Qui nous don-\(n\)e du vin doux est un père pour

\[ \text{Fl. picc.} \]

\[ \text{Fl.} \]

\[ \text{Ob.} \]

\[ \text{Cl. (B)} \]

\[ \text{Fag.} \]

Tr-he.(B)

Kout.

nous. Qui nous don-\(n\)e du pain Est un bon sou-\(v\)e-\(r\)ain.
"The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh" (p. 257).
"Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj" (p. 257)

**N° 117. "Le Coq d'Or"** (p. 315).

\( d = 120 \) riten. poco

---

**N° 118. "Snegourotchka."**

**N° 118. "Snégourotchka."**

(Allegro. \( d = 76 \))

---

"Snegourotchka.")

"Snégourotchka."

---

**Mais non; au-\( p r e \)s de toi l'a-\( m o u r \) m'é-\( v e i l \)-\( l e \) à la vi-e

Re-\( d i s \) ces mots di-vins

---

Ton bras vail-lant m'é-\( t r e i n t, \) mon front s'ap-puie à ton é-paule

Je n'ose en-co-re y croi-re.
No. 119. "Snegourotchka."
No. 119. "Sniegourotchka."

(Larghetto. J. = 52)

Sn. (pp dolce assai)

O mon ami, je suis à toi:

Arpa.

Vie.

Fl.

Cl.

Cor.I.I.

Timp.

Sn.

dans ce regard reçois mon âme.

Arpa.

Vie.

Fl.

Cl. I.

Cor.I.I.

Timp.

Sn.

Dans ce regard reçois mon âme.
No 120. "Sadko"
No 120. "Sadko"
(Andante. \( \dot{=} \frac{5}{8} \))

Sadko.

Et partout où j'irai, dans le monde entier Sonne-

con sord.

Viol. II \( \text{div.} \) con sord.

V.le.

V.c. pizz.

C.b. pizz.
-ra haut la gloi-re de Nov-gorod. El vous mêmes marchandsoorguelleux et
terre Sadko!
128 No. 121. "Sadko."
No. 121. "Sadko."

Allegro non troppo. \( \frac{J}{112} \).

Ob. I.

Cl.(b)

Fag.

Cor.

Pizz.

II. Viol.

V-le.

V-c.

C-b.

Timp.

Fl.

Ob.

Cl.

Fag.

Cor.

Viol.

V-le.

V-c.

C-b.

\( \text{pizz.} \)
No 122. "Sadko."
No 122. "Sadko!"
(Andantino. \( \text{d} = 84 \))

"Sadko."

"Sadko'."

(Andantino. \( \text{d} = 84 \)).

Ob.

Cor. ingl.

Cl. (A)

Cl. basso (B)

Cor. I. con sord.

L'Indou.

Dans un des nos sites un rubis e-

V. celli.

Ob.

Cor. ingl.

Cl.

Cl. basso.

Cor. I.

L'Indou

merge un oiseau l'habi-
L'Indou.

Au visage de vierge. Jour et nuit il change.

V.t.e.

V.o.

Fl.I.solo.

dolce

dim.

Cl.

Cl.basso.

Cor.1.

L'Indou.

Dévorant ravissante.

V.t.e.

V.o.
No. 123. "Kashtchei the Immortal" (p. 119).


No. 124. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitej."

(Ob. con sord.)

No. 123. "Kachtchei l'Immortel" (p. 119).
No. 125. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj" (p.392).

Larghetto alla breve. $\frac{4}{4} = 52$

No. 126. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh" (p.517).
No. 126. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj" (p.517).

(Moderato. $J = 96$.)

Cor. ingl. con sord.
Lys sans tache au parfum très doux

Comme monte un charmant harmonieux d'invocers oiseaux, chanteurs du ciel
No. 127. "Le Coq d'Or."

(Lento. \( \text{d} = \text{so} \))
La Reine de Chemâkha.

Pour me rafraîchir la peau je mas-perge de rose.

dont les perles irisées se répandent sur mes soins.
No. 129. "Snegourotchka" (p. 350).
No. 129, "Sniegourotchka" (p. 350).
(Andante. \( \frac{1}{8} \text{ en} \))
Le poisson pris au filet se transforme en un lingot d'or qui scintille au soleil.
Vagues en hurlant assiègent nos rivières et blanches de colère at-

-quent nos rochers! Mais haut sur la mer planent nos més sauvages Écoutant leurs chants sans broncher.
No. 133. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan."
No. 133. "Légende du Tsar Saltan."

102 (Maestoso. \( \text{j} \cdot \text{63} \))

Fl. picc.

Fl. a 2

Ob. a 2

Cl.

Cl. basso (A)

Fag.

C-Fag. \( \text{ff} \)

Cor.

Tr. tuba

Timp.

Viol. I e II unis.
N° 134. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitej."

(Allegro. J = 138)

N° 135. "Le Coq d'Or" (p. 143).

(Moderato. J = 50.)
N° 136. "Snegourotchka" (p. 97).
N° 137. "Snegourotchka" (p. 97).

Adagio. Recit.

Bon-nes gens, ve-nezet voyez tous cette mer-veil-le! (Snégourotchka se montre)

N° 137. "Servilia"

(Tous s'approchent du trone d'arbre)

Tigellinus.

Haine... ou puis-san-ce...
No 139. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."
No 139. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

Maestoso.

No 140. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."
No 140. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

(Larghetto alla breve. $\frac{3}{4} = 52$)
No 141. "The Tsar's Bride."
No 141. "La Fiancée du Tsar."

Allegretto. \( \dot{z} = 112 \).

\[ \text{Cl (B)} \]

\[ \text{Cor.} \]

\[ \text{CORO} \]
Sopr. Alti.

\[ \text{Ten.} \]

\[ \text{Bassi.} \]

\[ \text{Sur les bords du clair ruisseau le houblon vert qui grimpe.} \]

No 142. "The Tsar's Bride" (p. 247).
No 142. "La Fiancée du Tsar" (p. 247).

(Moderato. \( \dot{z} = 96 \).)
N° 143. "The Christmas Night"
N° 143. "La Nuit de Noël"

Adagio. \( \text{\textit{d}} ≃ 56. \)

Fl. I. II.

Cl. pic. (D) dim. poco a poco

Cl. (A) dim. poco a poco

Fag. dim. poco a poco

Cor. dim. poco a poco

Celesta *)

Arpe.

I. tutti 8 Viol.

Viol. I. pizz. dim. poco a poco

Viol. II. pizz. dim. poco a poco

Fl. picc.

Fl. I. II.

Cor.

Ccl.

Arpe.

\( \text{\textit{pp}} \)

*\( \text{\textit{A défaut, clochettes: sur le célesta, jouer à l'octave inférieure, omettant la première note (N.d.R)}}. \)
N° 144. "Sadko" (p. 121, woodwind alone).
N° 144. "Sadko" (p. 121, instruments a vent seuls).

(Andante, \( \text{\textit{j}} = 72 \))

N° 145. "Sadko:"
N° 145. "Sadko:"

242

Andantino, \( \text{\textit{j}} = 66 \).

(Sadko frappe les cordes) (Au loin, comme un écho, voix de femmes)

Coro (derrière la scène)
N° 146. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."
N°146. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

(Larghetto alla breve. \( \dot{\,} = 52 \).)
233 "The Golden Cockerel."

No. 147. "Le Coq d'Or."

(Allegro alla marcia. \( \frac{J}{4} = 120 \))

No. 148. "Russian Easter Fête" (p. 11).

No. 148. "La Grande Pâque Russe" (p. 11).

Andante lugubre. \( \frac{J}{4} = 60 \)
La lumière augmente. Les rayons du jour perçant les brumes du matin révèlent la ville de Ledenetz.
No 150. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan" (p. 219).
No 150. "Légende du Tsar Saltan" (p. 219).
N° 152. "Antar"
N° 152. "Antar"
(Adagio.)
No. 153. "La Nuit de Noël" (p. 376).
Andante, tenuto assai.

(Fl.

Ob.

Cl. picc. (D)

dolce assai

Cl. (A)

Fag.

Cor.

(Lumière rosée)

2 Viol.

Viol. I.

Viol. II.

V. Ie.
(Un soleil rouge se montre à travers les brouillards glacés)
157

(Paraît le village tout illuminé de soleil)
Campana. (dans les coulisses)
"Sadko."

Gloire au bon vieillard, gloire à ce bien-faiteur.

"Servilia."

Timp.
The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh" (p. 252).

"Antar."

"Antar."

Fl. Allegro, \textit{Andante mistico.}
N° 158. "Ivan the Terrible," Act I.
N° 158. "La Pskovitaine," 1er acte.

Fl. Adagio.

Je vous par-le-rai du-plex pa-la-din Go-ri-nia, du ser-pent cru-el, Tou-

—

Fl.

Ob. I.

Cl.(B)

Fag.

Cor.

Tr.-be.

Timp.

Arpa.

V.c.e C-b.

V.c.e C-b.
No. 159. "Snegourotchka" (p. 228).
No. 159. "Snégourotchka" (p. 228).
(Allegro moderato.)

No. 160. "Sadko" (p. 281).
No. 160. "Sadko" (p. 281).
Fl. (Allegro non troppo.)

Les devins (mystérieusement)

Sur la mer, sur l'océan, dans une île mystérieuse fleuve con sord.

Les devins.

rit la force qui ne meurt pas. la force inépuisable
N° 161. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan" (p. 80).
N° 161. "Légende du Tsar Saltan" (p. 80).

N° 162. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan" (p. 92).
N° 162. "Légende du Tsar Saltan" (p. 92).

N° 163. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."
164 No. 164. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh" (p. 400).
No. 164. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitej" (p. 400).

No. 165. "La Nuit de Mai," 1er acte (p. 105).


V-c. pizz.
N° 166. "Snegourootchka."
N° 166. "Sniégourootchka."

Cor. I.II. \( a'\) 2

Ten.  

Bassi.  

Hon- neur et gloire à toi, très puis- sant et sa- ge

Tsar!  Hon- neur et gloire à toi, très puis- sant et sa- ge Tsar!
N° 168. "Sadko."
N° 168. "Sadko."
(Andantino. $d = 66$.)
No 169. "Sadko" (p. 492).
No 169. "Sadko" (p. 492).
(Andante. J. 66.)
Chante ses habitants, dis leurs aventures.
No. 170. “Sadko.”
No. 170. “Sadko.”

244 (Andantino, \( \frac{4}{4} \), \( \text{J.}=66 \))

L’eau s’agit, Sadko descend dans l’abîme marin.
Sadko...

oi!
Voix de la Reine des Mers.
N° 171. “Antar”

N° 171. “Antar”

Fl. (Adagio)


N° 172. “La Fiancée du Tsar” (p.252).

[Musical notation image]

Pt. (Moderato. d : 90.)
No 173. "Sadko" (p. 112).

No 173. "Sadko" (p. 112).

(Vivace.)

Fl. picc.
"The Christmas Night."

No. 174. "La Nuit de Noël."
N° 175a "Vera Scheloga" (p. 49).
N° 175.a. "La Boiarine Vera Chéloga" (p. 49).

Ob. \[\text{p ten. assai}\]

Fag. \[\text{p ten. assai}\]

Véra.

0 quel mal - heur! Oi-seau, pourquoi te tai - re? Je cherche en vain, ne trou-ve pas ma rou-te, je ne sais plus que faire, et je m'é-ga-re.

Another possible orchestration.

N° 175b Autre orchestration possible.

Véra.

O quel mal - heur! Oi-seau, pourquoi te tai - re? Je cherche en vain, ne trou-ve pas ma rou-te, je ne sais plus que faire, et je m’é-ga-re.

V-c. \[\text{pizz.}\]

C-b. \[\text{pizz.}\]

pp
N° 177. "Russian Easter Fête" (p. 9).
N° 177. "La Grande Pâque Russe" (p. 9).
(Lento mistico, $d = 84$.)

Fl.1.  
Cl. (C)  
Arpa.  
Viol.  

Fl.1.  
Cl.  
Arpa.  
Viol.  

Arpa.  
Viol. solo.  

Arpa.  
Viol. solo.
N° 180. "The Tsar's Bride."
N° 180. "La Fiancée du Tsar."
(Allegro. \( \text{j} = 102 \))
No. 181. "The Tsar's Bride."
(Allegro. \( \cdot \) 102)

No. 182. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan."
No. 182. "Légende du Tsar Saltan."

Moderato alla marcia. \( \cdot \) 88.
"The Legend of Tsar Saltan."

Moderato alla marcia. \( \frac{4}{4} \).
N° 184. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan."
N°184. "Légende du Tsar Saltan"
Allegretto alla marcia. \( \frac{d}{\text{tempo}} = 96.\)
№ 186. “The Legend of Tsar Saltan.”
№ 186. „Légende du Tsar Saltan.”
(Allegretto alla marcia. ∙ 96)

№ 187. „Légende du Tsar Saltan” (p.306).
(Allegro tempestoso. ∙ 132)
No. 188. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan" (p. 416).
No. 188. "Légende du Tsar Saltan" (p. 416).
(Allegro animato. \( \dot{=} \) 144.)

Les paladins.

I - ci nous en - voie un cy - gne, pour un châ- ti - ment terri - ble.
No. 189. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan" (p. 367).

No. 189. "Légende du Tsar Saltan" (p. 367).

(Allegro. J-132)
No. 190. "Ivan the Terrible," overture.
No. 190. "La Pskovitaine," overture.


(Allegro.)

Cl. basso (B).
No. 192. "Sheherazade" (p.5).
No. 192. "Shehérazade" (p.5).
(Allegro non troppo. d. = 56)

No. 193. "Sheherazade" (p.8).
No. 193. "Shehérazade" (p.8).
(Allegro non troppo. d. = 56)
The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh.

(Poco largo.)
192  No. 197. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."
No. 197. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

(Poco larghetto. J-60)

N° 200. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

(Allegro. J = 120.)

N° 201. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."

N° 201. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

(Allegro. J = 120.)
(A allegro alla marcia. \( \text{\textit{a} 120.} \))
N° 204. "Snegourotchka" (p. 267).
N° 204. „Snegourotchka“ (p. 267).

(Vivace. 1-160)

Fl. picc.

Ob. 

Cl.(B) 

Fag. a 2 

4 Corni.

Tr.-be(B) 

Tr.-bne Tuba 

Timp.

Triang. 

Piatti. 

Cassa. 

Viol. I e II. 

V.le. 

V.c.e C.b.
N° 205. “Sadko.”
N° 205. “Sadko.”

Allegro. \( \text{d} = 66 \).

Fl. pico e 2 Fl.

No. 205. “Sadko.”

173 Allegro. d=66.

Fl. pico e 2 Fl.

Sopr. Alti unis.

Ten. Gloire, gloire à toi notre gus- lar chan-teur!

Bassi Gloire au chan-teur gus-lar!
No. 207. "The Christmas Night."
No. 207. "La Nuit de Noël."

Allegro non troppo, alla polacca.
No 208. "The Christmas Night."
No 208. "La Nuit de Noël."
(Allegro non troppo, alla polacca.)
Fl. picc.

Fl.

Ob.

Cl. picc.

Cl.

Cag.

Cor.

Tr-bé.

Tr-b. e Tuba.

Timp.

Ten.

Bassi.

Vio.

V.le.

V.c.

C-b.

203
Basse: notre reine incomparable! Gloire à notre reine incomparable!
No. 209. “Sheherazade” (p. 123).
No. 209. „Shehérazade“ (p. 123.)

Andantino, allargando assai.
Risoluto ed animato. $d = 100$. 

Bassotier, la farouche clameur de la guerre et de la bataille.
208 № 211. „Snegourotchka“ (p. 179-180).
№ 211. „Sniegourotchka“ (p. 179-180).
(Animato.)
Fl. allargando

Ob. cresc.

Cl. cresc.

Fag. cresc.

Cor. mf cresc.

Tr.-b. mf cresc.

Tr.-b. e Tuba. cresc.

Timp. mf cresc.

Ten. I. mf cresc.

clair du glaive s'enfonce.

Ten. II. clair du glaive s'enfonce.

Bassi. de nos glaive s'enfonce.

Viol. cresc.

V-Ia. cresc.

V-c. e Cb. cresc.
No. 212. "Ivan the Terrible," Act II.
Allegro moderato maestoso.
"Andante non troppo. (d = 72.)"

No. 213. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."
No. 213. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitěj."

"Du fond de la clairière marécageuse, toute fleurie, s'avance, comme sur la terre ferme, l'image du prince Vsevolod entourée d'une lumière dorée. Il touche à peine le sol."
No. 214. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

Andante non troppo. \( \text{d}=\text{m}. \)

Fevronia et l'apparition sortent par le marais, effleurant à peine le sol.
"The Golden Cockerel."

No. 215. "Le Coq d'Or."
(Moderato. \( \text{\textit{d}} = 100 \)).

No. 216. "Snegourotchka" (p. 148).
No. 216. "Sniégourotchka" (p. 148).
(Animato. \( \text{\textit{d}} = 128 \)).

He bien prenez, si vous n'avez pas hone-te d'etre enriois par le malheur des autres!
216 No 217. "Russian Easter Fête."
No 217. "La Grande Pâque Russe."

(d = 188.)

Cl. (G)

(non arpeggiato)

Arpa.

(non div.)

pizz.

Viol. H.

pizz. (non div.)

V-1e. pizz.

Fl.

Cl.

Cor. I.

Triang.

Piaitl. colla bacchetta da Timpano

Arpa.

Viol. sempre p

V-1e. sempre p

V-c. sempre p

pizz.
218 No. 218. "The May Night" (p. 140).

Allegro vivo.


Moderato. $d=92$.

N° 219. "La Nuit de Mai" (p. 140)

"Legende de la ville invisible de Kitej!"
No. 220. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."
No. 220. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

144) (Moderato. $= 92$.)
No. 221. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."

No. 221. „Légende de la ville invisible de Kitêj."

(Moderato.  \( \cdot \cdot \cdot \))
No. 223. "Snegourotchka."

No. 223. "Sniégourotchka."

Adagio. Recit.

"Snégourotchka, o mon enfant, qu'implore-

Cor. I, II, III.

La F. Pr. Pp

-tu de moi?

Dis-moi, quelle est ta peine? Pour l'a-

Cor. Le Printemps

Violin solo.

s'apaiser un

court instant me reste.

Voici le temps où ma puissance expi-

La F. Pr.

Avec le jour va commencer le règne

La F. Pr.

Du dieu Ya-ri-lo, de l'été de flamme.

Pourquoi les pleurs et que veux-

4 Corni.
No. 224. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."
No. 224. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

Lento místico. $= 60.$
No 225. "Snegourochka."

Adagio non troppo, lento e cantabile. \( \text{B} = 72 \).


La Reine de Ch.

Viol. I e II.

Allegro moderato. \( \text{B} = 104 \).

La Reine de Ch.

(Andante non troppo.)

Loumir.

Il a voulu que ses dieux on adore. En oubl-

(sostenuto)

(muta sol in fa)

dolce colla parte

C-b. solo.

Ant les dieux que l'on hono-

re. Il a chas-

-

sé tes saints vau-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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-
-
-
-
Du palais sort la princesse Cygne, dont la splendeur éclipse celle du soleil. Tous protègent leurs yeux de la main.
La princesse Cygne.

O très grand, très sagesse roi

Quartetto solo.

Viol. N' senza sord.

Vc. senza sord.

Altri dolce

Viol. pp

Vc. e C-b. pp
de - vi - ner

tout seul tu dois.
"The Golden Cockerel" (p. 227).

"Le Coq d'Or" (p. 227.)

Fl. picc.

pp dolce

Fl. I.

pp

Cl.(A)

Cl. basso (A)

La Reine de Chemâkha

Mais mon cœur est gros

Celesta.

Arpa.

Viol. solo.

dolce

Viol. I. altri.

con sord. trem. div. a 8

Viol. II. trem. ppp

ppp

V. le.

V. c. solo.

pp

V. c. altri.

C. b.
toujours, sans trêve.
"Russian Easter Fête."
"La Grande Pâque Russe."
Sostenuto e tranquillo. 231.
No 231. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."
No 231. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

(Andante. \( \text{j} = 48 \))

Fl. picc. e Fl. I.

Spectre, tu parais porter les traits de Vse-volod le chevalier.
Fl. picc. dolce assai

Fl. III. dolce assai crescendo

Ob. crescendo

Cl. crescendo

Fag. crescendo

Cor. crescendo

Le Spectre.

Arpail.

Arpail.

Viol. soli.

Viol. II.

V. le.

V. c.

C. b.

crescendo

pizz.
No. 232. "Le Coq d'Or" (p. 282).
(Allegro assai. \( \text{\textfrac{1}{2}} \times \text{\textfrac{1}{3}} \).

No. 233. "Le Coq d'Or" (p. 141).
Moderato (alla breve). \( \text{\textfrac{1}{2}} \times \text{\textfrac{1}{3}} \).
No. 234. "Sheherazade" (p. 61).
No. 234. "Shéhérazade" (p. 61).
(Vivace, scherzando. • 132.)

La vision disparaît; sa place on voit un tronc d'arbre sur lequel deux vers luisants brillent comme une paire d'yeux.
No. 236. "Snegourochka."
No. 236. "Snégourotchka."
(Larghetto. J-Bsa.)

Sniégourotchka.

Méci du fond du cœur pour-tant d'ar-dent à-mou-r-

Arpa.

Viol.I solo.

Viol.II div.arco trem.

V.le.

V.c.

2 C.b. soli.
No. 237. "La Nuit de Noël" (p. 312).

No. 238. "Le Coq d'Or" (p. 19).
(Andante. \( \text{\textit{d}} \): 72)
No. 239. "Ivan the Terrible," Act II.
No. 239, "La Pskovitaine," 2me acte.

Moderato e maestoso.

No. 240. "The Tsar's Bride."
No. 240. "La Fiancée du Tsar."
Ob. (Allegro moderato. J. 112.)

Oui... elle est belle... rose et blanche de teint.
(Allegro moderato. \( \frac{4}{4} \) 112.)

N° 242. "La Fiancée du Tsar."
(Lento. \( \frac{3}{4} \) 78.)

N° 243. "The Tsar's Bride."
N° 243. "La Fiancée du Tsar."
(Lento.)
Andante, molto sostenuto.

Vous, a - beil - leaux aî - les d'or

Quittez pourmoi vos ru - ches.
Un rayon brillant perce les brumes matinales et tombe sur Sniégourotchka.
Par-don-ne moi, pardonne moi, ô tentateur des âmes.

car je pardonne à mon pire ennemi...
No. 247. "The Tsar's Bride."
No. 247. "La Fiancée du Tsar."
(Adagio.)

No. 248. "Russian Easter Fête."
No. 248. "La Grande Pâque Russe."
(Andante lugubre. \( \frac{d=60}{\text{d}} \))
No. 249. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."
No. 249. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

(Larghetto alla breve. \( \frac{4}{4} \) = 32.)

\[ \text{Cl. I. II. (A)} \]

\[ \text{Cl. basso (A)} \]

\[ 2 \text{ Fag.} \]

\[ \text{C-fag.} \]

\[ 4 \text{ Coro} (F) \]

\[ \text{H. IV. dim.} \]

\[ \text{Tr.-ba. e tuba} \]

\[ \text{Temp.} \]

\[ \text{Arpa.} \]

\[ \text{Viol.} \]

\[ \text{Vio.} \]

\[ \text{V.c.} \]

\[ \text{C.b.} \]

\[ \text{dim} \]

\[ \text{mf dim.} \]

\[ \text{mor.} \]

\[ \text{mor.} \]

\[ \text{mor.} \]

\[ \text{con sord.} \]
No. 250. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."

No. 250. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitej."

Allegro. \( \text{\textit{d} = 188} \)

No. 251. "Spanish Capriccio."

No. 251. "Capriccio Espagnol."

\[ \text{\textit{S} \quad \text{\textit{d} = 66.}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Fl. picc.}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Fl.}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Obl.}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Triang.}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Arpa.}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{V.c. pizz.}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Pf.}} \]
No. 253. "La Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."

No. 254. "La Fiancée du Tsar" (p. 246-247.)

(Moderato. \( \dot{d} = 96 \).)
TVr


(C) Andantino, poco animato.)

N° 256. "The Tsar's Bride."

N° 256. "La Fiancée du Tsar."

402 Molto andante. \( \text{-} \text{so).} \)

A Novgorod dans un jardin superbe, sous les ombrages nous visions, en semble...
No. 257. "The Tsar's Bride" (p. 186).

No. 257. "La Fiancée du Tsar" (p. 186).

(Andante. \( \frac{3}{8} \).

stringendo poco a poco

\begin{align*}
\text{Fl. picc.} & \quad \text{Ob.} \\
\text{T.B.} & \quad \text{A.} \\
\text{Cl.} & \quad \text{P.} \\
\text{Cor.} & \quad a 2 \\
\text{Bb.} & \quad \text{Vc.} \\
\text{V.} & \quad \text{Solo} \\
\text{Fl.} & \quad \text{C.} \\
\end{align*}
No. 258. "Mlada," Act III.

Moderato, poco acceler.

Fl. picc.

Fl. II.

Fl. c-alto (G)

Cl. II (A)

Cl. III (A)

Fag. III.

pp dolcissimo

(non staccato)

16 Viol. I div. (non staccato)

16 Viol. II div.

12 V-c. div. pizz.

8 C-b. div. arco

poco cresce.
L’ombre de Miada (mimique): “Ce sont les voix prophétiques des esprits; écoute-les!”
Voix des esprits lumineux (derrière la scène)
Coro.12-16 Soprani.

* O Ya-ro-mir! Pour toi bien-tôt... son-ne-ra l’heu-re...
Poco acceler.
No. 260. "Sadko."
No. 260. "Sadko."
Andantino. d. 66.

La Reine des Mers.

Vol. kho-..va. ain-si 'on m'appel-le. Je suis la prin-cesse, la fil-le du roi de la

Arpe. gliss.
N° 261. "Sadko."

"Sadko!"

Moderato. $j = 96$

Les eaux du lac s'agitent; des profondeurs surgit le Roi des Mers.

Piatti

Tam-tam
№ 266. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan."

№ 266. "Légende du Tsar Saltan."


№ 267. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitej" (p. 488).

(Moderato. $d = \frac{3}{8}$)
Kashtchei the Immortal
Kachtchei Immortel.

(Allegretto mosso. \( \cdot \) \( \cdot 128 \).)

Cor. ingl.

Cor. I. II. III.

Con sord.

Alti.

Coro (dans les coulisses) La tempête commence.

Grande et souffle, tour-bil-lon, cou-vre de tes blancs flo-cons

Arpa (harpes éoliennes)

Cor. ingl.

Cl. I.

Cl. II. (A)

Cor. I. II. III.

Alti.

Tous les chênes, les sapins.

Arpa.
No. 269. "Kashtcheï the Immortal."
No. 269. "Kachtchéï Immortel."

(Allegretto mosso. J: 126.)

(La scène découvre de nuages; furieuse tempête; nuit.)
N° 270. "Mlada" (p. 166).

"Mlada" (p. 166).

Ten. Gloire à Ya-ro-mir, notre prince sublime!
No 271. "The Golden Cockerel."
No 271. "Le Coq d'Or."

Moderato. \( \text{d} : 100. \)

No 272. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan" (p. 179).
No 272. "Légende du Tsar Saltan" (p. 179).
(Maestoso, \( \text{d} : 63. \))
N° 273. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan" (p. 269).
N° 273. "Légende du Tsar Saltan" (p. 269).
(Moderato assai. d.)
No 274. "The Legend of Tsar Saltan."
No 274. "Légende du Tsar Saltan."

(Moderato assai. \( \frac{d}{d}: 63 \).)
No. 276. "La Nuit de Noël" (p. 310).

(Allegro assai. J : 168.)
No 277. "Snegourotchka."
No 277. "Snegourotchka."
Adagio. \( \dot{J} = 50. \)

Snéég.

soir. le soir je chante-rai. Je chante-rai pour égay-er la soli-
tude

Poco più animato.

les plus gaïs de mes re-frains. Le beau Le me les ap-
pren-dra.
Sadko.

Adagio. \( \text{\textbf{J}} = 56.\)
Vol-là mon rêve et mon bonheur je ne puis vivre sans chansons.

Chantons, vol-là mon seul bonheur, ma joie!
N° 280. "The Tsar's Bride."
N° 280. "La Fiancée du Tsar."
(Larghetto assai J=60)

"La fiancée du Tsar."

Là bas dans les pays lointains,

Oui est il si beaux qu'ici? Mais vois brill...

"The Tsar's Bride."
Marfa.

-là bas ce grand nu-

Arpa.

Viol.

V-le.

V-c I.

V-c II e C-b.

Marfa.

-âge par reil a deux cou-ron-nes

Arpa.

Viol.

V-le.

V-c I.

V-c II e C-b.
No 281. "Sadko" (p. 516).
No 281. "Sadko" (p. 516).
(Passionato, \( \text{â} = 126 \))

\[ \text{C. ingl.} \]
\[ \text{C. II. III.} \]
\[ \text{Fl.} \]
\[ \text{Cl.} \]
\[ \text{Bass.} \]

Et sous les rives escarpées je dor-mirai près de Lai-mé. Fidèle à mon amour jusqu'

\[ \text{Allargando.} \]

À la fin des temps. Ohe tes chants divins ont séduit mon cœur, ravironnante.
No. 283. "The Tsar's Bride."
No. 283. "La Fiancée du Tsar."

(Larghetto. \( \dot{o} = 92 \))

Cl. (A)

**Cor. I. II.**

**Marfa.**

Pourcesbonsvœux cent fois _merci_,

**Donna Sabourova.**

_Bonheur aux amants!_

**Douniacha.**

Que Dieu vous accorde

**Lykow.**

_Merci_ à tous, pourcesbonsvœux cent

**Grigory.**

Dieu vous accorde joie.

**Sabakine.**

Que Dieu vous donne d'être heureux, sans

**Viol.**

\( p \) cantabile

**Vie.**

\( p \) cantabile

**V-c.**

\( p \) cantabile

**C-b.**
So-yez reiix.
toujours uni-
s.

Bon-heur aux amants!

Soyez heureux,
quc Dieu vous

trè-ve.

Dieu vous accorde bonheur et santé,
toibonheurà toi à ta bel – le. Toujours a mou-érieur, sans aucun sou-oi,
que les jours heureux soient pour vous nombreux!

Fl. picc.

FL. I.

FL. II.

Ob.

Cl(A)

Fag.

Cor.

H. IV.

Tr.b-c.

Triang.

Sabaline.

Coro.

Que

Arpa.

Viol.

V-le.

V-c e C-b.
No. 284. "The Tsar's Bride."
No. 284 "La Fiancée du Tsar.

108 (Adagio. J. 44.) Solo

Marfa... dolcissimo dolcissimo

Ah quels jours heu-reux, que nous é-tions gais, quand chaque

Viol. II. con sord.

V. le. pp con sord.

V.c. solo. pp (senza sord.)

altri v.c. con sord.

M.

ar-bris-sean s'in-cli-nait vers nous quand les chênes verts

M.

semblaient nous bé-nir tuté-lai-res pro-teu-urs.
No. 285. "Le Coq d'Or!"

135 (Andantino. $J = 76$.)

Cor. ingl.  

Cl. basso(A).  

Fag.  

Tamburo  

Tamb.no.  

La Reine de Chemakha.  

dolce  

Vient-on l'attendre à la ferme-tre, l'œil-attentif, le cœur trem-  

Arpa. pp  

I. pizz.  

Viol. pp  

V.le. pizz.  

V.c.  

dolcissimo  

C.b. pizz.
-blant? A pei-ne l’a-t-on vu paraître, sait-on charmer l’heureux amant?
Ah! tout pour toi. oui, tout pour toi!
A-lors, je suis tra-hi-e?
Dans ces forêts où l'ombre est éternelle, au plus profond des bois toujours glaçés, le père en son palais retient ma fille; je la voudrais hea.

L'amour d'elle me soumettre au

colla parte
Le Pr.

-vieux bon-homme Hiver, tyran morose de ce pa-

Viol.

V.1e.

V.c.e C.b.

Fl.I.

Ob.I.

Cl.I.

Le Pr.

-ys et de moi-mê-me; il ne veut pas au doux Printemps cé-der la pla-ce

Viol

V.1e.

V.c.e C.b.
"The Tsar's Bride"

"La Fiancée du Tsar."

Agitato. 

"Qu'irons-nous là?"

"Oui,... c'est bien là..."

"La fourne de Lioubacha, aux cheveux noirs et lourds, aux sourcils sombres."
Ah, qu'elle est belle! Mes sens me trompent-ils?

ja! bien vu! Mer veille de beauté... des yeux superbes, cer-tes il Ta-
-doré. Mais ma fureur ne l'épargnera pas!

Ah, j'ai la tête en feu! Où est cet homme? (Elle heurte à la porte de Bonelli)
N° 289. "Sadko."
N° 289. "Sadko."
Larghetto. J. 56.

N° 280. "Sadko" (p. 150).
N° 280. "Sadko" (p. 150.)
(Larghetto. J. 56.)
Sadko. Ton chant léger va s'épandre sur les flots.

Pleins d'étoiles ta ceinture éblouit dans la nuit.

dolce (colla voce)
N° 291. "Sadko"
N° 291. "Sadko"
(Allegro. d.: 6a)

La Pr. des Mers.

Sadko.

Voix derrière le rideau. Mon fiancé désiré!

0 princesse adorée!

Ta beauté séduit mon cœur, ta beauté ravit mon âme, oh

Vie.

La Pr.

Sadko: "Tes chants ont séduit mon cœur, comme ils ont ravi mon âme, oh"
Sadko.

bien-ai-mé!
Pauvre veuve, je suis par les vents battue et noyée par toutes les pluies du ciel. Oh, je suis la risée de tous les gens de bien.

Vous, chanteurs des forêts, rosignollets, o cherchez-le parmi vous, il est des vôtres, Sadko, mon mari, le beau gouslar!
Cl. (B)

Fag.

Alti.

Bassi.

So-yons pru-dents a-v ant toute au-tre cho-se,

Viol. I e II.

V.le.

V.c.

Cl. (B)

Fag.

Cor.

Alti.

Bassi.

Sopr. e Alti unis. cresc.

Sopr. e Alti unis. cresc. moltó

viol. I e II.

V.le.

V.c.

C.b.

p cresc. moltó
(Allegro.)
Sadko. 219

Sadko.

"Sadko!"

Sadko.

(A allegro. \( \text{\textit{J}} = 126 \).)
306

Nº 296. “Ivan the Terrible,” Act II.
(Allegro.)

Pa-té de-Pskov?
Hein, quoi?

Mai-s vo-yez: vers nous sur un fier coursier, vient un no-ble preux

Mais vo-yez: vers nous sur un fier coursier, vient un no-ble preux vê-tu

Chez nous, l’é-té, a-

Les saisans Tzar, unis.

dor brillant, é-olai-

sur un fier coursier, vient un no-ble preux vê-tu d’es brillant, é-olai-

pizz.
Ts. IV. — bon-dent les mo- ril- les. Et nos hôtes bien sou-vent les disent bon-nes!

Altir. — rant le oiel com- me l'as- tre en feu du prin- temps nouveau.

Sopr. —

Viol. —

V. p. —

V. c. —

C.b. —

Faltes bien souvent les di-sent bon-nes!

Et fort bel-le; doc les fil-les i-oit-pou-sent com- me les mo- rilles?

Chez

Mais vo-

rant le ciel nu-a- geux et noir; mais il a fron-cé ses sour- cils é-pais

pizz.
gré ma foi, qu'importe Fais nous visiter, et tu verras bien
clair soleil, qui sur nous flamboie, gloire à l'empereur, autant-ri ble Tsar!
(Allegro non troppo. J.- 112.)

Sopr. dolce

Alti.

Vio. I. p

V.i.e.

V.c.e C.b. p

Ob. I.

pour ouvrir de l'aubépine blanche, par fumée au souffle printanier.

dispersez-vous tous, déployez vos ailes

dispersez-vous tous, déployez vos ailes
Sadko.

Vierge-qui es-tu donc? Qui es-tu, ma beauté?

pour cueilir de l'aubépine blanche, parfumée au souffle printanier.
"Snegourotchka."

"Sniegourotchka."

Et toi, rivière aux flots glacés et calmes,
Son déseoir a tous nous fait peiner; o noir forfait, trahi-son sans paroi-le!

Dans nos de-mours paisibles, nos filles ignorent la honte l'af-
Ob.

Cl.(B)

poco cresc.

Ob.

poco cresc.

Timp.

poco cresc.

Koup.

Up.

Sepr.

dors, endors ma honte et ma douleur mor-

Att. son desespoir à nous fait peine, o noir forfait, tra-hi-

son sans par-reil-le

Ten. dans nos de-meures paisibles, nos fil-

les no-

rent la hon-

te

front et le par-ju-re, et le par-ju-re, et le par-

ju-re

Viol.

cresc. poco

V.le.

cresc. poco

V.e. e C.b.

cresc. poco

cresc. poco

poco acceler.

Cl.

mf cresc.

ma.

f cresc.

mf cresc.

mf cresc.

Son. telle!

Rivièr, en ton meuy-vant

lin-

Ten.

a noir forfait, tra-

hi-

son sans pa-

reil-le!

Bass.

son desespoir à nous fait peine, son deses-

poir à nous fait peine,

V.i.

cresc.

V.le.

cresc.

V.e. e C.b.

cresc.

mf cresc.
N° 299. "Mlada," Act III.
N° 299. "Mlada," 8ème acte

Andante.

2 Fl.

Cl. I. (B)

Cl. I. (B)

p un poco stacc.

Cl. Basse.

Fag.

p un poco stacc.

Cor. I. (A) con scord.

3 Cor. (F)

2 Cor. (F)

Arpa I. p

Arpa II. p

Viol. II. div.

4 Viol. div.

4 Viol. c.

C. B. div.
N° 301. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."
N° 301. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitèj."
Les passages en petites notes ne se jouent que faute d'un orgue.
L'app.

-ces - se ta fille l'ira à Novgo-rod pour y de ve-nir un fleuve limpide. Toi des-tons de tout au

fond des mers. Ton pou-voir sur l'O-cé-an prend fin. O Sad-ko, mognous-
Gouf noir. Va chanter en l'honneur de tes Novgorodiens.
No 303. "Sadko" (p.378).

Andante non troppo. \( \frac{j}{4} = 88 \).

Sadko.

O partez, par-tez, nes fi-dé-les ser-vi-teurs...

Sadko.

De ma veuve a-ban-don-née es-su-vez les pleurs...
Et peut-être au ciel Dieu aura pitié de nous;

Et peut-être au ciel Dieu aura pitié de nous;
N° 304. "Sadko"
N° 804. "Sadko."

(Allegretto, \( \dot{\text{d}} \) = 72.)
324 No 305. "The Legend of the invisible city of Kitesh."
No 305. "Légende de la ville invisible de Kitéj."
(Moderato e maestoso. j=60.)

---

L'adolescent.

Vo-yez les cha-su-bles blan-ches, neige aux ra-yons du so-
Le Pr. Vsevolod.

Vo-yez les cha-su-bles blan-ches, neige aux ra-yons du so-
Le Pr. Vsevolod.

Arp.+

leil d'A-vril, qui d'a-mè-res lar-mes sont baignées, de tor-rents de pleurs de

leil d'A-vril, qui d'a-mè-res lar-mes sont baignées, de tor-rents de pleurs de
Loiseau Sirinn.

Loiseau Alkonost. Pa-reils sont les blancs vê-tement-

L'adol. Tels sont les blancs vê-

Le Pr.Va. pleurs brû-lants: Tels sont les blancs vê-

P. pleurs brû-lants. Pa-reils sont les blancs vê-

Le Pr.Y. pleurs brû-lants: De tor-ren
t de

Arpe.

I. Viol.

II. V-le.

V.c. pizz.

C-b. div. arco pizz.
No. 306. "The Golden Cockerel" (p. 351)
No. 306. "Le Coq d'Or" (p. 351).

(Andantino, \( \frac{4}{4} \), \( \text{d} = 96 \).)

2 Fl.  C. ingl.  C. (b)  C. bass  2 Fag  G. fag.

Cor.  Tr-bari.  Tuba.

Sopr. II.  No - tre prin - ce  a  sans pa-reil

Alti.  Ten.  A

No - tre seig - neur  sans pa-reil.

Bassi. II

Prin - ce.

Viol. II  V. le.  V. o.  C. b.  f esp.

No - tre so - leil!

qui _ bril-lait com- me un _ so - leil!
(Allegro non troppo. \( \text{\textit{j=112}} \))

Ob. I.

Cl. (B)

Fag.

Cor. \( p \)

Tr.-be. (B)

Tr.-bni. e Tuba.

Timp.

Sopr. Altii.

Mai\( s \) re\-\( gar\)\-\( dez \) done

Ten. Bassi.

Viol. I e II.

V-le. pizz.

C-b. \( p \)

N° 308. "Sadko" (p. 226).
N° 308. "Sadko" (p. 226).

Fl. picc.

Ob. I.

Cl. picc. (Es)

Cl. (B)

Fag.

Cor. \( f \)

Sopr.

Alt. Mai\( s \) re\-\( gar\)\-\( dez \) done, a mes bons a\-\( mis \)

Ten. Ha-ha-ha-ha - ha-ha-ha-ha - ha-

Bassi.

Re pizz.
No. 309. "Ivan the Terrible" (p. 116).
No. 309. "La Pskovitaine" (p. 116).
(Andante sostenuto.)

Or-donne, o maître, et tous tes ordres seront suivis

Or-donne, o maître et tous tes ordres seront suivis
Nous sommes faibles, nous voulons être guidés par toi.
Nо 311. "Sadko" (п. 441).
Nо 311. "Sadko" (p. 441).

(Allegro assai, d=168.)

"Sadko" (p. 441).

311. "Sadko" (p. 441).

"Sadko" (p. 441).
"Ivan the Terrible;" Act III (the end).

"La Pskovitaine," 8me acte (fin).

(Andante maestoso.)
Appendix. Single tutti chords.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fl. picc.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5.</th>
<th>6.</th>
<th>7.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fl.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ob.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl./B.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fag.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
1. J'e
La Null de Mai.
La Fiancée du Tsar, p. 245.
Le Legende de la ville invisible de Kitaj, p. 273.
```

NOTA. These diagrams are given in semibreves. They do not include percussion instruments of indeterminate sound or the human voice.

**NOTA.** Ces exemples sont donnés sous forme demi-schématique, en rondes. Ils ne comportent ni les instruments de percussion à sons indéterminés, ni les voix humaines.
Ivan the Terrible, p. 207.
La Pskovitaine p. 207.
CATALOGUE—SUMMER, 1933
KALMUS MINIATURE ORCHESTRA SCORES

BACH
No. 72, Suite No. 2, in B minor

BEETHOVEN
No. 1, Symphony No. 1, op. 21
No. 2, Symphony No. 2, op. 36
No. 3, Symphony No. 3 op. 55 (Eroica)
No. 4, Symphony No. 4, op. 60
No. 5, Symphony No. 5, op. 67
No. 6, Symphony No. 6, op. 68 (Pastorale)
No. 7, Symphony No. 7, op. 92
No. 8, Symphony No. 8, op. 93
No. 57, Symphony No. 9, op. 125 (Choral)
No. 9, Leonore No. 3, Overture, op. 72a
No. 10, Prometheus, Overture, op. 42
No. 11, Coriolanus, Overture, op. 62
No. 67, Egmont, Overture, op. 84
No. 91, 92, 93, Symphonies 1 to 9 complete, bound in half linen, in 3 volumes

BIZET
No. 88, Carmen, Overture
No. 89, Carmen, 3 Intermezzi

BORODINE
No. 68, Polovetzi'an Dances, Prince Igor

BRAHMS
No. 12, Symphony No. 1, op. 68
No. 14, Symphony No. 2, op. 73
No. 15, Symphony No. 3, op. 90
No. 16, Symphony No. 4, op. 98
No. 86, Academic Festival Overture, op. 80
No. 94, Symphonies complete, bound in half linen

CHABRIER
No. 61, España, Rhapsody

DEBUSSY*
No. 17, Afternoon of a Faun
No. 73, String Quartet

DVORAK*
No. 18, New World symphony, No. 5, op. 95
No. 90, String Quartet, op. 96 (American;

DUKAS*
No. 65, The Sorcerer's Apprentice

FRANCK
No. 19, Symphony in D minor

GRIEG*
No. 20, Peer Gynt Suite, No. 1

HAYDN
No. 23, Symphony No. 11, in G major (Militaire)
No. 24, Symphony No. 2, in D major (London)
No. 25, Symphony No. 6, in G major (Surprise)

IPPOLITOW-IVANOV*
No. 26, Caucasian Sketches

LISZT
No. 29, Les Preludes
No. 62, Second Hungarian Rhapsody

MENDELSSOHN
No. 30, Midsummer Night's Dream, Overture
No. 31, Hebrides (Fingal's Cave), Overture
No. 32, Wedding March
No. 81, Three Orchestra pieces from Midsummer Night's Dream

MOZART
No. 33, Symphony No. 39, in E flat, K 543
No. 34, Symphony No. 40, in G minor, K 550
No. 35, Symphony No. 41, in C major (Jupiter), K 551
No. 69, Don Juan, Overture, K 492
No. 70, Marriage of Figaro, Overture, K 492
No. 74, Magic Flute, Overture, K 220
No. 80, Serenade, Kleine Nachtmusik, K 525

MUSSORGSKY
No. 83, Polonaise from Boris Godunow

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV*
No. 36, Capriccio Espagnol, op. 34
No. 63, Dance of the Buffoons from "The Snow-Maiden"
No. 77, Flight of the Bumble-Bee from "Tsar Saltan"
No. 80, Scheherazade, op. 35
No. 87, Russian Easter, Overture, op. 36

ROSSINI
No. 37, William Tell. Overture

ST-SAENS*
No. 85, Danse Macabre, op. 40
No. 86, Omphale's Swooning Wheel, op. 31

SCHUBERT
No. 38, Symphony No. 8 (Unfinished)
No. 39, Rosamunde Overture

STRAUSS, RICHARD*
†No. 40, Till Eulenspiegel, op. 28
†No. 75, Death and Transfiguration, op. 24
†No. 76, Don Juan, op. 20

STRAVINSKY*
No. 40, Fire-Bird Suite
No. 78, Sacre du Printemps
No. 79, Petrushsha

TSCHAIKOWSKY
No. 36, Symphony No. 4, in F minor, op. 36
No. 59, Symphony No. 5, in E minor, op. 64
No. 60, Symphony No. 6, in B minor, op. 74 (Pathétique)
No. 95, Symphonies 4, 5, 6 complete, bound in half linen
No. 42, Nutcracker Suite, op. 71
No. 43, Marche Slave, op. 31
No. 44, Capriccio Italian, op. 45
No. 45, Overture 1812, op. 49
No. 74, Romeo & Juliet, Overture, Fantasy

THOMAS
No. 64, Mignon, Overture

WAGNER
Overtures and Preludes
No. 46, Lohengrin
No. 47, Tannhauser
No. 48, Tristan and Isolde
No. 49, Meistersinger
Miscellaneous
No. 50, Ride of the Valkyries
No. 51, Wotans Farewell and Fire Magic
No. 52, Siegfried Idyll
No. 53, Siegfried's Rhine Journey
No. 66, Bacchanale (Venusberg) from Tannhauser

WEBER
No. 54, Oberon Overture
No. 55, Euryanthe Overture
No. 56, Freischuitz Overture
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